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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUC'.l;ION 
The growth e>f _comn:lercial dry_:-J9~. cattle Jeed;i.ng. ill the Un~ted 
States is having a substantial impact upon e.ach phase of beef produc-
. . . . ', ' . . 
tion and marketing, Established patterns and production practices are 
··- ....... -: .. ·~. 
changing. Location of slaughter cattle production, location and nature 
of processing facilities, feeder cattle movement patterns, seasonality 
of feedlot placements and marketings, financial and feed requirements, 
types and qualities of feeder cattle produced, and management practices 
have been affected in many areas. Impacts of these adjustments have also 
been evident at the retail and consumer levels. These efFects, among 
others, have led to widespread inte~e~-~---~:11. ~-~-~1::J.e ~eeding, 
..-,~-,- -........ · -· 
Problem Statement 
Oklahoma has been alead:i,_x:ig __ tl.<i!J:;_:l:,o_g_l!J __ .. ~_9..1.l:,rge, o;f;; · .. ~i:?eder cattle. More 
. ____ .,.,.. -.-. -·--- ·., 
' 
than 90o'~OOO head were produced in 1962 of which most were $hippec\ to 
the Corn Belt and other leading cattle feeding areas for fattening. 1 At 
the same time, a relatively high percentage of the hd·beef consumption 
~arketings of cattle and calves (1,729,000) minus inshipments to 
farms and ranches (453,000) minus total slaughter (437,000) equal esti-
mated feeder marketings (909,000). 
1 
2 
in Oklahoma was imported ;in ca:pcass :,form from the North Cei;itral Region. 2 
This fact, together with evidence of abunda~ce with respect to both 
feeder cattle and feed stain in Oklahoma, has stimulated inquiries con~ 
cerning possibilities and potentials of the cattie~feeding industry in 
Oklahoma. It has been suggested that markets for fed beef produce4 in 
Oklahoma could be successfully expanded to inch.tde a,:-eas south and east 
----······ ---------- ·3. 
of the state. 
This study is directed toward est~mates of costi; and reven4es 
associated with feedlot production ~nd mar~eting under p(evailing 
Oklahoma conditions. Interest h focused pl;'imarily upon co~t; savings 
associated with feedlot size, referreo to as "econ~mie1:1 of s~a~e," 
Other factors examined fol;' their inflqence upon cost and revenue in,clQde 
variations in volume or extent to which fixed faaUities are utilized., 
length of feeding period, se~ and weight; of feeder animals, types of 
feeding systems, feed cost, feede~ pattle cost, and others, The cost 
of feeding cattle in a custom feedlot is contrasted with the cost of 
feeding in a lot under control. 'of the cattle 6wrier ~-
Within specified limieations, the study provides Oklahoma fe~dlot 
producers with guides to least cost,; and·i;n some cas~s,.:mos't profita,ble 
sizes and type1:;1 of cattle feed,;lng operations, C'o$t$ and ~fficthncy::Ln 
:.-...·· 
2willard F. Williams, Market;ing Po-tentials for Feedlot Cattle J;,a 
Oklahoma~ Texas, Oklahoma.State University Experi111ent Station, 
Processed Series P-426 (Stillwater, 1962), p. 20. 
3 John w. Malone, ''A Spatial Equil:i,l:>rium ~nalysb of tlle Fed Beef 
Economy" (unpublished Ph.D, dissertation, Oklahoma St/;lte Univer$ity, 
1963), p. 106, 
3 
feedlot production and marketing are cri.tic<'ll factors which to a larf!;e 
extent will determine Oklahoma's futu:pe role in the nation's cattle-
feeding industry. Although earlier studi~s hav~ indicated that; Okla• 
homa is favorably J,ocati;?d with respect to deficit m,::trkets in the South 
and Southeast, locational aq.vantages could be offset by di.Herent;i.ally 
higher costs of product;i,on or marketing. On the other hand, si,gnif:i,-
cantly lower costs of production or marketing in Oklahoma relative to 
other surplus regions coulcl offset lopationai disadvantag!=ls in defi,dt 
markets such as California, 4 
Objectives 
Specific objectives of the study are to: (1) describe the his-
torical development of the Oklahoma cattllil feed,ing industry relative to 
other cattle feeding regions; (2) determine and descri,pe systems, 
patterni;;, and practices currently employed by Okl.ahoma feedlot opera-
tions in procuring feeder cattle and feed, operating feedlots, and in 
marketing fed cattl.e; (3) synthesize models of relatively efficient 
commercial feedlot operations and determine both short-run cost rela~ 
tionships and long-run planning c1,1rves with empj;lasis upon economies of 
5 
scale; (4) estimate break.even J?rices l;lS inflt:1enced by volurne, scple, 
feeding systems, length of feeding period, feeder· cattle cost, and 
other factors; and (5) eistimflte revenue functions anc). cost-revenue 
5commercial feedlots and other terms are defined in a lpter 
section, 
relationships as influenced PY these variables, ~he first two objec-
tives of this study were complete(il and publi§hed as Oklahoma A.gricul .. 
6 tural Experiment Station publications. 
4 
6wu1ard F. Williams and James McDowell, Cha~acterisUcs a.nd Grgw~h 
.Qi Cattle Feedlot O:eerations la Oklahom£!i, Okbhcnna Ag1ric:q.ltural. Experi-
ment Station Processed Series P-418 (Stillwater, 1962); and James 
McDowell and Willard F ~ WU.l~ams, Feed Use ~ Oklahoma ~ommsr9ial Fe!F~" 
lots, Oklahoma A~ricultural ~xperiment St~tion Processed ~eries f-433 
(Stillwater, 1962). 
CMPTER II 
THEORETICAL CONSrDERATIONS AND REVIEW OF LITERAT\JRE 
Cos ts usually are conddered in terll11;1 o:f 1;1, money oi;i tlay fot' ~ro-
ductive resources or serv~ces used to froduce and market a pro~uct. 
Leftwich points out that such a concept_of cQst is not complete•~that 
alternative costs and :i.mp1icit aosta also mtif?t be considered, i Ait;:er .. 
native costs qf productive resoµtces are the;r values i~ a\ternat:i.ve 
as a return on fixe4 investment o~ a retuin to tarm labor Qr m~nagement. 
In many cases, suc4 implicit costs are not considered as ~pst outlays 
and frequentl.y are overlook~d ·ent:i.rel7, 
The appropriate or applioabie theoretica~ stPucture ~eeessary to 
an analysis such as t4is study of cattle-feeding costs and returns is 
accepted production economics ai;id (;:OHespqp.ding oost theo:i:"y a1:1 pies~p,ted 
2 3 4 by Carlson, Beady, and Liebhafsky, among otl\erl'3. At least eeven cost 
concepts are outlinecl £o~ use in ecottomic analysis by these ~µt;;hors, 
1Richard H. Leftwich, The Price §ystem a,nd Reso1:11!."ce Allocation 
(New York, 1958), p. l~Z, 
2 Sune Carlson, fi St~dy ,sm the Pure ~heory ~ Prod'r;lct,ipn (l,.c:n:idon 1 
1939). 
3Earl o. Heady, Economic~ .2£-.Agricyl.,tur~l Production ,and R$'is9urpe, 
Use (Englewood Clifis, 1952), ' · · · 
4Hf H~ L;i.ebhafsky, The Nature E1 Price Theori (Homewood,,· 1963). 
,5 
6 
These are: total cqst, total variable 9ost, to~al ~~xed cost, average 
total cost, average variable cqst, average fixed cost, and marginal 
cost. The length of the pl,anning p~riod, ot "length qf run," :i,s im,.. 
portant in differentiating these categories. In the longwrun all 
costs involve money outlays v~ryina wi~h the tev~l of ou~put; whe~eas 
fixed costs have meaning only in the short-run perio4 in wht~h fixed 
resource components are ~ommittec;l to thfil ptoduction process. 
Table I summarizes the mathematical ~or~s of these cost and 
revenue functions und,er the simp'.l.;lfy:i,ng ~ss4mptiot1 o~ two :i;e1:1ources 
used to produce a given product, The. t~Qle ~s ge~eral and shows the 
form these concepts take under ~ny comp~titive situation, and for short 
and long-run situations. 
Total cost in tpe short-run with one resou~ce, (Y), fix~d is 
designated f(;ii:)X + PY. In this ca$e, tb.e price of the resou-:rce, f(x), y 
may vary with the quantity ot resource u~ed, X. ~n a pu;ely c~mpeti-
tive situation, the price of r~sour~e X w9uld be f~~ed ~t PX for any 
quantity of the resource the firm prefers to µse, Thus, total variaple 
cost is designated f(x)X ot PxX, depending upo~ the level of competition 
prevailing in the resource mark~t, and f(x)X equats PxX under pu-:rely 
competitive conditions. Total fixe9 cqst is the price of tqe fixed 
resource, P , multiplied by the quantity emplpyed, "i:'. J:f Q is output, y 
then f(x)X is average 
Q 
The sum of these two, 
Vclriable cost 1 and + is average fi:/!;ed <;;Qs t ~ 
f(x)X + PyY, is average total ~ost. Ma~gtnal 
Q 
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TA:6Lf)l I 
MATHEMATICAL INTERPRETATION OF COST AN~ REVtNUe CONCEPTS 
UNDER SlMPLIFYING ASS"QMPTIONSa 
Concept 
Total cost 
Total fi:i-.ed cost 
Total variable cost 
Average total unit cost 
Average fixed unit; cost 
Average variable 
unit cost 
Marginal c::os t 
Total revenue 
Average revenue 
Marginal revenue 
Profit maximization 
condition 
Short-Run·· 
Length of Run 
Long,-Run 
f (x)X + P Y y 
p y 
y 
f(x)X 
f(x)X + PYY. 
Q 
p y 
y 
Q 
.f (x)X 
Q 
df(x)X + PyY = f (x)-ddQX 
dQ' 
+ xdf (xl + o 
dQ 
f(q)Q 
f(g)g = f(q) 
Q 
df ~~)g = f (q)Tq 
+ Qdf(g) 
dQ 
f(q) + Qd!~g) = 
f (x) ~~ + xd~~x) 
f (x)X + f (y)Y 
Noni! 
f (x)X -li f(y)Y 
f (x)X + f <;x)Y 
... . Q ... 
None 
df(~)X + f.(:f)Y = f(x)~ dQ . .· dQ 
+ )}~~~x) + f(y)~ + y d~~¥) 
f(q)Q 
f(9)q = f (q) Q . 
dfM)g = f (q) Tq 
+ Qdf(g) 
dQ 
f(q)+ Qq.f(g) = f(x)~ + 
.. dQ dQ 
xdf(x) + f( ,.9! + Ydf(y) 
·· dQ · Y, dQ dQ 
aThe assumptions an~; . (1) Q = f(X/Y) b the :shm;t.,.run production 
function, (2) Q ::: f(X, Y) is the long,-run produc:tion funetion, (3) Px = 
f(x) is the factor demand for X, (4) P = f(y) is th~ tacto~ demand for 
Y, (5) P = f(Q) is the product demand; and (6) ~ = 0, or the factors 
are inde~endent. a X 
is the first derivative of total cost Qr total va~iable cost.s Under 
imperfect competition this becomes f(x)~ + X da6x) with the latter 
half of the formula redµcing to iero under perfect comp~tittoQ since f(x) 
is a constant, P. 
X 
Mathematical ip.terpretations of long .. run cost coneE;lpts are si,tIJi,:o, 
lar to short•run interpretations except that quantity ~nd price of the 
second rexource,, Y, are aUowed. to vai;-y. ';['h1,1s, total co~ t and total 
variable cost are identicc;1l, and designated HK)J + f(y)Y. 
The revenue comcerts a;1;e ide'Q.tical :l.n both long and short'lfrun time 
periods. Tqtal revenue is designated f(q)Q, wh1.le aveiage rev~nue re .. 
duces to product ~r~ce, f(q)~ ~n the purely 9ompetitive market, pro-
duct price is constant at Pq for any quantity the firm aesires to sell. 
Marginal revenue is the first derivative of total revenue with respect 
to output. This is desigp,at;ed f (q) = Q d§~g) ~ with tb,h latte:i;' half 
reducing to zero l\nder perfectly cQl'Ilpetitive compet:itipn since prod1,1ct 
price is a constant Pq• 
Relat:i,on$hip of Cost eind Revenue to J;'r~d.uction :Funot~on 
Outlays for productive resource$ or services, and revenu~s accru-
ing from the sale of the ref;l1,1lt:i,:p.g product a?;"e direct;iy re,l~te4 to the 
laws of production if factor costs and product p1:;ices 4re given, In 
Ta1:>le I, for instance, the sl').ort-:i:un production function b d~i.lignated 
Q = f(X/Y). Assuming a purely competitive situation the p~ice of the 
5The deri-v·at;ive of total cqs t eqlla.ls the derivative of t:o.t~l 
variable cost pecause the derivative of a constant (t:otai ~i~ed cost) 
equals zero. 
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variable re1;1ou'):'ce woulc;l be given ae l\1:~ If the p,;oduct;ion function b 
of the tradit;i.onal te~tbook form, it could be wtitten $pecifi.cally as 
Q =a+ bX + cx2 - dX3•6 In this case, aveta$e pll;'odµct, ~., would be i 
· · 2 Z 
+ b + cX - dX , and marginal prodllCt wc;>Uld be .b + 4C~ - 3dX • Total 
variable cost equah PxX,' which divided by output, Q., eq1.;1ab average 
variable un.it cost. '.t'hus, average variable co1;1t Jll&Y be wrttt~n as 
which may be restated aa 
But 
may be written as 
or 
· · I I .,tS I 
. 2 
a+ bX +' cl 
X 
a + bX + cX2 .. dX:3 
l 
! + b + C .. qXZ 
~ 
, 
which is the reciprocal of averag~ product. thus, the ~~l~t;i.onship be-
tween the pro due tion func Uon and the co1:3 t func;: tion i.s that th.e rec;:j.pt."o"' 
cal of average product multiplied by variable factor price equals 
average variable uq,it cost. ~imilarly) mat;-ginal, cost eq1,1a'.J.s the 1;ec:f.p .. 
rocal of marginal prodµct; multiplied by variabl~ {aptor ptice, 
Total value product or t:ota.l revenue takes the e:x:act f9rm of the 
produc1=,ion function when shown Ma function 0£ the level of input$ if 
6There is no reason to assum~ thb t;:ype.of prpductio-q fµnc:rtion. 
Any type of p:i::·oduction func;tion c:an be t,1sed tp demonst~ate the basic 
principles. 
/ 
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product price is given. To~~l revenue is a stt'.aight line fupction if 
taken as a function of output and if product price is not influenced by 
the firm's output. In purely competitive conditions~ ~argi~ai r~venue 
equals product price for all levels of oul:p~t. 
Short~Run and Long~Run Considerations 
It 1$ important to differentiate between co1;1t savingl'ii associated 
with more efficient use of f:i.xed short .. run facilities and co1;1 t ~avings 
associated with changing scale. Tpe former ~ay be referred to as 
"utilization economies" and the lattei as "economies of scalef" 
In the short~run, the firm has estabii~hed ~ fixed plant capable 
of producing a range pf output when comb:i,.ned w:i,th varioµs lev@l1;1 o~ the 
variable input factors. The equilibrium qµantity of; output forthcomini 
from the fixed pla11,; del)ends v.pon product and resouJ;"ce pr~ces p:r;evailing. 
Capacity of a plant is a confµE;Jing and e.ometiwes meaningl.ese.con .. 
cept. 7 Absolute capaeity, i~ physical terms, :l.$ tQe maximutn qua~tity 
of product the plant could p~oduce under anr circumstances, Beyond 
this poiq.t., additional units of va-riabie fact:C>'.l!'S add nothing to tot:41· 
product while costs continue to rise. According to Liebhafsky, econotnic 
capacity has a .different meanin!?; from absolute ca.vacity il!lnd re;fe,:-s to 
" ••• the least cost point, the point at wh~ch the marginal cost curve 
cuts the 
8 .. 
average cost curve from bel,.ow," E;f,tman argues that it planti;. 
7rn July, 1962, the Subcommittee on Economic Statistics of the ~oint 
Committee of the Congress recommended that the Bureau of the Budge~ 
fromul13i te acceptab~e standards and de~ini.tions of capacity. 
8 Liebhafsky, p. 164. 
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were designed according to specific engineering requi.remente, the ab• 
solute capacity of the f!lant should be near the minimum average total 
i t ·t· 9 un t cos pos1 ion. If such is th~ case, a cost savin~ may be associ• 
ated with using a small plant at capacity <>utput '):'ather than a larger 
plant utilized to obtain the same output, Eitman' s definition o( ca"' 
pacity is used in this study althoug;h allowances are made :for var~a .. 
10 tions in feeding patterns, 
In the long .. run tim1;1 per:lod, all resoqrces ~l;'e ~onsi,dered var~ijble 
and the firm can build and operate .a pliant of any feasible size~ Thus, 
the long-run situation may be shown as a series of short~run situations 
confrontin~ the firm, each Q~ which involves a fixed set ot facilities 
or plant capable of producing a given ran~e of output. As these situ~ 
ations become more numerous the planni~g curve or long~run average 
unit cost curve is formed and tak~s on. a scalloped shape, When the 
number of short-run alteJ;"n,.at:i.ves becpmel:i infinite, a smooth curve de-
velops. The point of lonij"'run economi9 capacity h i;ief:f..n.eq by Liebhat .. 
sky as "the point at which the- 'c;,pt:imum' !:lmoq.nts of tJ.i.e :i,nputSi are 
' 11 being used in the 'optimum' pi-oi;>ortions." Thi~, of cour1;1e, refen tq 
the low point on the planning curves. 
Figure 1 shows a typicai long .. ~un average ~nit cost 9µrve, ,nowtng 
both economies and diseconomies of scale. The lon,g .. rµn planning cqrve · 
9wilford J. Eitman, "Factors Dete:r;mi,n;i.ng the l,oca;t;i,on of th12 L~aEJt 
Cost Point," American Eco~omic R~yie:W, XXXVII (1947), p, 91,;3. 
1°For greatel;' detai.l on the definition of capac.ity used in ~his 
study, refer to Chapter :J;V and the section d.ea.1.ing wHh selectio:P. And 
definition of model feedlots. 
11Liebhafsky, p. 184. 
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is formed by tangencies with short•run qost curves at minimum cost 
points for particular quantities of out~ut Jnd takes on a scalloped ,hape 
when only a few short-run situations ~re consideredr Wh~n the number 
of short-run si~uations is infinite, the planning function forms~ 
smooth curve. 
$IQ 
A declining long-run ~verage cost function iij associated with 
economies of scale. Internal economies of scale come about. ~nternally 
within the firm as a result of actipn taken by the fi.'J:'lll! Di.vis ion c,f 
labor and specialization are common iriternal economies made possible 
by the use of larger machines. ].)ecuniary internal economie~ aho 
occur as the firm becomes large enough to obtain J)J:>;lce <;lhco1;ints on 
resources. Other factors over which the firm has no qpnti-ol '.1;.'es1.,1lt in 
external economies of scale, Sµch item~ as improved tr~nsportat;:ion 
facilities, commercial bookkeeping firms, and ofher cost reductions 
result from the combined effect of a numb~r of firms, each of which by 
itself coµl~ not have brought about these deve~opments, 
13 
An increasing lon~·run planning ~urve reflects ~iseconomies of 
scale. Interna1 diseconomies, for which the firm ~lone is responsible, 
refer to such it;:ems as 1:1,m;l.ted miimagement ef:Ucien~y, factor inter"! 
actions, or in some cases, resource price in~reases. i~is latter would 
occur when a firm needed large quantities of a resource and would pid 
up the. resource price to proc~1ie the quant:i. J:;ies required. Ex;terp.,;U dis .. 
economies, over which the firm has no control, a~e largely pecuniary 
and brought about through incteased ~emand for a. ~esource by many firms. 
Pioneer;l.n,g research dealing with economies of s~aie ~as conc;lucted 
by R, G, Bressler, Jr. in the New ~ngland milk indust;y. 12 Since then, 
s irnilar studies have been made of al.most all agt;!Leulturat prod.uc 1;:s 
and of several othe1r major itldUstr~es. 13 However, eat"ly reHat'chet;'S 
failed to apply production theory correctly tp cost analysis. These 
failures have been listed as (1) neglect of th~ fact that tot:~l qutput 
could be varied by varying the time period as well as the production 
rate; (2) adoption of a single stage plant mqdel, whereas operations 
at most plants consist of a series of stage~ each having different cost 
components; (3) 11onrecognitio'P, of indivi,sibiiity of certain Vf1Jr:l.4bl~ 
factoJ;"s; and (4) failure to take account o~ the durabh nat:ure of U,,i;ed 
12a. G. Bressler, Jr., Ec,on;pmiM £?! Seal~ ,.!n ~ Qee1;:atioJJ:S £t 
Country~ Plants, New England Resea,r~h Couna~l on Narketing and 
Food Supply in cooperation with the New England t\gricultural Experiment 
Stations and the u. s. Department of Agriculture (Storrs, t942), 
13 John Johnston, Statist;i.cal Cost Analysis (New Yol:'k,1 1960), pp, 12 
and 139 .. 141. 
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14 factors. A,djus tmen ts to tp.es e failures included tµe di vis ion of a 
plant into individuai production elements, the recpgni:tion of dis .. 
continuous cost functions, and allowing the output to vary by increas ... 
ing the number of eight hour wor~ days rather than the scale of plant. 
Economies of scale studies of cattle feedlot operations have been 
conducted PY several state e~periment stations, and by the u. s. Depart-
ment of Agriculture as well as other organizations, On~ of the first 
studies to be devoted to such operations wa$ prepared by 1;:he ~ank of 
America to measure the contripution, of cattle feeding to the growth of 
the California economy~ 15 In this study, daily nonfeed costs were 
found to vary inversely with the number of head fed, averaging 13.02 
cents per head per day for lots feeding an average 866 head per year to 
8.02 cents per head per day for lots feeding an average 26,866 head per 
year. The importance of 1,1t;llization was also pointed out. Lots feed• 
ing throughout the year averaged 8.52 cents daily nonfeed cost per head 
whereas those feeding only one lot )?er year averaged H.13 cents. 
A similar study by the Arizona ~xperiment Station measured average 
16 
nonfeed costs in terms of tons of feed util.ized. ··· C9nclusions were 
much the same as those ci,ted in the Bank of Amel,"ica study. liqwever, it 
was noted that, excluding small feedlots, unit costs were affected more 
14Ben c. French, "Economic Efficiency in Califo'.l;'nh. Pear Packing 
Plants" (unpublished Ph 0 D, dissertation, University of California, 1954)~ 
pp. 20-21. 
15John A. Hopkin, Q§!ttle Feeding .!n California, Bank of America 
Economics Department ,(San Francisco, 1957). 
16 Leo J. Moran~ Non feed Cos ts of Arizona Cattle Feeding, Univer-
sity of Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station Technical Bqlletin 138 
(Tucson, 1959). 
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by utilization of fixed facilities than by size or scale of feedlot. 
In this study, average nonfeed expenses per ton of feed fed varied 
from $18.30 for smaller lots feeding less than 500 tQqs of feed to $5,56 
for larger 1ots feeding 12,500 tons or more feed. Costs associated with 
an increased investment use ratio,varied from $20.13 per ton of feed 
fed for 14 lots with an investment use ratio of under 25 to $4.26 for 
17 
eight lots with an investment use ~atio of 100 and up. 
A cost study of co1ll!llerciAl feedlots by the u. s. Depart~ent of 
Agriculture was conducted in 1962 for purposes of designing improved 
feedlot layouts.ts Although confined tp silage feeding operations, 
this study provides useful input coefficients for c~ttle feeding in 
terms of man and machine hours necessary for pro4uct~on. In this study 
it was determined that the cost of performing feedlot operat:f.ons in an 
improved layout decreased from $4.17 per head in a 1,000 head lot to 
$2.29 per head in a 101 000 he~d lot. This re~ort indicated that some 
operations, such as lo~ding cattle and clej:1.qing pens, actuaJ.iy rl,':lquired 
more man and machine hours per head as a feedlot size increased, but 
that economies in other operations more than offset these disecopomies, 
A more recent California Experiment Station study dealt primarily 
with economies associated with size or ~cale of commercial fee4lots. 19 
17rn this study, the investment use rl;lti,,o was specificaity defined 
as tons of feed fed per $1,000 nonland investment. 
18Tarvin F. Webb, Imp:[oved. Methods apd Facili~ie~ for Co~ercia+ 
Cattle Feedlots, u. s. Department of Agriculture Marketing Research 
Report Number 517 (Washington, 1962). 
19Gordon A, King, Economies of Scale.!.!! Large Commercial Feedlots~ 
Californa:i,. Ag:ricul tural Experiment Station Giannini Fau1;1dation of Agri-
cultural Economics Research Report Number 251 (Berkeley, 1962). 
A variety of models were synthesized in th:f,.s study usiµg econom:f.c .. 
engineering techniques. Spec:lfic cost function1;1 were developed for 
items such as labor~ electricity, water, equipment repair, and tele" 
phone. Costs at maximum output in this study declined from 7.i9 
cents per head per day for a feedlot capacity of 3,760 h~ad to 5,57 
cents per head per day for a feedlot capacity ot 22 1 560 head. The 
data indicated that few economies of scale were achieved beyoqd a 
feedlot capacity of about 71 520 head-
Economies of scale among small farmer~feeding operations have 
16 
also been conducted, One sµch Stl,ldy 1:>y the Oklahoma ll:x;periment Station 
covered economies accruing to .different methods o~ feed handling for as 
many as 2,000 head of cattle anT,lually. 20 this study indicated that 
feedlots with volumes greater than 200 head per year or feeding more 
than 112 tons of feed with custom processing rates at $3.00 per ton, 
could profitably invest in sma,11 mtxer feed mill facilities. Alsq, 
larger feedlots feeding more than 450 head annually or utii!zing more 
than 316 tons of feed, could obtain least-cost processing with grinder• 
blender equipment. Indications were that costs of gain associated with 
feed processing and handling were reduced from four cents per pound 
when 100 head of cattle were fed to one and one~half cents per pound 
when 2,000 head were finished to a slaughter weight~ 
Another stu~y of small-vol~me feedlots cond~cted by the Montana 
Experiment Statio.n concluded that sources of mino-r eeono~ies were : -.. 
20Reece Edward :Brown, Jr., "Economics of Mechanization in Feeding 
Beef Cattle" (unpublished M.s. thesis, Oklahoma State Univenity, 1962). 
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available to farm feedlots of that state. 21 These economies appeared 
with increased utilization of existing facilities and when minor equip-
ment additions, such as dry~roller processing facilities, were intro-
duced. 
A limited survey of the Oklahoma cattl~·feeding industry was con• 
ducted by the Statistical Reporting Service of USDA and Oklahoma State 
Board of Agriculture cooper a tj:ivgly. in 1957; 2Z, . This :·s::eqdy 'f)Ointed, · out 
the imp-0rtant cattle feeding areas of the state, the source of the cattle 
on feed, where: the cattle were sold., the slaughter grad,es, and the 
relative sizes of the different ope~ations as they existed in Ok1ahoma 
during 1957. Indications were that slightly more than 21 500 Oklahoma 
farmers and ranchers produced grain-(ed cattle for slaughter, and that 
a large part of this volume was concentrated in the few large lots 
within the state. 
Numerous other descriptive studies and repot;'ts budget:iri,g costs and 
returns for various feedlot sizes have peen published. Two Texas Agri-
cultural Experiment Station studies include findings applicable to 
Oklahoma cattle-feeding conditions, One of these contained costs and 
21 Robert G. Mueller, "The Effect$ of Costs and Returns of Varying 
Size and Organization of Farm Feedlots in Montana" (unpublished M.S. 
thesis, Montana State College, 1962). 
22 Ronald J. Sharp, The Cattle Feeding Industry in Oklahoma, u. s. 
Department of Agricul ture--Agricultural Marketing se-;;ice and' Oklahoma 
State Board of Agriculture cooperating (Oklahoma City, 1958). 
returns information for feedlots ot 100 and 500 heaq capacity. 23 The 
other also provided costs.and returns i,nformation., but in additiop., 
included data on labor-management income as related to mark~ting margins 
and feed prices. 24 Objectives of both publications we~e to determine 
opportunities for, and farm income effects of marketing grain sorghum 
through feeder cattle. A major conclusion derived from the models 
studied was that at pr;ices which p'X'evailed during t):l.e fall of 1956 and 
spring of 1957, and as a way to market grain sorghum., cattle feeding was 
profitable. It was determined profitable to feed a high concentrate 
ration with a positive twocent-per·pound differential between the 
price of slaughter cattle and feeder cattle where a $2.QO price per 
hundredweight was placed on grain sorghum. A lower price margin was 
profitable when grain sorghum was valued at $1.25 per hundredweight. 
It was noted that a 25 cent,·per-·hundredweight increase in g;rain sorghum 
price increased the cost per pound of gain by 1.57 cents, and necessi-
tated an increase in slaughter price of 0,7 cents to breakeven, Labor-
management returns were greater for a 150 day feeding program than for 
a 180 day feeding program. 
A Kansas Experiment Station study presented basic characteri~tics 
25 
of large scale custom .feedlots in that state. Such factora as ,·. ·:1 ,, · 
23A. C. Magee, et al.J Economics .Q! Cattle Feeding Syste;ms for 
~ Texas, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 880 (College 
Station~ 1957). 
24wi1liam F. Hughes, et al., Economic Returns from Grain Sorghum 
Fed to Steer Calves .Q.!! Dryland Farms of~ High Plains, Texas ~gri-
cultural Experiment Station MP-295 (College Station, 1958). 
25John H. McCoy and Robert H. Wuhrman, Sgme ~conomic Aspects .Q.f 
Commercial Cattle Feeding in Kansas.it Kansas State University Agricul-
tural Experiment Station Bulletin 4~4 (Manhattap, 1960). 
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ownership status, procurement of cattle, operational practices, 
. . . . . . 
operating costs, disposition of fat cattle, and probable future de-
velopment. of the industry were described. The study noted that feed 
costs averaged about 90 percent oi total variable operating costs at 
large feedlots. 
Other descriptive and cost studie1:1 of some aspects of the cattle--
feeding business are cited ::i,.n the Selected Bibliography, 
Theoretical Assumptions and Hypotheses 
Several specific hypotheses are tested in this study. These are 
enumerated as follows: 
(1) Significant economies of scale exist in the cattle·· feeding 
industry with corresponding higher profits or smaller losses 
per head fed for large-volume versus smai1-volume feedlots. 
(2) Many of these economies are achieved bya 2,900 head feedlot. 
(3) The plaµning curve, within the range of scale cons::i,.dered, 
does not increase or show diseconomies of scale. 
(4) A sizeable cost reduction is obtained by utilizing feedlot 
facilities to the fullest extent, 
(5) The practice of "upgrading," raising slaughter grade above 
the equivalent feeder grade, increases feedlot proff..ts or 
reduces losses. 
(6) Operation of a feedlot by the entrepreneur feeding cattle is 
less costly than placing cattle in a custom feedlot for 
fattening. 
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Hypotheses tested in this &tudy were derived from the theoretical 
framework described in the preceeding section and from conclusions drawn 
from other studies. The fol+owing theoretical assumptions were applied 
to this analysis~ 
(1) A purely competitive situation exists in the selling market. 
(2) Pecuniary advantages accrue to larger operations with respect 
to purchases of some inputs. 
(3) Each equivalent unit of a resource is of equal potent:lal pro .. 
ductivity although some units are uti~ized more efficiently 
in large-volume operations. 
(4) Indivisibility with respect to some inputs, particularly 
labor, is present. It is realistically assumed that addi-
tional men and machines requ:lred are purchased in whole units 
although such units may remain idle a portion of the time, 
thereby increasing variable cost per unit of product. 
(5) All feedlots are subject to the same production fuuction 
with respect to feed inputs and operate in Stage II of pro-
duction. 
(6) The principal objective of the feedlot operator is to maxi-
mize net revenue or minimize loss annually. 
Nutritional and economic logic suggest cattle feedlot production 
functions of the Cobb=Douglas or quadratic forms when only the feed 
' ' 'd d 26 input is consi ere. This implies a per-head total·cost function 
26 James s. Plaxico, Paul Andrilenas and L. s. Pope, Economic 
Analysis .Qi_!! Concentrate--Roughage Ratio Experiment, Oklahoma State 
University Agricultural E}l:periment Station Processed Series P-310 
(Stillwater, 1959), p. 26. 
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increasing at an increasing rate or at a constant percentage rate for 
an individual animal as the per·· head liveweight gain is increased. If 
signif:i,cant economies of scale exist, as hypothesized, the tQtal per ... 
head cost functions de,cline as scale is inc.reased. This, is shown in 
Figure 2 where TC1 represents the hypothetical per · head coat of feed-
ing animals in a small lot and TC2· the per head cost associated with a 
larger lot. 
$/ 
Head 
-1--------~~~~-----ior----------Gain Per Head 
l 
Figure 2. Hypothetical Per Head 
Revenue and Costs. 
The revenue function per pound of gain increases at a constant 
rate per unit of production if the slaugh~er prices remain constant 
for all weights and grades. If, however, the animal changes slaug):iter 
grade during the production process, and a higher grade sells at a 
higher price, the revenue function is db continuous a.t this poi.n t of 
upgrading and shifts upward to a higher level. In Figure 2, up.g~ading, 
it is assumed, takes place at weight gain G1• 
If a linear increase in total annual feedlot costs with scale is 
postulated, the equivalent planning curve shows no diseconomies. In 
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this case, long-run marginal cost is constant with the planning curve 
approaching marginal cost from above as output increases with increas~ 
ing scale. 
Annual total feedlot revenue, net of all costs, is maximized 
under continuous feeding when the average net revenue per head fed is 
27 
at a maximum. Faris presents this mathematically as follows; 
Let NR(n) be the net revenue as a function of t~e length ofNR 
feeding period. The average net revenue over t~me, Ar!JR ~ ti"• 
This will be maximize4 at time nm such that 
or 
dNR NR ANR dn = ~ = 
dNR 
i.e.J when marginal net revenue dn equals average net 
revenue. 28 
As feeding is continued beyond this point, the declining additions to 
net revenue pull down the average net revenue, This reduces annual 
net revenue, since an increase in the feeding period decreases the num-
ber of head it is possible to feed on an annual basis. 
When only one batch per year is fed, maximum annual net revenue 
is reached by feeding for maximum net revenue per head. This is illus-
trated in Figure 3 where t 1 represents the length of feeding peripd re• 
quired for maximum average net revenue and t 2 the time period for maxi-
mum net revenue per head, assuming identical pet head net revenue 
functions for all cattle fed during the year, 
27Edwin J. Faris, "Analytical Techniques U1:1ed in Determining the 
Optimum Replacement Pattern, 11 Journal of ~ Economic$, XLII (1960), 
p, 755. 
28Ibid.J p. 757. 
$/ 
Head 
Profit 
"Choice" 
Figure 3. Hypothetical Profit Functions For A 
Cattle Feeding Situation. 
Upgrading is profitable for a continuous operation if maximum 
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avera.ge net revenue is increased during the upgrading process, This is 
assumed to be the case in Figure 3 where upgrading is introduced between 
t 1 and t 2 days, If, however, the cattle are not upgraded until t 3 days, 
the upgrading process does not result in a greater average net revenue, 
although operators feeding only one batch per year increase net revenue 
by feeding t 3 days, 
The turnover rate is implicit in Figure 3 for continuous operations. 
Because the turnover rate is greater for t 1 length of feeding period 
than for t 2, more cattle are fed annually. As a result, annual profits 
are greater for the shorter length of feeding period, t 1• 
CHAPTER III 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OKLAHOMA CATT.LE·· FEEDING INDUSTRY 
This chapter presents a brief des~ription of basic characteristics 
of the Oklahoma cattle feeding industry and some implications of these 
characteristics to the economies of sea.le and revenue analysis whtch 
follows in later chapters. Emphasis is placed upon info'l;'lllation and 
implications pertaining to industry structure, feeding ;;ystems and 
practices, sources of feed and feeder cattle, and marketing practices 
employed as criteria and guides for qecbions required in the cost 
study. Facts cited in this description are obtained largely from two 
published Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station reports concerning 
the Oklahoma cattle feeding industry,l These publications were the re.,. 
sult of a 1961 survey of the Oklahoma cattle·-feeding industry conducted 
by the Oklahoma State University Department of Agricultural Economi~s. 
This survey was~conducted from a list of 119 feedlots developed with 
the aid of the Oklahoma Extension Service, the st,tistical Reporting 
Service, feed dealers, and owners of feedlots. Operators of ail 10 
large lots with capacity for 2,000 head or more were interviewed. In 
addition, managers of 25 of 31 medium"volume lots and 30 of 6~ small-
volume lot~ were queried about feeding faQilities and operation~. 
1Williams and McDowell, and McDowell and Williams. 
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Industry Structure 
In the summer of 1961, there were 119 commercial feedlots in Okla-
homa (Table II). This compared with 18 7 operc;1 tiom, feeding 94 or more 
2 he.ad per operation between August 1956 and July 1957, The decrease 
in number of feedlots during this period was accounted for by a de-
crease in the number of small-volume producers. Numl;>ers of large and 
medium-volume lots increased during this four-year period with approxi-
mately 30 percent of the state's feedlots in 1961 being established 
within the previous year, At least 13 new feedlots have been built 
since 1961 (Figure 4). Large and medium~volume lots accounted for more 
than 80 percent of the feedlot capacity in 1961. Although feedlots were 
widely distributed around the state, the largest concentration in num-
bers and capacity was in the West, where 51 lots were located, Especially 
important counties, in terms of volumes marketed, were Texas, Jackson, 
Canadian, Custer, Alfalfa, Craig, Caddo, and Pontotoc, 
Indications were that custom feeding, the practice of feeding cattle 
for other ownersJ was becoming more important as 19 of the feedlots 
followed this practice, These lots charged rates varying from :five cents 
per head per day plus a 15 cent markup on feed over cost per hundred-
weight to 10 cents per head per day with the identical markup on feed. 
Many of the newer lots were established as custom operations. The in-
crease in custom operations indicated that many Oklahoma cattle feeders 
were finding it profitable to have ~a.ttle fed on a custom basis rather 
than owning facilities, 
2s1 12 :iarp, p ~ • 
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TABLE II 
COMMERCIAL F~EDLOTS,a BY CAPACITY AND LENGTH OF TIM~ IN OPERATtON, 
OKLAHOMA, SUMMER, 11961 
Size Capacityb 
Head 
Small 100-500 
Medium 501-2000 
Large 2001 and up 
Total 
Percent 
Dis tr ibu tion 
Older New 
Operationsc Operat;on§c 
Number Percent,· Number Percent 
55 
20 
8 
83 
66.3 
24~1 
9.6 
100.0 
I 
69.7 
36 
63,9 
30.6 
100.0 
30.3 
Total All 
o:eerations 
Number Percent 
78 65,5 
31 
8.4 
100.0 
100.0 
aA commercial feedlot was defined as a confined dry-lot faci~ity 
with capacity and equipment to feed a minimum of 100 head through a 
complete feeding period, 
b Capacity referred to the number of head a feedlot could handle 
with normal space and facilities requirements through a feeding period. 
cLength of time in operation referred to how long the feedlot had 
been operating as a business. Older operations were those· in operation 
prior to April 1, 1960. Newer operations entered the cattle feeding 
business after April 1, 1960. 
done of these marketed no cattle during 1960. 
eNineteen of these 119 feedlots specialized in feeding cattle for 
other owners and were classed as custom operations. Seven of the cus-
tom lots were large, ten were medium, and two were small. 
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Oklahoma conunercial feedlots marketed an estimated 140,551 head 
of fed cattle in 1960. 3 Large feedlots accounted for nearly 65 percent 
of these sales, while medium lots fed more than one~fifth, and small 
lots less than 13 percent, New lots provided only a small portion of 
the 1960 sales 3 indicating that a considerable expansion in numbers 
fed probably would be forthcoming in the future. About 47 percent of 
the estimated sales were fed in feedlots specializing in custom feeding. 
Western Oklahoma feedlots accounted for nearly 55 percent of the market-
ings. 
Some feedlots were vertically integrated with the feed industry or 
the meat packing industry. Seventeen feedlots were either owned or 
managed by local commercial feed mills and feed dealers with the feed 
being delivered and distributed at the lot by the commercial mill. 4 
Such arrangements eliminated the need for processing $nd distribution 
equipment at the lot and increased the use of the existing commercial 
feed mill facilities. In several cases, commercial feed mills estabi 
lished small feedlots as demonstrations to sell feed and continued 
these operations on a larger basis when cattle feeding was found to be 
profitable. 
Three Oklahoma feedlots were owned by meat packing concerns, anp 
several packers had cattle fed for them on a custom basis. Such action 
by meat packers generally was taken to assure a steady supply of the 
type of cattle desired by the packer when it was needed. 
3williams and McDowell., p. 43. 
4A commercial feed mill is defined as a feed mill selling processed 
feed or processing feed for a fee. 
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Feedlot investment costs in Oklahoma varied widely with the size 
and type of feedlot, feeding system, amount of equipment, extent of 
feed mill and storage facilities, and other factors (table III). These 
costs serve as a rough guide for synthesization oi the var~ous feedlot 
models presented in Chapter IV. It was apparent that although total 
investment per head of capacity was greater in the larger feedlots, 
investment per head of capacity was smaller, Investment costs were con-
siderably smaller for those feedlots having no feeq mill, feed storage, 
and distribution equipment. 
Cattle in Oklahoma commercial feedlots consumed nearly 400 million 
pounds of feed (dry~weight ba:~is) durin~ 1960, 5 Tllis was more than 
2,800 pounds per he,d. Considering all areas and f¢e4lot sizes, the 
average daily ration per head contained more than 17 pounds of feed 
grain, nearly four pounds of dry~weight roughage, and two and a half 
pounds of supplement. However, this consumption of feed, represented a 
relatively small proportion of Oklahoma (eed production. 6 Milo, corn, 
and barley were the most commonly used feed grains, although some oats 
were used early in the feeding period. Cottonseed hulls and silage 
were more important roughages than prairie or alfalfa hay. A 32·per .. 
cent protein supplement containing stilbestrol and other additives 
was more commonly used than cottonseed oilme~l or otller supplements. 
5McDowell and Williams, p. 3. 
6 Ibid.» p. S. 
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TABLE III 
AVERAGE INVESTMENT BY SIZE OF FEEDLOT AND TYPE OF FEED MILL AND 
GRAIN STORAGE CAPACITY, OKLAHOMA, 1960 
Feed Mill 
Situationa 
A. Pushbutton Mill 
with Full Storage 
B. Small Pushbutton 
with Little Storage 
C. Grinder-Blender, 
Some Storage 
Average of Situation 
Larse Medium Small 
- l>91lars - I 
225,800 83,333 so.,ooob 
38,ooob 6s,ooob 
24,000b 17,438 8,933 
A, Bi and C 192,167 35,808 16,411 
Average of Lots with 
No Feed Mill or 
Storage 
Average of All Types 
so,ooo 
144. 777 
23;oso 
29,683 
5,864 
11.648 
Aver ... Invest-
All age ment 
Feed- Cap a- Per 
lots cit1 Head 
.. 
Head Dollars 
162,lll 3,344 48,48 
47,000 700 67.14 
12, .396 496 24.99 
52,708 1,554 33.92 
17,541 1,181 14.85 
37,018 1.206 30.69 
. . a . . I, 
8 A. - This includ~s output capacity of at least 10 tons of processed 
feed per hour and adjoining storage capacity of at least 25,000 bushels. 
B. = This includes output capacity of less than 10 tons of processed 
feed per hour and adjoining storage capacity of less than 25,000 bushels. 
c. - These feedlots contained small grinder-blender feed mills and 
some storage c·apaci ty. 
bLess than three feedlots are included in these categories. 
Feeding Systems and ?acilities 
Variety was a distinctive feature of Oklahoma cattle feeding 
operations. Wide variation in types of feed fed already has been 
suggested. Pifferences also were evident in basic types of feeding 
systems and facilities utilized. 
Two general types of commercial feeding systems were found in 
Oklahoma. The distinguishing characteristic of th~se systems was the 
type of roughage utilized-~one using silage and the other a dry roughage 
such as cottonseed hulls, prairie hay, or alfalfa hay, These systems 
were further distinguished by types of feeding facil~ties as: (1) com~ 
pletely automated; (2) fenceline bunk or trough; and (3) self-feeders. 
In terms of number of feedlots, the dry-roughage system prevailed by 
nearly two to one. The dry-roughage system was even more important in 
terms of number of head fed, quantity of feed used, and feedlot capacity. 
Indications were that self-feeding dry~roughage systems were becoming 
more important, as several of the new feedlots employed this method of 
feeding. Silage systems were largely confined to irrigated areas. 
Feed mill facilities at Oklahoma commercial feedlots ranged from 
large automatic pushbutton systems with potentials for producing more 
than 10 tons of processed feed per hour to smaller grinder and roller 
mills with limited processing capacities (Table III). It was estimated 
that in 1960 more than two~thirds of the feed grain used by Oklahoma 
. 7 
feedlots was processed in faci.l.it:f.es located at the f~edlot. This.·was 
7Ibid., p. 8. 
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an indication that total feed costs were less if processing facilities 
were included in the feedlot layout, even though investment was con-
siderably greater. 
Large and medium lots tended to utilize feed storage facilities to 
a greater degree than small lots, Feed storage facilities at these 
' 8 large and medium lots was equivalent to a 60-day supply. In addition, 
the larger lots utilized considera~le quantities of commercial grain 
storage facilities, indicating that it was profitable to purchase feed 
grain seasonally and store for future use. 
Both trucks and tractor~pulled wagons commonly were used in dis~ 
tributing feed in Oklahoma feedl~t~. Tractors ~revailed where mud was 
a problem, while trucks generally were µsed in drier areas. Distri-
bution to self-feeders involved moving the feed via overhead augers or 
blowers from the truck box, whereas distribution to bunks involved a 
gravity flow auger system from the truck box. Manure was usually 
loaded onto dump trucks with a track tractor, although a few lots used 
small carryalls for this purpose. 
Geographic and Market Sources of Feed and Cattle 
Geographic and market sources refer to geographic areas and type 
of market used to obtain feed and feeder cattle. Oklahoma feedlots 
tended to purchase feed grain locally because it was usually less ex"' 
pensive (Table IV). Large quantities of supplement also were purchased 
locally, al though probably mo~·e for convenience than cost. Purchases 
8tbid., pp. 9-ll. 
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TABLE IV 
GEOGRAPHIC SOURCESa OF FEED INPUTS, OKLAHOMA COMMERCIAL FEEDLOTS, 
1960 FEEDLOT MARKETING YEAR 
Purchased 
Nonlocally Bought Out-
Feedstuff Locally Purchased in Oklahoma· of-State 
., 
Pct. of 1,000 Pct. of. 1,090 Pct. of 1,000 
Lbs. Total Use Lbs. Total Use Lbs. Total Use 
Feed grain 170,805.0 59.4 18,456.2 6.4 80/1.79.0 27·. 9 
Hay 12,508.5 72.3 ... - 200.1 1.2 
Cottonseed b hulls 8,442.0 34.4 8,772.7 35.8 7,294,7 29.8 
Supplement 25,536.3 C 59.8 9.535~4 d 22.3 7,646.1 e 17,9 
~OCj:il was purchased in Ol<jlahoma within 25 miles of the feedlot and 
nonlocal was purchased in Oklahoma more than 25 m;i.les from the feedlot. 
bit was estimated one-fourth of these were obt1;1.ined at the reta;l,l 
level and three-fourths directly from oil mills·. 
cThis includes 22,416.3 thousat\d pounds purchased from local 
dealers and 3,120 thousand pounds purchased directly from local commer-
cial feed mills. 
dThis is purchased direct from commercial feed mills in Oklahoma. 
eThis included 7,474.2 thousand pounds obtained di+ectly from 
commercial feed mills in other states and 171.9 thousand pounds obtained 
from local dealers in other states. 
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of cottonseed hulls were largely in bulk form from commercial cotton-
seed oil mills. 
Nearly 30 percent of the feeder cattle placed in Oklahoma feed-
9 lots were procured from out~of-state sources. This was a sharp in-
crease over the 1957 level when only ll percent was obtained from 
10 
other states. Market sources were about equally divided among 
other farms and ranches, terminal markets, and auctions, with auctions 
being slightly more popular. The importance of feedlot operators' own 
herds as ~upply sources decreased from 42 percent of the total place-
11 
ments in 1957 to less than five percent in 1960. L~rge feedlots 
purchased out-of-state and directly from farmers and ranchers to a 
greater degree than did other size groupings. Medium lots preferred 
auctions and terminal markets as a supply source of feeder cattle. 
Seasonal purchasing, the practice of buying feed during harvest 
when prices are traditionally lowest, was common among Oklahoma feedlot 
operators. the purchase of feed by contract, whereby pric~ and de-
livery agreements were determined in advance on a written or verbal 
basis, also was practiced frequently. Contracts for feed grain and 
cottonseed hulls were usually in terms of a specified price and delivery 
date. Supplement contracts were similar but the feedlot operator 
often had the priviledge of paying market price at delivery date if 
9williams and McDowell, p. 25. 
10 Sharp, p. 6. 
11williams and McDowell, p. 25. 
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market price was less than the contract price. In general,.large lots, 
and those in the western portion of the state, purchai;ed relatively 
greater precentages of feeds seasonally and by contract than did other 
lots. It was apparent also, that the percentage of seasonal purchases 
was greatest for feed grains and least for cottonseed hulls, while the 
percentage of contract purchasing was greatest for supplement and 
least for feed grains (Table V). 
Average feed prices paid by Oklahoma feedlot operators during the 
1960 feeding season were similar to those reported by the Statistical 
R , C • 12 eport1ng ~erv1ce. Differences in average procu.rement price for feed 
were apparent by size and location of lot. These price differences 
were significant only for milo, where larger lots paid higher prices 
than small lots. 13 This was probably related to the fact that large 
feedlots fed continuously throughout the year~ and theref9re purchased 
some feed grain when prices were seasonally high. 
Feeding Patterns and Practices 
Feeder cattle placements in Oklahoma during 1959-61 were seasonally 
high in the fourth quarter of the year. However, placement percentages 
for the first and third quarters were higher for Oklahoma than for most 
other areasj or the nation generally (Table VI). Oklahoma pla9ements 
were seasonally low in the second quarter, but the e~tent in variation 
12McDowell and Williams, p. 31. 
13 h . h Te average grain sorg um 
1960 was $1,68 1 $1.65J and $1.55 
and small lotsJ respectively. 
price paid by Oklahoma feedlots during 
per hundredweight for large, medium, 
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TABLE V 
VOLUME AND PERCENT OF FEED INPUTS PURCHASED SEASONALLY AND BY CONTRACT, 
OKLAHOMA COMMERCIAL FEEDLOTS, 1960 
Feedstuff 
Feed gri:lin 
Cottonsee4 hulls 
Supplement 
Feed grain 
Cottonseed hulls 
Su12:element 
Time· of 
Seasonal 
Volume 
1,000 
Lbs. 
.·volyme 
,129,025.2 
4,863.8 
11,266,0 
Contract 
Pct. of 
Total 
44.8 
19.8 
26.4 
Basis 
Volume Volume 
1,000 Pct. of 
Lbs. Total 
102,806.0 35.7 
14,696.0 60.0 
Jo 1 4so 1 0 70,4 
of 
, I I 
Purchase 
.,.... Nopseasonal 
Volume . Volume 
1,000 1Pct,· 6f 
Lbs. Total 
159,70518 55.2 
19,645.6 80.2 
:31,415.8 73.6 
Purchase 
, II I Cit sh 
Volume Volume 
1,000 Pct. of 
Lbs, Total 
184,925.1 64.3 
.. 
9:,813.4 40,0 
1~.23.7.8 28.6 
., I 
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TABLE VI 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS OF FEEDER CATTLE PLACEMENTS IN FEED-
LOTS BY QUARTERS AND REGION, AVERAGE FOR 1959-61 1 
PRINCIPAL FEEDING AREAS 
a guarter of Year 
Hi.ghest 
Quarter 
:Placements 
Divided by 
Lowest 
Jan".'Mar. A2r~~une ·J:ul)!·Septr,-Oct~Dec,1 .•• Total ,Qpartet; 
Southern 
Plains 
Oklahoma 
Texas 
Northeast 
North Central 
18.8 
21.3 
18.1 
17.5 
Lake States 19.5 
Central Corn 
Belt 21.9 
Northern Plains 23.0 
Kansas-Missouri 19.3 
Interrnountain West 
Colorado 19.2 
Arizona andb 
N. Mexico 
Other 
Pacific 
California 
Northwest 
United States 
(26 states) 
16.4 
15.6 
16.5 
20.2 
20.1 
19.l. 
15.3 
20.2 
10.7 
13.2 
13.7 
10.0 
22.6 
22.2 
11.3 
32.9 
17.3 
16.6 
- Percent -
26.7 
25.7 
27.0 
22.7 
15.6 
18.6 
21.9 
28,6 
25,3 
21,9 
23.3 
25.3 
30.7 
21.8 
35.4 
37.7 
3~. 7 
46.2 
32. 9 
-
25.3 
31.8 
41.5 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
lOO.O 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100,0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
., ., 
a Underlining indicates the highest percentage in each row~ 
b Average £or 1960~61. 
1.9 
.2.5 
1,9 
3.4 
5.1 
3.5 
3.0 
4.2 
1.7 
2.4 
4.4 
2.0 
1.8 
2,5 
Source~ Derived from Statistical Reporting Service, U. s. Department 
of Agriculture., Cattle 1m£ Calves .2n ~' Q1,1arterly Issues. 
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from quarter-to-quarter was less th~n in such areas as the Corn Belt, 
where farmer-feeders predominated. 
Heifers comprised a relatively high percentage of the cattle on 
feed in Oklahoma during this period. The Statistical Reporting Service 
indicated that about 42 percent of the cattle fed in Oklahoma during 
the 1959=61 period were heifers. This was considerably higher than the 
25 percent in the Corn Belt and 16 percent in Cal;ifol;'n~a, but was not 
as great as the 50 percent reported for Colorado. Heifers were fed in 
large· numbers in the Oklaho~a area because they were less expensive than 
14 
steers of corresponding weights and grades, and because heifers were· 
ready for market at lighter weights more preferable to local meat 
packers. 
Lower quality feeder animals were preferred by Oklahoma feedlot 
operators for pri~e reasons, although it was estimated by these operators 
that "Good" and "Choice" feeders accounted for mot;"e than 60 percent of 
the placements in 1960. 15 Cattle placements into these feedlots were 
relatively light, but suggested several weight groups were being fed. 
Indications were that the weight distribution for heifers upon arrival 
at feedlots was bimodal at 500 and 650 pounds, and that the average 
steer placement weight was 710 pounds. 
The two general types of feeding systems were associated with dis• 
tinctive rations and feeding practices. In both systems, however, it 
14This is expounded upon in more detail in Chapter VI. 
15 Williams and McDowell, p. 37. 
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was a common practice to initiate the feeding period with a "starter" 
ration containing considerably more roughage than concentrate. 
Commonly also, the concentrate was gradually increased and the roughage 
reduced over a period of ten days to several weeks, until the animal 
was receiving a "finishing" ration 'l:'elatively high in concentrate and 
low in roughage. The quantity of supplement usually remained near two 
pounds throughout the feeding period. Length of time on the "fin:tshing" 
ration ranged from 90 to 150 days. 
Co~mercial feedlots in Oklahoma ·used considerably more feed grain 
than roughage. The average grain~to~roughage ratio in these lots 
during 1960 was 4.43:1. ~arge lots averaged nearly five pounds of feed 
grain per pound of roughage; whereas smaller lots, utilizing rough~ge 
produced by the feedlot operator, fed at a ratio o~ less than th~ee 
pounds of grain per pound of roughage. 
Cattle in Oklahoma feedlots were fed a relatively short period of 
time. The survey data indicated that in 1960 the average feeding 
period was 110 days for heifers and 1:34 d.gys... for steers •16 This con .. 
trasted sharply with the Corn Belt and Colorado where catth frequently 
were fed in excess of six months. 
Despite the relatively large number of lower grading feeder cattle 
utilized, Oklahoma commercial fe~dlots reported satisfactory daily gains. 
Feedlot operators estimated average daily gains usually exceeded two 
pounds, but a few operators indicated gains in excess of three pounds 
daily. Averages for steers were consistently greater than for heifers. 
16Ibid. 1 p. 53. 
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Average slaughter weights near 1,070 pounds for steers and 810 pounds 
for heifers were estimated, with average daily gains of two and two-
thirds pounds for steers and slightly more than two and one half ;pohlnds 
for heifers, HoweverJ wide variation in selling weights, and a bimodal 
weight distribution for both sexes, was reported. 
Nearly 60 percent of the cattle marketed, :l;rom Oklahoma feedlots 
in 1960 were estimated as u. s. Good in slaughter q1,1ality, w):iile more 
than a third were classed as U. s. Choice. The remaining seven percent 
were sold as "Standard. 11 17 
Comparison of estimated feeder grades purchased and estimated 
slaughter grades marketed provided insight into the extent of upgrading 
achieved during the 1960 season. It was estimated that approximately 
81 percent of the low quality "Common and Medium" were upgraded at least 
one grade, If none of these were f~rther upgraded, about 38 percent of 
the U, S, Good quality feeders were upgraded to a "Choice" slaughter 
grade if all "Choice" feeders were sold as "Ch9ice11 slaughter animah •18 
Upgrading based on these estimations, provided the basis f9r hypo the!-·.··. 
sizing a total revenue function as shown in Figure 2. 
Substantial changes in market outlets used by Oklahoma cattle 
feeders have occurred since 1957. In 1960, about two-thirds of the 
marketings from these lots went directly to meat packers whereas in 1957 
17Ibid • .l' p. 55. 
18These percentages were obtained as follows; 50,124 "Conunon to 
Medium" feeders minus 9i439 nst&ndard" slaughtered yields 40,685 cattle 
upgraded to "Good" and 40 685-: 50,124 = 81.2 percent;. 47,177 "Choice" 
slaughter animals minus 26,137 "Choice" feeders indicates that 27,040 
head of "Good" feeders were upgraded to "Choice" slaughter grade, Since 
70J290 head of "Good" feeders were placed, the percentage of upgrading 
for "Good" feeders was near 38 percent. 
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only about one-fourth of the state's feedlot production was sold in 
this manner, 19 Terminal markets received less than 30 percent of the 
1960 sales, whereas in 1957 such markets received nearly two-thirds 
of the feedlot production, Auctions appear to have become less im-
portant outlets during this time period. Direct sales were charac-
teristic of the larger J speciali;!:ed operations, while smaller feedlots 
patronized the terminal marke~s to a greater extent. 
Almost 44 percent of the marketings from Oklahoma feedlots in 
1960 were sold to out-of-state markets, primarily on a direct-to-packer 
basis, 20 The fat cattle auction at Dodge City, Kansas, was an impor• 
tant market outlet in the Panhandle area, while Wichita and Fort Wol;'th 
terminal markets were important. Direct shipments to packing plants 
in Pueblo, Wichitai Arkansas City, Kansas City, St. Louis, Fort Smith, 
Little RockJ Memphis, and many points in Texas were important out-of-
state markets. 
1\a11iams and McDowell .i p. 45. 
20Ibid,. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH PROCEDURES AND DATA GENERATION 
Selection of Research Technique 
At least three research techniques have been used in studies of. 
scale economies. These are: (1) estimation of scale functions directly 
from firm cost data by regression techniques; (2) synthesiza·tion of cost 
curves using the budgeting procedure; and (3) linear programming, which 
can be used in combi~ation with regression or budgeting. The first two 
methods have been utilized more extensively than the latter. 
Use of regression in economies of scale studies has been ~onfined 
largely to survey data. Average regression lines, net regression lines, 
and lines representing lowest cost firms have been derived. 1 The 
method of fitting an average regression line to the data obtained from 
all firms in the sample was ctiticd.zed by Bressler and ,others for com .. 
bining and confusing short-run cost changes associated with use of a 
fixed plant and long=run cost changes associated with scale. This 
technique was further criticized because the locus of points defined by 
a least squares regression line lies above the true economies of scale 
function or least cost curve. 2 
1R. G. Bu~ssler, Jr., "Research Determination of Economies of Scale," 
Journal of~ Economics, XXVII (1945), pp. 528-531. 
2H. O. Carter and G. w. Dean, "Cost Si,ze Relationships for Cash Crop 
Farms in a Highly Commercialized Agriculture," Journal of Farm Economics, 
XLIII (1961), Pi 273. _,..... __,_ . 
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Net regression lines, derived by adjusting least squares regression 
lines downward to approximate true economies of scale curves, also have 
been employed. Such an adjustment was attempted in an Iowa Experiment 
Station study of commerc~al feed mills. Data on capacity and percentage 
utilization were employed in making the adjustment. 3 
Linear programming has not been used extensively in economies of 
scale studies. A procedure for using this technique in such an analysis 
4 
was presented by Barker. The ~asic method used in this analysis was 
variable resource programming where a single resource was allowed to vary 
continuously throughout a specified range. lo develop average cost 
curves, an optimum plan givi~g maximum net revenue was derived through 
the simplex method. The firm then was made to move to sub-optimum pqsi-
tions, so as to lose the minimum amount of money per unit increase or 
decrease in outpu·t. Firm cost curves provided by this procedure represent 
a series of sub-optimum plans with respect to the maximum profit situation. 
The average cost curves are formed by line segments, with the length and 
slope of these segments determined by the available quantity and cost of 
the variable resource. 
In recent years, budgeted estimates have been used most frequently 
in determining cost changes associated with changes in scale of 9perations. 
Model plants, supposedly most efficient for a given size, are synthesized 
3Richard Phillips, 11 Empirical Estimates of Cost Functions for Mixed 
Feed Mills in the Midwest," Agricultural Economics Research, VIII (1956), 
PP• 1=8 • 
4 Randolf Barker, "A Derivation of Average Cost Curves by Linear Pro-
gramming," Agricultural Economics Research, :x!I (1960), pp. 6-12.. 
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to meet specific economic and engineering requirements. Input-output 
studies of particular portions of existing plants and engineering stan-
dards contribute to the building of "synthetic" operations. Costs are 
applied to the engineering data on the basis of the job analyses, input 
coefficients, and other standards. An advantage of budgeting and 
synthesis is that it facilitates the determination of short-run as well 
as long-run average cost curves, whereas regression analysis yields a 
cross section of survey averages and includes both short-run and long-
run considerations. Also budgets can be compared in several forms 
including tables, smooth curves connecting the plotted points, and re• 
gression lines fitted to the budgeted points. 
Inherent dangers in the budgeting approach, according to Bressler, 
are tendencies to overlook the fact and effects of increasing variable 
5 
costs and to fo~get some costs. However, these criticisms seem to re-
fleet upon individual use of the technique rather than upon the tech-
nique itself. Another important shortcoming of the budgeting technique 
is that the method provides no adequate means of testing for extent or 
degree of error involved in the estimating procedure. That is, statis-
tical tests of budgeted data are of no value since the budgeting pro-
cedure is not on a random basis. 
For several reasons, the budgeting procedure was used in this 
study to determine cost relationships associated with increasing feed-
lot size, As explained earlier, the method yields superior and more 
5 Bresslery p. 536, 
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detailed estimates of possible cost re;l.ationships. Moreovei, data 
limitations would have restricted the use of the regression pro-
cedure. The number of reasonably homogeneous feedlots representing 
particular size groups are scarce in Oklahoma. Also, many of the 
existing facilities maintained records inadequate for a regression 
analysis. Another factor is that effects of small changes are easily 
determined in partial budgets; whereas the regression technique does 
not allow 1£lexibili ty of t;his nature. 
Data Requirements and Sources 
Certain basic data were required to synthesize feedlqt plants and 
costs and to construct budgets of alternative cattle··feedi~g situations. 
These included input coefficients, output coefficients, and factor and 
product prices. A part of this information was obtained from a survey 
of Oklahoma cattle feeders during the spring and summer of 1961. Other 
data were obtained from studies cited earlier and from consultation with 
agricultural engineers, equipment dealers, and feedlot operators them-
selves. Since the cost of conducting detailed time-and,,,motion or ratio-
delay studies of various elements or operations at particular feedlots 
was judged high relative to improvements in input*output coefficients 
that might have been achieved, considerable reliance was placed upon 
data reported in other studies. Engineering specifications of equip-
ment capacity were followed closely. Prices of inputs were obtained 
from interviews with feedlot operators and agricultural engineers, from 
equipment catalogs, and from other published sources. In general, the 
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Oklahoma City terminal market was the source for prices of feeder cattle 
and fed slaughter cattle. 
Selection of Model Feedlots 
Seven primary models for as many different feedlot sizes were de-
veloped for each of two basic feed ing systems . Additional models , 
representing variations in the basic models, were developed and de-
signed to accomodate differences in particular characteristics . In all , 
672 models were synthesized. 
The two basic systems of feeding selected for study were (1) the 
"fenceline bunk system" involving daily distribution of feed to troughs 
along outside fences of each pen and (2) the "self-feeder" system in 
which feed is distributed on a weekly or "as needed" basis to gravity-
flow feed units ordinarily located near the center of each lot. Both 
systems, it was assumed, involved a relatively high concentrate ration. 
In addition, feed waste or loss was the same in each system. Essential 
differences, if any, i n the two system~ therefore, are found in construe-
tion or investment cost and in cost of feed distribution . The fenceline 
bunk system required distribution of relatively small quantities of 
feed at frequent i ntervals , The self- feeder system, in contrast, per-
mits larger quantities of feed to be di stributed at less frequent inter-
vals. Both systems are common in Oklahoma. 
"Feedlot size," defined in terms of specified physical space re-
6 quirements , was allowed to vary from 3 00 to 15 , 000 head. Specific 
6 The physical space requirements were 200 square feet of pen space 
and 18'· irtches of ·fenceline bunk or equivalent self-feeder space. 
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size models of 300, 600, 1.000, 2 000 5 000 10 000 and 15 000 head 
'', '''' ''' 
were chosen as typical of sizes and the size range for Oklahoma at ;' 
present and in the near future. 
Two definitions of "capacity" were empioyed in this study, One 
was used for models in which it was assumed feeding was ~racticed on a 
continuous basis throughout the year. Capacity for these models was 
defined as the maximum number of head which could be fed annually, 
given the fixed physical space requirement, if immediate replacement 
followed the sale of finished animals. Thus, capacity, according to 
this definition, varied with assumptions regarding length of time 
cattle were held on feed. 
The second definition centered around the connnon practice of feed~ 
ing a single lot or "batch" of cattle per year. For models w:l.th this 
characteristic, capacity was defined as equivalent to size. Thus, a 
feedlot operated at the minimum physical space requirement for one 
feeding period and then left vacant was defined arbitrarily as a full 
I 
capacity operation. Both definitions, therefore, employed the same 
physical space requirement and both referred to the maximum number of 
cattle fed annually. They differed with respect to assumptions re~ 
garding rate of turnover. This difference also could be considered a 
difference in use level or utilization rate, The alternative of varying 
the definition of capacity offered two principal a~vantages. Both sho~t-
run and long-run cost functions logically could be constructed for 
"single batch" and "continuous" oper~tions. In addition, the term 
"utilization rate" was reserved for use as defined below. 
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Utilization rate was defined as the ratio of th~ numbers of cattle 
fed at one time or continuously to the maximum number defined as full 
capacity. Models were synthesized for each feedlot size in each system 
at three different utilization rates. These were "one-,third, 11 "two,. 
thirds," and "full" capacity. These models pt'ovided the basis for 
7 
calculation of short~run cost functions and relationships, 
The method of comparative statics was employed to examine separate 
effects of variations in class of feeder animal fed and length of feed• 
ing period upon short-run and l,ong-run cost fµnctions. Models incor .. 
porating each of the features described earlier were constr.ucted for 
each of two weight classes of feeder heifers and one weight ~lass of 
feeder steers. These classes, where weight refers to initial, on-fee4 
Additional models were developed to accomodate variations in length of 
feeding period. Feeding periods of 60, 90, 120, and 150 days were 
chosen as representative of the range of feeding period alternatives 
in Oklahoma. 
In a continuous operation, rate of turnover varies with length of 
feeding period. The annual rates are 6, 4, 3, and 2.4 f9r feeding 
periods of 60, 90, 120, and 150 days, respectively. Togethei, size and 
rate of turnover--or length of feeding period--determine capacity. 
7rt should be recognized at this point that utilization at less 
than full capacity, as defi.ned, sometimes is detet;"mined by factors 
which define or establish limits upon "economic capacity .11 these 
factors may include capital rationing, aiternative uses for labor and 
management, and exceptionally large seasonal increases ~n feeder 
cattle prices. 
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Feedlot Layout, Construction and Investment Cost 
Synthetic construction of model feedlots was based upon require-
ments and operating standards considered necessary and sufficient to 
care for the animals throughout a feeding period. Detailed specifi-
cations are found in Appendix Tables A.l, A.2, and B.l. Only general 
requirements and principal variations in these requirements are con-
sidered here. 
Layout and Construction 
The following types of physical facilities were considered in 
connection with each of the seven feedlot sizes for each of the two 
basic feeding systems: land, feeding peds, work pens and infirmary 
pens, feed mill and storage facilities, water equipment and facilities, 
feeding equipment, office and scale house, and tran$portation. The 
three smallest feedlot sizes, it was assumed, did not have office and 
scale house facilities. Others had appropriate sizes and types of 
each of these facilities. 
Land requirements varied from three acres for th~ 300 head lot 
to 120 acres for the 15,000 head lot, This land, it was assumed, had 
an alternative value only as pasture. 
Feeding Pens 
Feeding pens were built to a standard size of 150 feet by 140 
feet which provided 200 square feet of pen space per l}ead for 100 t .ti •. 
. 1 8 anima s. Since 18 inches of feed bunk space per head fed was con-
sidered necessary, specifications of bunk feeding models required a 
layout such that at least one 150 foot side: was prov;i.ded with bunks 
9 
and made available to feed trucks. Materials used in construction 
of feeding pens were creosote posts, used oil field cable, and 
stainless steel gates. 
Feeding Pen Facilities 
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Fenceline feed bunks were built upon a concrete slab one foot 
deep and two and one-half feet wide which served as the bottom of ,the 
bunk. 10 Bunk sides were built of rough lumber bolted t~ posts. A 
concrete apron was extended from the bunks for a distance of six feet 
into the feeding pens. The alley between pens was gravelled. 
11 Self-feeders11 were metal, gravity flow feed dispensers in the 
dimensions of 12 by 16 feet. When filled, feed dispensers of this 
11 type contain approximately eight tons of feed. Self~feeders were 
placed upon concrete aprons. Feeding pens in all models were supplied 
with certain additonal facilities such, as "back scratchers" used mainly 
for grub and fly control, 
8 Magee» p, 4, 
9 .. 
James R. GrayJ So~ Want !.Q. Feed Cattle, New Mexico Agricultural 
Experiment Station Report 30 (Los Cruces, 1959), p. 8, 
10 Gray, p, 9, 
11 Advertising brochure from :Baker-Built Feeders (Rhome~ /!~ltas) .•. 
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Work Pens and Infirmary Pens 
Construction of working pens and infirmary pens differed in the 
models from the feeding pens. Rough lumber served as fencing and 
pens were separated into compartments ~ontaining shelter and facilities 
for feeding hay. Essential equipment for use in connection with wor~-
ing pens consisted of a loading chute, a squeeze chute, and livestock 
scales. 
Feed Mill and Storage Facilities 
Although varying widely in capacity and other respects, feed i:nill 
and storage facilities were similar with respect to type for all models 
other than the smallest. The 300 head size model was supplied with two 
portable elevators or loaders to move feed to and from storage hcilities 
12 
and a portable roller-mix~r for processing feed. No feed mill build-
ing, however, was provided for the 300 head model. 
The other six size models were clesigned with permanent feed i:nill 
facilities including building, legs, rollers, mixers, molasses tanks, 
suspension hopper scales, distributor outlets, augers and screw lifts 
or load-out augers and truck lifts for unloading. Included also were 
sufficient feed storage facilities for a 90 day supply of feed. A 
central push button panel electrically controlled the movement of feed 
within the mill. These facilities varied by size of feedlot with re-
spect to number and design as well as capacity. 
12 . Brown, p. 12,, indicates such systems are adeqqate for a 
feedlot of this type, 
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Water FaciliUes and Equipment 
Feedlot water requirements were met from a well located near the 
13 feeding layout. An 80 foot well with diameter depending upon number 
of head fed was assumed adequate to supply the 10 gallons of water 
14 
needed per head per day. A submergible pump system was considered 
satisfactory for smaUer feedlot si.zes. A concrete water storage 
facility was supplied to the models. 
Water dispensers of two sizes were used in model feedlots. Tanks 
of 250 gallon capacity were placed upon concrete aprons in the feedigg 
pens. These tanks contained floats for automatic filling and electric 
heating units to keep ice from forming during the winter months. Smaller 
50 gallon watering units were similarly constrµcted for use in infirmary 
and holding pens. 
Feed Distribution Equipment 
Two-ton feed trucks equipped for augering feed from the cargo box 
into fenceline bunks were employed in all bunk models. Self-feeder 
systems used cargo boxes, also mounted on two-ton trucks, which augered 
feed upward into self-feeder units. Truck numbers varied with size of 
feedlot but for a given size, larger numbers were requir,ed for fenceline 
bunk models. 
13other systems. common to Oklahoma which c·oui.d hav:e been asslitIJ.ed 
w~re.a gravity.flow pump with water piped·from,a nearby pond or 
reservoiri or alternatively, connection to a municipal water system • 
.. .. . . . 
14Thi's s;s te; is .. common :tn. Okhhoma according. to ~lmer. Daniel» . · 
Okhhonu1 Agt·~cultl.lral :Experi,ment Station A,gri~u.ltur~i .En.gineer. • . · 
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Manure Handling Equipment 
In the smaller feedlots} manure handling equipmeQ.t consisted of a 
tractor with loader and a used dump truck. Optimum requirements for 
larger feedlots included caterpillar tractors with heavy duty loaders 
and dump trucks. 
Other Facilities 
Only the four larger size models were assumed to have a separate 
oifice and a truck scale. The smaller feedlots, it was assumedP would 
have incoming feed weighed elsewhere and would use a portion of the 
feed mill as an office. Separate offices for other models were equipped 
with heat, water, electricityJ and furniture, in addition to weighing 
facilities. All feedlots, it was assumed, used pickup trucks as trans-
portation, within the feedlot and on feedlot business. 
Inves t:men t Cos ts 
For feedlots of comparable sizej investment cost was about the 
same in fence.line bunk models as in self ... feeder systems (Tables VII and 
VIII). Total investment ranged in bunk feeding models from $22,839 
to $411,169. For small feedlotsJ the lJOOO head &ize and smaller units, 
self-feeder systems involved a larger total invest:ment cost. The 
reverse was true of feedlots in the 2J000-15JOOO head size range. The 
total increased more rapidly with size in bunk systems rising an 
average of about $2,JSO per il,QO head increase in size 0 compared wit;h 
a comparable average increase of $2J642 for self-feeder systems. 
Principal differences in component investment costs of the two 
systems are found in feeding pens, feed dispensing units and feeding 
TABLE VII 
INVESTMENT COST FOR SYNTHESIZED FEEDLOTS--SELF-FEEDING SYSTEMSa 
Feedlot She· in Number of Head 
Item 300 600 11000 2 1000 5.ooo 10,000 1s 1000 
- Dollf,lrs -
Feeding pens 1,379 2,707 4,404 7,915 20.,238 33,924 _53_,625 
Work pens and 
equipment 3,340 3,794 4,403 s,s73 a;~36 16,343 20.,916 
Self-feeders 1,652 3,328 5,545 11.,088 27, 7l9 55,438 83,156 
Water system 1,527 2,076 3,325 7,676 12~424 19,478 27,244 
Manure equipment 3,477 3,477 4.,500 4,500 6,500 13.,000 19,500 
Feeding equipment 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,600 s,200 1.,aoo 10.,400 
Feed mill with 
storage 6,364 22,640 32,817 51,464 94,282 134,773 174,860 
Transportation 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 4,400 4,400 4.,400 
Land 3t>0--------6 00-.... ----l-,-OO<l-·--1-,6 oo· ··-··lf·,oee-----s ·; ooo · -12,000 
Office and scale 
hours 8.,148 10_;684 12,904 15,868 
Total investment 22a839 45 .422 -- 60 8 794 102 1 764 193 1l83 306 1 060 411 1169 
a j S-9.~.~1), 3 7 .Cfy ;. ct, ffi> 2--(;, • l, I,, 
A complete brea~down of these costs for 300 and 5,000 head feedlots 
is shown in Appendix~. 
15, n 
}.") . '.:"r 
ss. 
TABLE VIII 
INVESTMENT COSTS FOR SYNTHESIZED FEEDLOTS-·FENCELINE BUNK SYSTEMS 
BY FEEDLOT SIZEa 
Feedlot Size' in Number of Head 
Item 300 600 1,000 2.000 s,ooo 10,000 15,000 
- Dollars ;. 
Feeding pens 1,288 2,519 4,165 7,325 18,740 31,226 49,354 
Work pens and 
equipment 3,340 3,794 4,403 5,573 8,536 16,343 20,916 
Bunks 1,685 3,264 5,615 11,230 28,075 56,148 84,222 
Water system 1,527 2,076 3,325 7,676 12,424 19,478 27,244 
Manure equipment 3,477 3,477 4,500 4,500 6,500 13,000 19,500 
Feeding equipment 2 300 4,600 9,200 13,890,p< 18,400 
)~ :? i~1..i1.s .Jei qq,~ , ' I: t.1 : · 
Feed mill with 
storage 6j364 24,640 32,817 51,464 94,282 l.34,773 174,860 
Transportation 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 4,400 'ii,;400 4,400 
Land 300 600 1,000 1,600 4,000 . 8 ,ooo 12,000 
' ·' 
Office and scale 
house 8:;148 10,684 12,904 15,868 
Total investment 22 2481 44,870 60,335 104 1 316 196 1 841 310,072 426 1 764 
'.\ 7," 
a A complete breakdown of these costs for 300 and 5,000 head feedlots 
is shown in Appendix A. 
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equipment. The self-feeder models had a slightly higher investmedt 
in feeding pens since fencing was required in lieu of bunk space. For 
most feedlot sizes, investment cost of bunks , aprons, and related 
facilities exceeded investment cost of self- feeders and related facili-
ties. Differences , however , were small. Feed trucks and other feeding 
equipment provide the principal difference. For small feedlots less 
feeding equipment was required by fenceline bunk models, Beyond the 
1,000 head size model , however , feeding equipment costs of bunk systems 
rose rapidly. 
Feeding and Weight Gain Assumptions 
Selection of rations and corresponding gains was based upon results 
of the 1961 sample survey and a 1956-57 feeding trial conducted by the 
Oklahoma State Experiment Station. Basic feeds were grain sorghum, a 
32 percent protein supplement containing stilbestrol and other additives 
such as Vitamin A and aureomycin, and cottonseed hulls, This combination 
of feed was selected as typical of the high concentrate to roughage feed 
mixes currently employed in Okl ahoma and Texas, Specific feeding and 
weight gain specifications for three cl asses of feeder animals and vary-
ing lengths of time on feed are shown in Table IX, 
Net marke table weight gains for 60 , 90, 120, and 150 day feeding 
periods were based on production functions similar to ones estimated 
from a feeding trial conducted by the Okl ahoma Agricultural Experiment 
Station during 1956 and 1957. The Cobb-Douglas functions based on the 
440836 • 333355 1956-57 feeding trials were Y = .97X1 x2 for steers and 
y = ,95Xi425795xi331286 for heifers with Y defined as liveweight gain, 
TABLE IX 
FEEDING AND WEIGHT GAIN SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEERS AND HEIFERS AT 
DIFFERENT LENGTHS OF FEEDING PERIOD 
A vet- Concen• Roush- Total Concentrate Feed 
Time Net age tr ate age Feed· To Per 
· On Weight Total Daily Con- Con- Con- Roughage 1 ;Pourid 
Feed Sold Gain Gain sumed 1:iumed sumed Ratio Gain 
Days 
- Pounds -
500 Pound Feeder Heifers 
30 589 89 2.98 255 150 405 1.70:1 4.55 
60 661 161 2.68 660 255 915 2.59:1 5.68 
90 720 220 2.44 1,155 345 1,500 3.35:1 6.82 
120 760 260 . 2 .17 1,710 435 2,145 3.93:l 8.25 
150 798 298 1.99 2,310 529 2,835 4.40:l 9.51 
650 Pound Heifer Feeders 
30 740 90 3.02 315 165 480 1.91:1 5.33 
60 812 162 2.70 810 285 1,095 2.84:1 6. 76 
90 870 220 2.44 1,365 375 1.,740 3.64:1 7.9i 
120 908 258 2.15 1,965 465 2,430 4.23:l 9.42 
150 943 293 1.95 2,605 555 3,160 4.69: 1 10.78 
700 Pound Feeder Steers 
30 796 96 3.22 375 180 555 2.08:l 5.78 
60 871 171 2.85 930 300 1,230 3.10:1 7.19 
90 937 237 2.63 1,605 390 1,995 4.12:l 8.42 
120 986 286 2.38 2,340 480 2,820 4.88:1 9.86 
150 11033 333 2.22 3.135 570 3~705 51 50~1 11.13 
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15 x1 as pounds of grain, ·and x2 as pounds of roughage. These functions 
reflected average daily gains substantially lower than those e·stimated 
by Oklahoma feedlot operations. The equations, therefore, were adjusted 
to yield 120 day average gains of 2.4, 2.3, and 2.5 pounds, respectively 
for 500 pound heifers, 650 pound heifers, and 700 pound steers. This 
process of adjustment involved redefining the value of ~he predicting 
.440836 
equations such that these equations took the forms Y • l.253X1 
X2333355, y = l. 617x/25795x/31286, and y .. l. 439Xi425795X2331286, 
respectively, for 700 pound steers and 500 and 650 pound heifers. · 
It was observed that the original functions and the adjusted func- , 
tions increased in a near linear rate as feed intake was increased be-
yond the 60 day period and tended to diverge as requfredby the adjust-
ment procedure . Therefore, a further adjustment seemed necessary since 
nutritional logic suggested a function with more curvature as feed inputs 
were increased beyond 90 days. This involved modifying the adjusted 
functions by limiting the difference between the original an:'d the ·. 
. 16 
adjusted functions beyond 90 days to the 90 day' difference. The initial 
forms, f~:rst adjustments, and final forms of these production··functions 
are shown in Table X for the three classes of feeder animals and the 
15Plaxico, Andrilenas , and Pope, pp. · 9 ·ahd 11.· · 
16Part of the problem centered in the widening divergeric~ ; a n.eces-
sai::y t:esu_l ~ ·~f ·the ·adjustment ·process, be~~~~ th_e_ ..or.iginal· .and adjusted 
functions. 13eyond the 90 day point th1.s divergence was considered exces-
siv~. The additional adjustn\E!nt, · of cours~, could not . b_e handled · sirnply 
by adjusting the Cobb-Douglas coefficients. · In ~ffect/ ri~its~ w~re,., 1 
'• I • ~ . . _j .. _. •' (' -placed .upon the adjusted forms of the equations. The same'- results was · 
obtained ·by us ing the adjusted equations to the 90 day poll\t and employ- · 
ing the original functions plus ·appropriate ~onstiin.~si::i-eeyond. this point. 
TABLE X 
PREDICTING EQUATIONS AND ADJUSTMENTS UTILIZED IN ARRIVING AT ASSUMED WEIGHT GAINS 
Length 
of 
Feeding 
Period 
Adjustment to Yield Adjustment on Basis of 
1956-57-Feedirtg Trial Specified 120 Day Gainb 90 day Differencec 
(Predicting Equation)a (Predicting Equation) · (Predicting Equation) 
60 and 90 days .95X"425795X.331286 1 2 
120 and 150 days .95Xi425795X2331286 
60 and 90 days • 95x/25795x/31286 
120 and 150 days .95Xi42579SX2331286 
60 and 90 days •97Xi440836X2333355 
120 and 150 days .9JXi440836X.333355 2 . 
aPlaxico, Andrilenas, and Pope, pp. 9 and 11. 
500 Pound Heifers 
l 617X.425795X.331286 
0 1 2 
1.617X"425795X.331286 
1 - 2 
650 Pound Heifers 
l.439Xi425795X2331286 
1. 439Xi 425 795X. 331286 
2 -
700 Pound Steers 
1•253Xj_440836x2333355 
l.253Xi440836X2333355 
l.617X"42579SX.331286 
1 2 
•95~i42579sx2331286+ 93 
1.439Xi4257-9SX2331286 
.9sx·42579Sx.331286 1 2 + 74 
l.253X"440836X.333-355 
1 2 
97X"440836X.333355 
• 1 2 + 54 
bApproximate av~rage 120 day gain estimated from 1961 survey of Oklahoma feedlot operations. 
cComputed by restricting the differences between the origi-nal and the adjusted functions b.eyond 
90 days to the 90 <lay difference. 
_Vt 
\0. 
'60 
17 four feeding periods considered, The final production function~, 
utilized in this study are shown graphically in Figure 5. 
Generation of Fixed Cost 
Fixed costs for commercial feedlots include depreciation, interest 
on fixed investment, taxes, insurance, <license: fees; repair,,,:on(fa+ _.::-.:. 
cilities due to the elements, management, and office salary. The follow-
ing is a discussion of the methods used in computing fixed costs in this 
study. 
The straight line method was used to compute depreciation, The com-
NC - SV · putation of depreciation was based on the formula · . EL '/:, where NC h 
new cost, SV is salvage value, and EL is the expected lifetime of the 
machine. Used equipment was treated as if it were new equipment. Sal-
vage values and expected.lifetimes for feedlot equipm~nt are shown in 
Appendix Table B.l. 
Interest on investment was computed at five percent of average in-
18 NC+ SV 
vestment. Average investment was found by the formula 2 , where 
NC is new cost and SV is salvage value. Annual interest charges were 
obtained by multiplying the average investment by the rate of interest. 
Taxes and insurance were estimated at two percent of total invest-
. h f d 0 f ·1· . 19 ment int e ee ing aci 1t1es. License fees on pickups were assumed 
to average $40 per year. 
17ro obtain a smooth curve for 500 pound heifers, the 90 day weight, 
as predicted by the adjusted equation, was lowered six pounds. 
18 A rate of three percent on average investment was used by iing, p. 14. 
However 1 long-term interest rates have risen considerably since then. 
19King, p. 21, 
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An annual charge of two percent of new cost; was utilized to account 
20 for repair associated with exposure to the elements.· This cost was 
placed on buildings, feeding pens, and other feedlot equipment which 
would face such exposure. 
Management and office salaries were considered fixed costs for all 
model feedlots synthesized. 21 The minimum salary for a part-time manage_:r;.:,h_ 
·-::;~~'., 
,-·/-?--;:-
was assumed to be $2,000, regardless of the numbet' of hours the manager ·:.:t;. 
devoted to the feeding enterprise. Salary of managers above this mini.. \, 
mum was based on $1.50 per head of feedlot capacity for all seven 
feedlot size groups. 
Other cost items, sometimes considered ;.fixed, that were not in-
eluded in this analysis were bonuses to feedlot personnel, b~siness pro-
motion expenses, contributions, and life insurance on managers, 
Total annual fixed costs for each model feedlot synthesized are 
shown in Tables XI and XII for fenceline bunk techniques and self-feeding 
techniques, respectitely. These costs were obtained by a summation of 
the values of each fixed cost component associated with a particular 
feedlot size and feeding technique. 
Generation of Nonfeed Var,iab·le Costs 
Nonfeed variable costs refer to expenditures other than feed cost 
which vary with output. Included in this category are expenses such as 
20K. 16 ing,, p. • 
21Managerial cost would be associated with returns to labor and 
management if the feedlot owner conducted the management fu~ctions, 
22King, in the California study, used a rate equivalent to $1.33 
per head of capacity. 
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TABLE XI 
ANNUAL FIXED COSTS FOR SYNTHESIZED FEEDLOTS--FENCELINE BUNK SYSTEMS 
BY FEEDLOT SIZE 
Feedlot 1Size , in Number of Head 
Item 300 ... 600 11000 . 2,000 5 , 000 .. 10:;s 000 l5 I 000 
- Dollars ., 
Repair on improvements 126 272 374 663 1,427 2,474 3,623 
Management and office 2,225 2,450 2,750 4,500 11,250 22,500 33,750 
Taxes, insurance and 
license 490 937 1,247 2,126 4,017 6,281 8,615 
Interest 603 1,182. 1,597 2,747 s,141 7,547 11,255 
Depreciation 1,911 3,392 4,409 6,863 12,511 20,182 28,188 
Total s,3ss 8,233 10,377 16,899 34,346 58,984 85,431 
Fixed cost per head 
of ca:eacit:i: 17.85 13. 72 10.38 8.45 6.87 5.90 5.70 
TABLE XII 
ANNUAL FIXED COSTS FOR SYNTHESIZED FEEDLOTS--SELF•FEEDING SYSTEMS 
BY FEEDLOT SIZE 
Feedlot.: ~i~~ in Number of Head 
Item 300 600 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000 15.000 
4 
- Dollars -
Repair on improvements 127 277 377 672 1,450 2,514 3,687 
Management and office 2,225 2,450 2,750 4,500 ll,250 22,500 33,750 
Taxes, insurance and 
license lf97 948 1,256 2,09,5 3,960 6,201 8,303 
Interest 607 1,193 1,610 2,717 5,094 7,496 ll,160 
Depreciation 1,926 3,389 4,381 6,548 11,837. 19,035 25,965 
Total 5,382 8,257 10,374 16,532 33,589 57,746 82,865 
Fixed cost per head 
of ca:eacity 17.94 13.76 10. 37 8.27 6. 72 5. 77 5.53 
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repair, fuel and oil, electricity, telephone, death loss, marketing, 
veterinary ~nd medical needs, labor; and interest on op~ratlng capital ; 
Marketing costs frequently are omitted in cattle feedin$ cost 
studies by assuming sales of finished cattle on a direct-to-packer basi§ 
at the feedlot . In practice, however , this usually involve a hidden 
"pencil shrinkage" cost which often is not mentioned . Under Oklahoma 
conditions, a pencil shrink equivalent to four or five percent of the 
gross weight at the feedlot is common practice. In addition, prices 
offered by packer-buyers at the feedlot often ranged below equivalent 
terminal market prices. 
The alternative to a pencil shrink was the 888umption of marketing 
at a terminal market. Since Oklahoma has a centrally located terminal 
market, a marketing cost of selling at the Oklahoma City Public Stock-
yards was included in the cost analysis. Included in this charge was 
yardage, feed and bedding, commi11ion, delivery within the yard, a 
promotion checkoff, and transportation to the market (Appendix Table B.2) . 
It was assumed the l i vestock were transported by truck £.or $45 per load , 
Marketing costs, under these assumptions ranged from $3.86 per steer in 
large lots to $3 .89 per steer in small lots and from $3.70 per heifer 
23 in large lots to $3 . 73 per heifer in small lots. Marketing costs were 
less for heifers than steers because larger -numbers were transporte.d an~ 
sold at one time. 
z 3 the· "pencil. S hr i nki' al t~rna ti Ve fo'r , determining' marke'tirtg ~OS t . 
was: rejec'ted because' ;111:arket :value' cos ts . of these losses exceeded cos ts ' 
associated 'w'ith t ermi nal 'marketing ' and efficient feedlot operators were 
~ssumed to ~e'_ bo t h knowledge-able and ra tion~l . , · · ' · 
. , . - : • r ..• : ~ . ' ' ; ! , , t , J. 
• t : , : : , , : .,: -_:. ~. : .I , , I : -11 . - t 
Interest on operating capital also was omitted as a cost in some 
studies of conunercial cattle feedlots . In this study, interest on 
short-term operating capital was charged to the model feedlots at six 
percent per annum for purchases of feed , nonfeed variable factors , and 
feeder cattle . Capital borrowed to f i nance monthly nonfeed operating 
expenses was assumed used for one month onl y when a continuous feeding 
program, selling on a weekly or monthly basis, was followed, Other-
wise, money was borrowed for the duration of the feeding period . 
Death loss was estimated at one percent of the number of cattle 
fed, This cost was compu t ed by assumi ng death at about the midpoint 
of the feeding period where weight loss was valued at $24 per hundred-
weight for steers and $23 per hundredweight for heifers . Feed costs 
associated with dead animal s were assumed at 40 percent of feed cost 
24 per animal sold , 
Telephone expense was assumed to vary with the number of head fed 
at one time (Appendix Table B.3). A rate of 0. 1 cents per animal unit 
day fed was charged for repairs to pens , bunks , self-feeder~ and build-
ings associated wi th use of t hese f acilities . 25 
Repair cost per hour of use f or feed mill equipment and gasol i ne 
equipment was charged as a percentage of new cost or used cost (Appen-
dix Tabl e B.4) . Repai r to submergibl e and t urbine pumps was estima t ed 
24 Approximately 40 percent of t he total feed consumed by one 
animal during a feeding period woul d have been consumed at the half-
way poi nt of t ha t period . 
25 King, p . 24 . 
at three cents pl;:lr day for the former and 14 cents per day· for th~ 
26 latter. The repair rate o~ sprayers used to spray live$tock was 
27 taken as nine dollars per year.· 
Electricity cost was based on the number of machine hours 
necessary to process the average daily feed requ:i,rements needed dur .... 
ing the feeding period. Est:i,mates of the average number of hours the 
mach;i,nes needed to operate were obtained by dividing average quantity 
of feed handled by the equ;i.pmen t c/;lpad, ty, a.s designated by eng:ltieeriq.g 
data. This ;;i.verage was then multiplied by the horsepo:wer .. :qf the elec"' 
trical motor and u~ed as an estimate of the kilowatt hours of electri~ 
cal power needed per day. These daily elecfrical requirements were ,. " . 
summed for all machines and multiplied by 30 to obtain a monthly kilowatt 
total. Monthly cost of this was computed according to local REA rates 
given in Table XIII. Gas and oil charges per hour for gasoline equipment 
were estimated as one dollar for heavy duty trucks i:lnd tractot;s and 
28 55 cents for pickups and 3-plow tractors. 
Medical expenses were based upon the ,;1nimals receiving med:f.catiori. 
or preventative vaccinations for blackleg-edema, rednose, wotms, grub 
and fly control, ancl a combiotic injection for preyent:ion of shi,pping 
fever and other miscellaneous qidadtes. These char~es were as,1,1med .con-
stant as the number of head fed increased. In additi,on, it was all!sumed 
that the services of a licensed veterinarian would be n~cessary for 
serious illnesses or injuries, and that larger lots obta;i,.ned vet~'tinary 
26Elmer Daniels, Oklahoma State University Agricultural Engineer. 
27nale A. Knight and c. F. Bortfield, Annual Costs foz: Beef Cattle 
Egu:i,.pment, Kansas State Unive'):'sity Agr:1,.cultural Economics Report Number 
92 (Manhattan, 1960), p. 5. 
28Ibid. 
TABLE ~Ill: 
STATEME~1 OF RATES~~CENTRAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, 
STII./J.,WATEE., OKLAHOMA 
Number of Cost per KWH 
KW Hoµrs in Cents 
Cents 
1st 30 hours 10 
Next; ;30 houn 6 
Nexrt 30 hours 5 
Next 110 hpµ:rs 3 
Next 200 hotJrs 2 
AH over 400 hours 1 3/4 
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the per head col:lt of veter;,i.nary 1;1.nd medicai care y1;1.ried from $1,50 when 
700 ):i.ead or less were tec;l /3.t one t;:ime in a feedlot to $1.00 in lots 
feeding 5,000 or more head at one time (Appendi:,c l'abl(;! B. 3). 
Laoor requirements Wf;;l~e the moi;;t d;i.fficult! inputs to est;i.ma.t::e 
for t:he feedlot models ,:;.oni:i idered. 'rhb was be~1;1.ui:ie sowe labor operations 
varied with the pounds of feed han<ll~d while otheirs depended upo:n·the 
number of heaq fe\'.l o'): the animal u,nit days f~d. Sorre of the job ell:lmenJ;.1? 
requirl'J:d wore iabor per unit of output as feedlot size in<;:reased w]lile 
others required l~ss, 
!n the. large corrq!\(;;rcial feedlot models sy);'lt;:hes:i.zed ;i.n this stµdy, 
labor operatipqs within the fee<;iioi w1ie placed in (ive eategories. It 
291:n the 131,11:;vey ot Okbhoma feedtot qperations, · this expenditure 
ra.n.ged. from $:i.ve dqllars to twenty'!' tive c;f;!nts per he?<;i. 
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was assumed one man was suffic1,ent to operate the feed mill, Several 
men were needed for driving trucks and feeding the livestock, Another 
operaUon involving mounding, loading, and haulingmallure required, 
several men in the larger feedlots. Handling incoming and outsoing 
livestock involved coneiderable quanti.ties of labor, A small repair 
crew was also a necessity. These crews, it wa~ assumed, were flexible 
and able to perform different job$ as needed. 
Labor requirements in the model feedlots of this analysis were 
found by summing the indiv:(.dual operation requirel!lent1:1 and adjusting 
for repair work, unloadin~ feed at ;he feed mill, and other unaccounted 
jobs. An adjustment factor of 1,5 was used £0~ this purpose since a 
factor of this size yields e1:1ti~ated total labor requirements similar 
to those noted in other studies. 
Labor requirements deter~ined by the numQer of he~d fed included 
receiving cattle, loading cattle an4 care of sick animals (Appendi~ 
Table B.5). Feedlots of similar size with greater turnover rates per 
year required more labor for handling livestock than those with low 
turnover rates. Increased labor requ:i.l;'ements. were noted fol:' '·iecaiving 
and loading cattle as feedlot size increased because the. load~ng pens 
were located farther from the feeding pens, thereby r~quiring inore 
driving time. 
Some labor requirements depended only on the number of cattle iu 
feedlot at any one time (Appendix Table B15)~ Ainong these were m~nure 
loader and dump tr~ck operations, daily cheeking of the cattlEI, and 
the preparation of daily feed orders. The diseconomies associated 
with the manure operations were due·to the increased d:f.stancie which 
the manure was hauled. The economies in use of iabor for ~becking 
cattle and preparing feed orders were present since little more time 
is required to view several thousand animals than to inspect sev~ral 
hundred. 
6:9 
Other labor requirements varied with the pounds of feed fed per 
head (Appendix Table B.S). Among these were feed mill operations, 
loading feed onto feed trµcks, and unloading feed trucks in fenoeline 
bunks or self=feede~s. Man hoµrs needed to operate the feed rn:1.11 were 
determined by the operating time of feed mtll equipment. Loading labor 
requirements, in terms of man hours, were mufh greater per pound of 
feed handled for the 300 head lot because this model, it was realis•.: 
tically assumed, did not contain an automati~ pushbutton mill with a 
gravity load-out system. Considerably ~ore la.bot time was required by 
the self=feeder systems than by the bunk systems for unloading from the 
feed truck. Augers moving feed up into the ~elf-feeder required nearly 
three times as much tI\an and :µiachine hours a$ auget's distr;!,buting feed 
down into bunks from trucks. 
It was assumed that labor could not be hired in iess thaq four hour 
units even though a lesser quantity was needed per day. This ass~mption 
was made to account for the difficulty in hiring part-time labor for an 
hour or two of work per day. 
Wage rates in this study varied from one dollar to a dollar and 
fifty cents per hour. Specifically, part-time iabor was valued at one 
dollar per hour while workers employed a full eight h~urs were postula• 
ted to be receiving one dolla1; and twenty ... five cents per hour. Foremen 
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received one and a half dollars, per hour for an eight hour shift, but 
30 
were employed only in lots larger than 1,000 head, 
Miscellaneous cost items such as horse expense, feed analysis and 
testing, and workmen's compensation were assumed to be offset by a 
manure credit and were not included in the cost analysis, 
Total annual nonfeed variable costs associated with continuous 
feeding were computed by summing all the individual costs for each model 
feedlot and feeding situation. A summary of these costs is shown in 
Appendix C. Costs for one batch only operations may be derived from 
these totals by dividing by the rate of turnover. 
Generation of Feed Cost 
Three bas;ic feeds, cottonseed hulls, grain sorghum, and a 32 per-
c:ent protein supplement containing additives, formed the rations used 
in this cost analysis. The assumed price of cottonseed hulls delivered 
31 to feedlots in bulk was twenty dollars per ton. This price, it was 
assumed) did not vary seasonally or with the quantity purchased. The 
protein and additive supplement was assumed to cost seventy-five 
dollars per ton delivered to the feedlots. 
A lower delivered grain sorghum price was assumed for those opera~ 
tions feeding only one batch per year than for those feeding continuously. 
30These rates are equivalent to t'lose noted in Oklahoma where wages 
for common feedlot labor ranged from $100 a month and room and board to 
$55 per week for a 40 hour week. Foremen or supervisors were generally 
paid a monthly wage varying from $200 and living facilities to $400 and 
living facilities depending upon length of serv~ce, hours, and other fac-
tors. 
31This is greater than wr:s indicated in t,he survey of Oklahoma feed-
lots in 1961 but is less than the average hull price in Oklahoma City 
during the 1962=63 season. 
7l 
Logic suggests facilities feeding only one batch of cattle per year 
would purchase feed grain at harvest prices and utilize their feedlot 
storage facilities until the grain was fed; whereas those operators 
following a continuous program likely would purchase some feed grain 
during periods of higher seasonal prices. A grain sorghum price of 
$1.80 per hundredweight was selected for the continuous operations. 
This price was reduced five cents per hundredweight for models feeding 
32 
only one batch per year. In addition to these prices, an interest 
charge of six percent per annum was assessed on capital required for 
feed purchases. 
Per head feed costs under these price assumptions and the assumed 
production relationships are shown in Table XIV, along with feed costs 
per pound of gain. These feed costs were based on the number of cattle 
sold and included the value of feed fed to animals · assumed' ·to. die during 
the feeding .:period~ TotaLannual feed:.costs for each '.ijituation · 
synthesi.ze9'ill, this study were obtainei.i_by ;multiplying the number of head 
Qy,the number. of animals sold. (Appendix D). 
32Tbese prices are equivalent to the long-run farm price of $1.70 
assumed in Regional Project S-42 and Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment 
Station 1040 on agricultural adjustment. 
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TABLE XIV 
ESTIMATED FEED COSTS PER HEAD AND PER POUND GAIN FOR VARIOUS CLASSES OF 
FEEDER CATTLE, LENGTHS OF FEEDING PERIOD, AND TURNOVER 
Length 
of 
Feeding 
Period 
60 Days 
90 Days 
120 Days 
150 Days 
60 Days 
90 Days 
120 Days 
150 Days 
Class of Feeder Animals 
500 Pound Heifers 650 PQund Heifers 700 Pound Steers 
Cost Per. Cost Per Cost.Per Cost Fer Cost Per Cost Per 
Head lb. Ga:l.n Head lb. Gain Head lb. Gain 
Dollars Cents Dolla'l'.'s Cents l)ollars Cents 
Continuous Operation 
17 .60 l0.93 20.64 12.74 22.99 13.44 
29.18 13.26 33.33 15.15 37.89 15.99 
42.05 16.17 46.97 18.21 54.05 l.8.53 
55. 71 18.69 61.49 20.99 71.47 21.46 
Qne Lot Onli 0Eer~tion 
, I ' . 
17.35 10.78 20.31 12.54 22.59 13.21 
28. 71 13.05 32. 76 14.89 37.18 15.69 
41.26 15.87 46.13 17.88 53.00 18.53 
54. 72 18.26 60.35 20.60 70.04 21.03 
CAAP~RV 
ECONOMIES OF UTILIZATION AND SCALE IN CATTLE FEEDING 
Economies of utilization, as employed in this analysis, are 
short-run effects of variations in the use of fixed facilities, whereas 
scale economies are a long-run phenomenon. While short-run variable 
and total unit cost functions theoretically are U-shaped, definitions 
and capacity limitations in this analysis require all short-run cost 
functions to be negatively sloped. Some~ however, are discontinuous , 
Economies of scale in · the analysis refer invariably to costs or 
cost differences at full capacity l evel a . 1 Theoretically, scale econo-
mies arise primarily from savings associated with management, technology 
and changes in the composition of costs and certain pecuniary effects. 
Here, no expl icit account is t aken of diffferences in manager i a l abili-
ties or capacities but these may be refl ected to some extent i n t he 
coefficients and fac tors selec t ed for use in computing variable costs . 
A few pecuniary advantages of s cale were built into the various models. 
Cost rates of ve t eri nary care and t el ephone services , for instance J 
drop with scal e . Principal potential sources of scale economi es, how-
ever, are found in the changing technol ogy and organization of the feed-
lot with changes i n size and associated changes in the compos i tion of 
1As explained previously, however , two different defini t ions of 
capacity were adopted. See p ~. 47. . 
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In the long-run, all factors of production are variable and can be 
purchased in any quantities. Whiie quanti ths .of ,fixed factors vary 
with scale in this anatysi's, recognition is given to the fact that at 
each level of scale fixed costs do exist. Realisticaity, recognition 
also is given to the discrete or qiscontinuous nature of certain vari-, 
able inputs. 
In v i ew of the preceding d:L-scussion, emphasis is placed in this 
chapter upon (1) the size and nature of economies associated with 
utilization and sc;1le and (2) sources of th_ese economies or, alterna-
tively, contributions of utilization and scale to cost savings, 
II 
farticular attention 'is given to ·effects of the changing compo-
sition of costs . Effects of utilization rate and scale on fixed costs 
and no~.feed variable cos ts are examined separately. In these analyses , 
effects of all other f actors are held constant or varied systematically . 
'. 
Costs of feed and feeder cattle are .~xcluded, While these costs usually 
exceed the combined total of other costs, it was assumed, log~cally , 
)' _ . • 
that they were not significantly affected by variations in utilizati on 
2 
rate or scale. 
In the manner specified in com~arative statics , several factors or 
conditions were examined systematically for their effects on short- run 
cost functions and long- run planning curves. These included (1) the 
class of feeder animal fed, i.e., 500 pound heifers, 650 pound heifers, 
l 
2This assumption would not be valid for areas where feed supplies 
were restricted or where fe'e.der cattl e density ,vas low. For Oklahoma, 
however , it appeared logical to assume that available supplies of .feed 
and feeder animals were infinitely e l astic within the range of scale 
considered. 
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and 700 pound steers, (2) feeding system in which length of the feeding 
period was the distinguishing characterist~c, and (3) differences in the 
concept of capacity, i.¢., s;i.ngle batch versus continuous feeding opera-
tions. With output measured in terms of liveweight gain, comparative 
cost differences arise in connection with class of feeder animal as a 
result of differences in production functions adop~ed. Varying rates of 
gain with feed input, level of output· (gain) and time are largely respon-
sible for cost differences among the alternative lengths of feeding 
periods. 
The following considerations abo should be borne in, mind during 
the course of the discussion on effects of utilization and scale: 
1. For continuous feeding operations, total annual gains are 
greater for shorter than for longer feeding periods (Appendix 
E). Contin~ous, short-period feedin& involves a larger annual 
total number of anim~l~ fed and a higher average rate of gain 
than continuous, long•term feeding, 
2. For single batch operations, total annual gains rise as the 
feeding period lengthens. A constant number of animals are 
involved and positive rateso.)' gain throughout each alterna .. 
tive feeding period ar.e postulated but the average daily· 
rate of gain drops as the feeding period lengthens. 
3. Although feed cost its·elf is excluded from the analysis, 
fixed and variab1e inputs relat~d to the processing, trans-
portation and handling of feed are included. While feed 
costs logicaily are not affected by scale, they are influenced 
I:>y variations in length of feeding period. Average feed ,., . 
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consumption per head and per pound of gain increases as 
the feeding period lengthens. These effects, excluded here, 
are considered in the following chapter. 
4. Cost differences for fenceline bun~ systems versus comparable 
self-feeder systems were ~mall and, in general, insignificant. 
Accordingly, economies of utilization and seal~ are examined 
here ortly for fenceline bunk systems. The nature of cost 
differences associated with these two feeding techniques, 
however, is considered briefly toward the end of this chapter 
where comparative costs of custom feeding operattons also are 
analyzed. 
Changes in the Component Distribution of Total Cost 
With Scale and Other Factors 
Percentage distributions of total feedlot cost, including feed cost 
but excluding feeder cattle costs, are shown in Table XV by size of feed-
lot and length of feeding period. These are contined to models charac-
terized by fenceline bunk and continuous feeding at full u~ilization. 
In these models feed cost was the most important component varying 
from 59 percent of the total cost of feeding 300 head in the 60 day pro-
gram to 83 percent in feeding 15,000 head on a 1_50 day bash.. Both 
scale and length of feeding period contributed significantly to changes 
in the relative importance of feed cost with the latter having a rela-
tively larger effect. Effects of scale rose progressively with increases 
in length of fee din$ pe1dod, Similai-:ly, ef fee ts of feed:i,ng period Ieng.th 
rose progressi~ely with scale. 
'l'A!~E XV 
PERCENTAGE DIS1,'R:J:BUTION OF TOT~ cosis BY TYPE FOj .5(.)0 :POUND HEl:Fl!:RS, 
ALTER,NA'rl.VJI.FE;ED:tNG ,:.PSRI0D$/ OgNTJ;NUOUS' Fpti;::UTIJ,.;tZATION, 
__ . _ . . . AN.I;) FE~CfiilNE ~WI~ SYSTEMS 
Cost 
Item 
Fixed cost 
Nonfee4 
variable 
Feed a 
Total 
Dc,llars 
Fixed cos:t 
Nonfeed 
variabl~ 
Feed a 
Total 
Dollars 
Fixed cost 
Nonfeed 
variable 
Feeda -
Total 
Dollars 
Ji'ixed cost 
Nonfeed 
variable 
Feeda 
Total 
Dollars 
10.Q 8.1 
-,,31 
1
"'3!, 3 30.3 
56. 7 _E,il.,6 
SI '371 
_ ffe.O. :~~¥ ~ee,R~ns, ferbod _ 
6.4 s.2 4.4 3.a 3.7 
29.2 
64,4 
29.9 28.7 
64.9 66.9 
ze.6 
6 7 .6 
28.7 
6 7 .6 
: s~~454 101,90a - 162.,304. _ 322.,oas ·, nn.~141 1;~47i~oo,.; 2,318,875 
i"T-
((), 
. 'f/ . ',~-
t,&'/10. f' 8. 3 
· 6,4 
21,6 
72.0 
?.P ,oa~ _feE31~1np; 1P,eri~d _ 
5~~ 4.4 
21.6 
74.0 
3.8 
20,8. 
75,,4 
3.7 
2p.s 
75.5 
s2.,1a6 · 99,1aJ t60,so3 ::n1,~13 1s1.,2os . i,sJ2,102 2,295,347 
l~P. -P!;; F~u!~n.a. Per~s4 _ 
10.0 8.2 6.3 5.2 4,3 3.8 3.7 
2p.1 17~6 ~7,3 17. 7 16,6 16.4 16.2 
69.9 74.'). . 76,.4 77.], 79.1 79,8 80.1 
,?3 ,609 100,870 163,451, S24,020 789,751 1,564,492 2,339,845 
. 1,sq J?t,~ Feed~ns fe,riod 
9,8 7.8 6,2 5.1 4.2 3,7 3.6 
)..7. 7 16.2 14,6 14.5 13,9 13.6 13.5 
n.5 76,0 79.2 80,4 $1.9 82.7 82.9 
54J 727 ;1;~4,,500: ! .. l,~,7,113 
. . . ,, J~~ .o~~ 807.766 I ih . ·· 1,60Q,903 s, . ii 2,395,793 -I 
a -
Feed pricei; included grain so:rgh1.,1m at $1..80 per hundredweight, cotton• 
seed hulls at $20 p~r ton, anq suppl~ment at $75 per ton. 
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Fi~ed costs relative to total coijts dropped sharply wi~h increases 
in feedlot size but were ~ot affected appreciably by length of feeding 
period. While non:lfeec;I, varial;>le cost; pet;"cen, tages, i,µ contrast, dropped 
modestly with incre~~es in scijle, they were markedly affected by len~th 
of feeding perio~. 
Several factors are resppp.sible for these patterns of the chang• 
ing composition of teedlot cpsts. 1he relevant product functions require 
greater feed consumption as the. len~th of :l:e~ding progresses, Larger 
feedlots use b:;i.gger, mqre fle~;i,ble or adapta.ble facilitief:I. And labor 
and other nonfeed variable facto~s are mot;"e efficiently utili~ed in the 
The excludon of feed oas ts ;!:rem thea.e c;.!:1,laµla tions cqanges the 
nature of these findtngs to s~m~ extent. T~e principal change is an 
increase rather tha~ a sm~l~ deoltne in relative importance qf fixed 
cost with i,ncreases in bng.th of te,d:i,ng pel;'iod, Acc_prd;i..ngly, non teed 
variable costs drop rfl!lative t;9 total nonfeed co~tl? mo,;-e shtp;-ply than 
indicated. Ii;i addition, thesE:l non:feed vat'iable eosts rise :i:,elatively 
rather than fall with in,prea~elll :f.n sc.;tte. These points, h:i,.ghly 
relevant in the following analysis, are illustrated in Table XVI. 
Scala and Utilization Ec.ono~ies associated 
With ?~xe~ Costs 
The spreadin$ of fixed cost ov~r a large; output is the pl;'incipal 
source of short-rup co~t $avings. This is a we~l· known principle and 
is the p~imary e~pl~nation of eost savings asso~iat~d with increases 
in "utilizat:;i,on rat:e" as defined tot' use in this study. Fixed q.osts, 
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!ABLE XVI 
PERCENTAGE DISTRI~UTION OF NONFEED VARIABLE AND FIXED COST ~y FEEDLOT 
Sl;ZE FOR 500 POUND HEIFERS FED AT ALTERNATIVE FEED!NG PERIODS. 
ON A CONTINUOUS FULL UTI~IZATION BASIS IN FENCELINE BUNK 
SYSTEMS 
Cost feedlot Size 
Item 300 600 l,000 2,000 5,000 10,000 
I 
-
];'er cent 
-
60 Day Feeding Period 
I I 
Fixed c;ost; 24.6 21.0 18.0 15.0 13.3 n.s 
Non feed 
variable 75 .4 79.0 82,0 8J':i. 0 86.7 88,2 
Total 
Dolla'l."s 22,202 39,179 57,i6o 112,997 25~,Q03 502,160 
90 Dai Feeding Period 
' "' 
'., ,,,l,' ' ' .,,, . ,. ' ' ' 
Fixed, cost 29.6 2 7 .6 23.l 19.5 16.9 J.5.6 
Nonfe(;ld 
variable 70.4 n..4 76,9 80.5 83. l 84.4 
Total 
Dollars 18,l20 28,858 44,950 86,707 2,03 ,496 377,174 
lrO Day.Feeding Pedod 
Fi~ed cost 33.2 31.7 26,9 22.8 20,8 18.7 
Non feed 
var:i,.able 66.8 68,3 7~.l 77.2 79.2 81.3 
Total 
Dollars 16,142 25,938 38,562 74,243 165,320 315,607 
150 Day Feeding Period 
Fi,rnd cost 35.5 32.8 29.9 26.3 2:L5 21.3 
Non feed 
variable M .• 5 6 7 .2 70,l 73. 7 76,5 78.7 
'l'otal 
Dollars 15,076 25,117 3l,. ~ 746 64,350 145,932 277,233 
15,000 
11.4 
88.6 
750,715 
~5,2 
84.8 
562,055 
18.3 
8+. 7 
l~66, 517 
20,8 
79,2 
410,289 
I ; 
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however, frequently are the source ot additional ec.;momies if propor-,. 
tions of fixed to nonfixed costs are ,i1owed to vary. In the model$ 
synthesized for this st4dy, i-eductions in fixed cost per pound o:f; gain 
with increases in feedlot size representlf!d a substantial portion of 
the total economies associ~teq with scale, 
Effects of Scale on Fixed Cpsts 
Average fixed cost per p91.1nd of gatn, the: un;U: oi; roeasut;"ement con-
sidered here, dropped continuousty ~nd significantly throughout the 
range of scale considered, Fpr continuo~s fe~ding operations, these 
costs fell about two cents ove;r the sqale range o:f; JOO h~ad tp 15,000 
head (Figure 6)~ Approximately three~fourths of this total saying was 
achieved with a 2,000 head feedlot. Figure 6 also shows that long-run 
average fixed cost functions rose progressively to new higher levels 
as the feeding period tengthened. Wh~ie effe~ts are illustrated in this 
instance only for ~00 pound heifers, similar cost functions and relation-
ships were indicated for 9ther feeder classes. 
Differences by type of feeder animal, nevertheless, were apparent 
(Tables XVIl and xvrir). Although long~run average fi~ed costs wer~ 
smaller at equivalent levels of gain £9r steers than for heifers, larger 
.":., 
savings with respe~t to tpe association of per µnit fixed cost and scale 
were i.nd:l,ca te¢l for h~ifers. That is, larger fb:ed cost reductions with 
scale were achieved in f.eeding heifers. 
Effects of single patch versus continuous feeding on fixed cost-
scale functions are illustrated in figure 7. The tunction r~presenting 
single batch operations lies ~ta signific~ntly higher level than the 
3 
2 
l 
Cents per pound 
gain 
A - 150 Day Feeding Period 
B .,. UO Day ·Feeding Period 
C - 90 Day Feeding Pe~iod 
D - 60 Day Feeding Per_iod 
A 
------========~ B -C 
-
O 5 10 
Million Pounds Gain 
Figure 6. Reductions· in Fixed Cost per Pound of Gain Associated with Increases in Feedlot Size and Changes in the 
Length of Feeding Period--500 Pound Heifers Fed Continuously. 
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TABLE XVII 
LEVELS AND PIFFERENces IN AVERAGE FlXED COSTS PER POUND OF GAIN BY SCALE 
OF FEEDLOT FOR THREE TYPES OF FEEDER ANi}iA.LS, VARY~NG LENGTHS OF 
FEEDING PERIODS, AND CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS~~FENCELINE BUNK 
Feedlot.Size anq Cost 
Comparhon 
300 head lot 
21 000 he~d lot 
15,000 head lot 
Saving - 300 to 
Saving - 300 to 
Saving~ 2,0QO to 
300 head lot 
2,000 head lot 
15,000 head lot 
Saving - 300 to 
Saving - 300 to 
Saving~ 2,000 to 
300 head lot 
2,000 head lot 
15,000 head lot 
Saving - ~00 to 
Saving - 300 to 
Saving - 2,000 to 
. I 
15,000 
2,000 
lS,000 
15,000 
2,000 
15,0QO 
15,000 
2,000 
15.000 
' 
SYSl'EM.S 
Le,ngth of ?~edi,n~ P~~iod 
60 .Da>:7s 90~Days · 120 Pays 150 Days 
, I ii . I , ·, . , ., I 
.. Cents Per Pound of Gain· 
500 Pound·Heifers 
1.86 2.05 2.~1 2.52 
.88 . , 97 1.10 1.20 
.60 .65 • 74 ,81 
l.26 1.40 1.57 1. 71 
.,a 1.08 l~Zl 1.32 
.28 .3Z .36 .39 
650 Pound Heifers 
' 
1.85 2.05 2,23 i.56 
.~7 ,97 1.10 1.21 
.59 ,65 • 74 .82 
1.26 1.40 1,59 1.74 
.98 ~.os 1,13 1. :3.5 
.28 .32 .46 ,39 
700 Pound Steers 
1. 76 1.90 2.10 2.25 
.83 .90 1.00 1.07 
,56 .60 .6 7 • 72 
1.20 1,30 l,43 l.53 
.93 1.00 1.10 1.18 
.27 .30 
. I 
.33 .35 
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';1:'ABLE XVII~ 
LEVELS AND DlFFERENCES IN AVERAGE FIXEP COSl PER POUND OF G4IN BY SCALE 
OF FEEDLOT FOR THREE TYPES OF FEEDER ANI~LS, VARYlNG LENGTHS OF 
FEEDING PERIOD, ONE TUR~OVER ANNUALLY, AND FENCELINE Billl"K 
Feedlot Size and Co~t 
Corn:earis.on 
300 he,;;id lot 
2,000 head lot 
15,000 head lot 
Saving - 300 to 15 1 000 
Saving - 300 to 2,000 
Saving~ 2,000 tq 15 1000 
300 head lot 
2JOOO head lot 
15,000 head l,ot 
Saving - 300 to 15,000 
Saving~ 300 to ?,000 
Saving - 2,000 to 15,000 
300 head lot 
2,000 head lot; 
15,000 head lot 
Saving - 300 to 15,000 
Saving - 300 to 2,000 
Saving· 2,000 to 15,000 
SYSTEMS 
Length of Feeding Period 
-' C~~ts P~r Pou~d of clain -
500 Pound Heifers 
n.20 8.20 6.94 
5.30 3.89 3.29 
3.58 2.62 2.21. 
7.(?2 5,58 4. 73 
5~90 ifi31. 3.65 
1. 72 1.2 7 l..08 
650 Pound }leifers 
11.12 8,20 6.98 
5.27 3.89 3.30 
3.55 2,62 2.23 
7,57 5,58 4.75 
i5.85 4.31 3.68 
1. n l..27 1.07 
700 Pound Steeis 
, . . , . . I 
10.55 7.61 6. 31, 
5.00 3.60 2.99 
3,~7 2. li-3 2.02 
7.18 5.18 4.29 
5.55 4.01 3,32 
1.63 1.17 .97 
I 
6.06 
2.87 
1.94 
lf .12 
3.19 
,93 
6,15 
2,91 
1. 96 
q., 19 
3.24 
.95 
5.41 
2.56 
1.73 
3.68 
2.85 
,83 
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Figure 7. Effects of Single Batch Versus Continuous Feeding on Fixed Cost-Scale Functions--500 Pound Heifers Fed 
120 Days. 
00 
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one for continuous system$, The differenoe averages about one and one~ 
half cents. However, cost savings with increases in seal~ are greater 
for sing~e batch systems t~an for continuous operations. The reason 
is that the single bat~h system more c9mplet;~ly utilizes fixed facili-
ties at hi~her lE:1veb of ptodue.tiori and ;feE;i!dlot s:i,ze than at lower 
levels. Tables XV?l and XVtri provide detatled comparisons. 
Effects of Vtitizat:i,on on Fixed Costs 
Short,..run average fitCliilQ cost curves dropped shaiply wtth inc;eases 
in utilization rate. these ~eductions were greater for systems involv· 
ing longer feeding periods~ small.er feedlot size.s ~ and for :n.eife't's 
relative to steers. Appro'xi1!lately th!1q~e .. fourths o'J: thEi:! cost; reduction 
associated with spreading fi~e4 cost ove~ a larger volume was reached 
at two~thirds of total cap~city. 
Typical n!:!gativel,y sloped avel;'age :l;h;ed co1;1t £1.rqcti,ons were derived 
for each feedlot size (Figure 8), . The 1;1],.op~s were muqh steeper £or 
smaller feedlots than for. la;i:ger .. volume mode1s. '!'his indi,cated that 
over the range of utilization ijtudied, a larger cast :reduction per addi-
tional unit of output was achieved in sm~ll lot~ than in large ones. 
More detailed data on cost savings auociated with a. fuller use of fixed 
feed:i,ng fa9ilities are shown in Table XIX. 
Scale and Vtilization Economies Associated 
With ~o~feed Vari,~ble Cos~s 
Nonfeed variab~e costs also are affected by variations in scale 
and utilization rate. in ~enera1, howev~r, these effects ar~ much 
smaller than the effects on fi~ed c;oet$ described earlie:t;', The changing 
7 
Cents per pound 
gain 
6 1-1~ 300 
5 
4' 
3 
1 
0 
600 
¥ 
5 10 
Million Pounds Gain 
Figure 8. Short-Run Average Fixed Cost Curves for Seven Feedlot Sizes--650 Pound Heifers Fed Continuously for 120 Days. 
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8.7 
SAVINGS IN FIXED COST PER POUND OF GAIN ASSOCIATED W~TH CHANGES IN 
UTILIZATION RJ\TES FOR VARYJ;NG li'Ef;I,)l,p'X FACILIT;tES ANO COtfrINUOU$ 
FEEDING OF 650 POUNP li~I;F'ERS IN FENCEl,I~E :aUNK SY$TEMS 
Feedlot 
Size 
300 
600 
1,000 
2,000 
sjooo 
10,000 
15,000 
Ch,mge · ill Ut~li..: 
zation Rate 
( Con 1;:inuoqs 
Feedin 
-Percentor 
33 to 67 
67 to 100 
33 to 67 
67 to 100 
40 ti,, 70 
70 to 100 
35 to 75 
75 to 100 
30 to 60 
60 to 100 
30 to 70 
70 to ioo· 
33 to 67 
67 to 100 
2.78 
.93 
2,15 
• 74 
1.15 
.46 
1.33 
.30 
i.19 
.4~ 
l. l. 7 
.Z6 
.89 
.2§ 
· to,t Saving~ Associated With 
. . ut;~ieation Increase 
Leegth of Feeding Period 
Z.35 
.80 
1.48 
.33 
1. 3Z 
.52 
1.29 
.~o 
• 98 
.33 
"3~49 
1.16 
2..68 
.89 
. 1.45 
.58 
1.68 
/Jl 
1.49 
.60 
1.46 
.33 
1.12 
.37 
3.85 
1.28 
2,96 
.98 
1,.59 
.64 
1,.65 
.65 
1.22 
.41 
internal composition of nonfeed variable costs was largely responsible 
for many observed t'elation13hips between these cos ts and µtilization 
rate or scale. 
Effects of Scde on Nonfeed Variabl~ Cost13 
Long=run nonfeed variable cost curves dropped on the average 
about three-fourths of one cent per pound of gain as the range of scale 
increased from 300 to ],.5,000. Significantly lower cost levels were 
achieved with increases in length of feeding period. This i~ illu13-
trated for 500 pound heifer feeders in Figure 9. As shown, however, 
cost differences become pro~ressively smaller with each aq.ditional 30 
day increase in the feeding period~ 
Long-run nonfeed variable cost curves are shown in Figure 10 for 
each of the three feeder an~mal classes in a continuous 120 day feeding 
system. For these functions approximBrtely half 0f the overl:lll cost 
reduction was attained with a size model of z,ooo head. Differences in 
levels of these functions were so st111::tll that for practical operating 
purposes they could be neglected~ 
At equivalent levels of production, nonfeed variable costs were 
smaller for single batch operations t,:han for model,$ of continuous feed.-
ing (Figure U). Differences, however, were insign,ifi,cantly small. For 
the models illustrated in Fi$ure 11 and other similar comparisons based 
' upon budgeted data, the difference was approximately one ... t;enth of one''Ci;::mt 
throughout most of th(:! scale range. 
More complete data on nQnfeed variable costs and cost savings 
associ1;1ted with scale a.re shown in Table XX. 't{onfeed cost savings 
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lying above planning curve. 
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Figure 9. Long-Run Nonfeed Variable Cost Curves Associated with Dif-ferent Leng.tbs of Feeding PeriodS-"."150 Pound 
Heifers red.Continuously. 
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Figure 10. Long-Run Nonfeed Variable Cost Curves Associated with Three Classes of Feeder Animals--120 Day Continuous 
Feeding. 
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Figure 11, Long-Run Nonfeed Variable Cost Curves Associated with Continuous and Single Batch Operations--500 Pound 
Heifers Fed 120 Days, · 
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TABJ.iE XX 
COSTS AND COST SAVINGS IN AVERAGE NONFEED VARIABLE COSTS PER POUND OF 
GAIN BY SCALE OF FEEDi..OT FOR. THREE TYPES OF FEEDER AN:n,JALS ,. 
AND VARYING LENGTHS OF FEEPING PERIOD IN FENCELINE 
BUNK SYSTEMS 
:Len;th. of F7eding Perigd · · Feedlot Size and C9st 
Comparison 
, . I 
60 Days 90 Days ',, 12Q Days, 150 Daxs 
~ Cents pe~ Pounp of Gain -
300 head lot 
2,000 head lot 
15,000 head lot 
Saving - 300 tQ 15,000 
Saving - 300 to 2 000 
Saving - 2,000 tp 15~000 
300 head lot 
2.,000 head lQt 
15 3 000 head lot 
Saving~ 300 to 151 000 
Saving - 300 to 2,000 
Saving - 2,000 to 15,000 
300 head lot 
2,000 head lot 
15.,000 head lot 
Saving - 300 to 151 000 
Saving - 300 to 2,000 
Saving - 2,000 to 15~000 
5.39 
5.03 
4.63 
• 76 
• 3~ 
.40 
5.58 
5.26 
4.85 
.73 
.32 
,41 
5.53 
5.21 
4.83 
• 70 
.32 
.38 
500 Pound Heifers 
4.39 4.10 3.91 
4.01 3,.69 3.49 
3.65 3.29 3,06 
• 74 ,81 .85 
.36 .41 .42 
,36 .40 .43 
650 Pound Heifers 
4,51 4,25 4.11 
4.19 3.86 3.67 
3.82 3.47 3.24 
.69 • 78 .87 
.32 ~39 ,44 
.37 .39 .43 
700 Pound Steers 
4.41 4.00 3. 76 
4.07 3,68 3.42 
3. 76 3.31 2.99 
t65 .69 • 77 
.34 .32 .34 
,31 .37 .43 
I 
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associated with scale in the range of 300 to 15,000 head varied from 
0.85 cents for 650 pound heifers fed 150 days to 0.70 cents for 700 
pound steers fed 60 days. Slightly larger savings usually were achieved 
with the 500 pound heifer class of feeder animal. 
Discontinuities in planning functions, illustrated in each of the 
figuresJ are not uncommon and as suggested in an earlier section are 
associated with the discrete nature of inputs such as l?bor. Labor re-
quirements adopted for use in this study call for the addition of a 
skilled feed mill operator at a point between the 1,000 and the 2,000 
head feedlot sizes. The effect, as illustrated by the dashed lines in 
Figure 9 and other scale diagrams ie an upward shift in cost per pound 
of gain and discontinuity in the planning function. Since only one such 
skilled operator is required for the full range of scale considered no 
further large discontinuities appear. However, addi tiona,1 small dis .. 
continuities associated with a(lding labor .as output increases a.re present 
but not shown. 
Effect of Use Upon Nonfeed Variable Costs 
Short~run average nonfeed variable costs per pound of gain were 
found to exhibit two characteristics as the level of output forthcoming 
at a specific feedlot size was increased from one-third to full utiliza-
tion. First, these functions were negatively sloped. Secondly, the 
utilization functions were discontinuous as changes were required in 
the composition and n-qmber of laborers. The discontinuities resulting 
from the addition of one more man were more apparent in smaller feedlots 
than in large lots because the addit;ion to cost was spread over a much 
94 
greater volume in the large operations, and in effect was nearly pro~ 
portional to increased output. The problem is further complicated by 
the fact that, for any given feedlot model, only three levels of use 
were budgete9, thereby making it difficult to trace out effects accurF 
ately. 
Short~run average nonfeed variable cost functions are shown in 
Figure 12 for the £out: sma:Uer-volume feedlots. The composition and 
number of laborers required abo is shown, with part-time employees 
designated P, full~time employees F, and a mill foreman M. The situa-
tion is illustrative only, since it is virtually impossible to show dis-
continuous functions when only three points are examined for each situa-
tion. The discontinuities shown are pecuniary as well as physi~al since 
the three types of employees each re~eive a different wage rate. 
The slopes of the short-run average nonfeed variable cost func-
tions were considerably steeper for small-volume feedlots than for 
larger-volume lots. This indicated that cost sav:f.ngs associated with 
increasing the level of utiU.zatioti were greater per unit of output for 
the smaller feedlots than for the larger ones. 
Table XXI shows the savings associated with increasing the use level 
for the 650 pound feeder class with varia.tion in length of feeding period 
and feedlot siie. A longer feeding period, ceteris paribus, was associ-
ated with a greater saving in nonfeed variable cost as feedlot utiliza-
tion was increased. Effects of variations in utilization rate were 
much the same for comparable models involving other feeder cattle classes. 
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figure 12. ShoJjt•Run Average Nonfeed Var:Lab1e Cost Curves for Four r,e,:llot 
Sizes--500 Pound Hdfers Fe" Continuo1,1dy for 120 Days. 
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TABLE XXI 
NONFEED VARIABLE COST SAVINGS ASSOCIATED WITH CHANGES IN UTILIZATION 
RATES OF FIXED FEEDLOT FACILITIES, 650 l?OUND HE'.j:FER F:S:EDER CLASS, 
AND CONTINUOUS FEEDING IN fENCELINE BUNK SYSTEMS 
Change in Util:i.- Cost Savings Assoc;i.ated With 
zation Rate Utilization Increase 
Feedlot (Continuous Len~th of Feeding Period 
Size Feeding) 60 Da:2;s 90 Dais 120 Da:z::s 150 Da:z::s 
-Percent- - Cents Per Pound of Gain -
300 33 to 67 .89 1.00 1.07 1.28 
67 to 100 -.45 ",55 -.58 -.68 
600 . 33 tp 67 -.11 -.13 -.16 -.19 
67 to 100 .09 .09 .10 .13 
1,000 40 to 70 .Z3 .83 .54 .52 
70 to 100 ,31 .08 .07 .15 
2,000 . 35 to 75 .36 .10 .21 .24 
75 to 100 -.05 .09 -.03 - .04 
5»000 30 to 60 .23 .16 .24 .31 
60 to 100 .16 .15 • 09 .01 
10,000 . 30 to 70 .17 .16 .14 .16 
70 to 100 .03 .04 .oo .oo 
15:;000 33 to 67 .os .02 .02 • 05 
67 to 100 00 01 • 01 • 02 
Total Economies of Scale and Utilization 
Short-run nonfeed cost functions and nonfeed cost planning functions 
are the summation of effects described earlier. Since scale and 
utilization economies arose primarily from reductions in fixed costs, the 
patterns and relationships described are, in general, similar to those 
outlined in the discussion o( fixed costs. 
Scale Economies 
Findings regarding ef!ects of scale in the feedlot ind~stry were in 
general accordance with theoretical expectations. It was found that in 
continuous feeding operations, cast reductions over the range of scale 
considered varied from 2,32 cents to 3,29 cents per pound of gain depend-
ing upon length of feeding period and class of feeder animal fed (Table 
XXII). In comparison, scale-based cost reductions for single batch 
feeding operations were considerably larger ranging from 8.82 cents to 
4.72 cents (Table XXIII). 
Planning functions reflecting economies of scale, generally speak-
ing~ were only slightly lower for 700 pound steers than for 500 pound 
heifers, despite higher daily rates of gain for steers, and were highest 
for 650 pound heifers (Tables XXII and XXIII). Scale economies differed 
widely among systems distinguished by differences in length of feeding 
period. These functions dropped to progressively lower levels as the 
feeding period lengthened largely because lower nonfeed variable costs 
TABLE XXII 
AVERAGE TOTAL COSTS AND COST SAVINGS PeR POUND OF GAIN BY SCALE OF 
FEEDLOT FOR THREE TYPES OF FEEDER ANIMALS, VARYING LENGTHS 
OF FEEDING PERIOD, CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS, AND FENCE~. : : ; : 
LINE BUNK SYSTEMSa 
Feedlot Size'and Cost 
Comparison 
Length of Feeding Period 
60 Days · 90 Days 120 Days 1150 Days 
' Cents P~r Pound of Gain -
300 head lot 
2,000 head lot 
15,000 head lot 
Saving - 300 to 15,000 
Saving - 300 to 2,000 
Saving - 2,000 to 15,000 
300 head lot 
2,000 head lot 
15,000 head lot 
Saving - 300 to 15,000 
Saving - 300 to 2,000 
Saving - 2,000 to 15,000 
300 head lot 
23 000 head lot 
15,000 head lot 
Saving= 300 to 15,000 
Saving - 300 to '.' 2,000 
Saving ~.2.000 to 15.000 
7 .69 
5,91 
5.23 
2.46 
l.78 
.68 
7.88 
6.18 
5.45 
2.43 
1.70 
.73 
7. 71 
6.10 
5.39 
2.32 
1.61 
• 71 
500 Pound Heifers 
6,94 
4.98 
4.30 
2.64 
1.96 
.68 
6.97 
4.82 
4.03 
2..94 
2.15 
.79 
65Q Pound Heifers 
7,11 
5.16 
4.47 
i.64 
1.95 
.69 
7.16 
4.99 
4.21 
2.95 
2.17 
• 78 
700 Poupd Steers 
I 
6.78 
4.97 
4,36 
·2.42 
1.81 
.61 
6.63 
4.68 
3.98 
2.65 
1.95 
• 70 
aFeed and feeder cattle costs are excluded. 
7.10 
4.58 
3.87 
3.23 
2.52 
• 71 
7.35 
4.92 
4.06 
3.29 
2.43 
.86 
6.53 
4.49 
3. 71 
2.82 
2.04 
• 78 
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TABI,.E XXIII 
AVERAGE TOTAL COSTS AND COST SAVINGS PER POUND OF GAIN BY SCALE OF FEED-
LOT FOR THREE TYPES OF FEEDER ANIMALS, VARYING LENGTHS OF FEEDING 
PERIOD, ONE 'rURNOVER ANNUALLY, AND FENCELINE BUNK SYSTEMSa 
Feedlot Size and Cost Length of Feeding Period 
Comparison 60 Da;y:s 
I 
90 Daxs 120 Daxs 150 Daxs 
- c'ents Per Pound of Gain -
500 Pound Heifers 
300 head lot 17.03 13.09 11.60 10.64 
2,000 head lot 10.3~ 7.90 7.01 6.25 
15,000 head lot a.21 6.27 5.50 5.00 
Saving - 300 to 15,000 8,82 6.82 6.10 5.64 
Saving - 300 to 2,000 6.30 5.19 4.59 4.39 
Saving - 2 1 000 to 15,000 2.52 1,63 1.51 1.25 
650 Pound Heifers 
300 head lot 17,15 13.26 11.81 10.94 
21 000 head lot 10.58 8.08 7.19 6.62 
15,000 head lot 8.41 6.44 5.70 5,20 
Saving~ 300 to 15,000 8.74 6,82 6.11 5.74 
Saving - 300 to 2,000 6,57 5,18 4.62 4~32 
Saving~ 21 000 to 15,000 2,17 1.64 l,49 1142 
700 Pound Steers 
300 head lot 16.50 12.49 10.84 9.69 
2,000 head lot 10.27 7 .6 7 6.67 S.98 
15,000 head lot a.20 6.19 s.33 4. 72 
Saving - 300 to 15,000 8.30 6.30 5.51 4.97 
Saving - 300 to 2,000 6.23 4.82 4.17 3. 71 
Saving~ 2 1 000 to 15 1 000 2,07 1.48 1134 1.28 
100 
per pound of gain were generated by the longer feeding periods. 13 
Total nonfeed · cost planning func:t:j.ons. were greater. for · 
single batch operations than for continuous feeding systems as a result, 
primarily, of higher fixed costs per pound of gain. 
These effects and relationships,excluding feed costs, are selec-
tively illustrated in Figures 13, 14, and 15. Figure 13 indicates that 
class of feeder animal fed has relatively little effect upon either the 
level or shape of functions reflecting nonfeed economies of scale. In 
these and related models, approximately three-fourths of the per unit 
cost reduction associated with scale over the size· range of models 
studied was reached with a 2,000 head feedlot. 
Figure 14 suggests that for 500 pound heifers fed in lots operating 
continuously, costs at equivalent levels of scale were about one and one-
half cents lower in a 150 day feeding plan than for the 60 day feeding 
period. Clearly, potential savings beyond the one million pound level 
of gain, a scale size of approximately 1,500 head, offered by increases 
in length of feeding period greatly exceed those that might be achieved 
through further increases in scale. 
Long-run cost differences for single batch versus continuous feed-
ing systems are illustrated in Figure 15 for synthesized operations in-
valving 500 pound heifers and a 120 day feeding period, Here, economies 
•
13rt is important to remember, at this point, that the costs con-
sidered in the economies of scale analysis do not include feed costs~ 
Increasing feed costs associated with longer feeding periods raises the 
total cost for longer feeding periods above similar total cos ts for 
shorter feeding periods when feeder cattle are not included as costs. 
When feeder cattle are included as costs, the total cost of feeding is 
greater in short feeding periods because more animals are purchased 
(See Figure 20). 
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of scale differences for equivalent level~ of production were approxi-
mately one and one-half cents per pound of gain. Again, potential 
savings offered by the sqift to continuous operation greatly exceed 
potential savings associated with scale beyond the one million pound 
level of production. As indicated earlier, however, scale economies 
(cost savings) within the lower ranse of production were considerably 
larger for single batch than for continuous systems. 
Scale economies of the magnitude indicated are substantial. They 
are sufficiently large that und~r highly competitive conditions and 
an industry structure including many efficiently operated and large-
volume feedlots, small-scale feedlots of less than 21 000 head 1ikely 
would experience substantial and recurrent short-run losses. However, 
findings also suggest that scale advantages of the larger operations 
can.be and, perhaps, frequently are largely offset and, in effect, de• 
stroyed by adoption of short period feeding operations or single batch 
programs. But as shown in the following chapter, the lower cost opera-
tions are not necessarily the roost profitable. 
Economies Associated with Utilization Rate 
Average total nonfeed costs per pound of gain dropped with in-
creased levels of utilization as anticipated. Short-run co$t functions 
and associated cost savings, like the long-run planning functions, 
shifted with variations in SGale, length of feeding period, continuity 
of feeding operatio~~ &nd class of feeder animal. 
Generally, savings per pound of gain associated with increased use 
of fixed feedlot facilities were greater, ceteris paribus, for heifers 
than for steers. This was true also for longer feecling periods relative 
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to shorter periods , and for smaller lots in comparison with larger ones, 
A substantial porti on of possible savings were achieved at a use level 
of approximately two- thirds. 
-· 
Savings associated with increasing the level of u t ilization in 
model feedlots feeding 650 pound feeder heifers continuously are shown 
in Table XXIV. In this case, increasing the use level from one-third 
to full resulted in savings ranging from a high of 5.63 cents per pound 
of gain in the 300 head feedlot with a 150 day feeding period to 1.22 
cents in the 15, 000 head feedlot following a 60 day feeding plan, 
Another situation illustrating the effect of increasing the use level 
for 500 pound heifers and a 120 day feeding period is shown in Figure 
16. Here, the cost saving associated with increasing use from one-
third, to full varied from about five cents in small lots to less than a 
.. 
cent and a half i n large-vol ume l ots, Short-run average cost curves , 
excluding costs of feed and feeder cattle, sloped downward and to the 
right in this and all other models c9nsidered, Findings revealed that 
models involving steers displ ayed patterns similar to those illus t rated 
for heifers with respect to cost :savi ngs associated with use l evels, 
Several bas ic factors , briefl y ment ioned in the preceding para-
graph, are shown more c l early in Table XXIV, First, a large share of 
the potential savings were achieved by increasing the use level from one-
third to tllto= thirds; and, second, 'i.nc'reases in capacity utilization above 
two- thirds were significantly and pr.oportionately less important, Further-
more, effects per unit of gai n· associated with changes in utilization 
rates were r el atively s~aller for large lots than for small-vol ume lots 
because fixed cost represented a l arger share of total cost in the small 
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TABLE XXIV 
AVERAGE TOTAL COST AND COST SAVINGS PER POUND OF GAIN ASSOCIATED WITH 
USING FACILITIES AT FULL UTILIZATION LEVELS8 
Change in Utili- Cost Savings Associated With 
zation Rate Utilization Igcrease 
Feedlot (Continuou,s Length of' Feeding Period 
Size Feeding) 60 Daxs 90 Dais · 120 Dais 150 ha~s 
I 
-Percent• ~ Cents Per Pound of Gain -
300 . 33 to 67 3.67 4.07 4.56 5.13 
67 to l,00 .48 .48 .58 .60 
600 33 to 67 2~04 2.22 2.52 2. 77 
67 to 100 ,81 .89 .99 1.11 
1,000 40 to 70 ],.38 2.10 1,99 2.11 
70 to 100 .77 .60 ~65 .79 
2.,000 30 to 75 1.69 1.58 1.89 2,08 
75 to 100 .25 .42 ~34 .37 
s,ooo 30 to 60 1.42 1.48 1.73 1.96 
75 to 100 .64 .67 .69 .66 
10,000 30 to 70 1 .. 34 1.45 1.60 1.77 
70 to 100 -.29 .34 .33 .36 
15,000 33 to 67 .94 1.00 1.14 1.27 
67 to 100 .28 .34 .38 43 
8 Assuming bunk system~, continuous teeding, 650 pound feeder heifers, 
and excluding costs of feed and feeder cattle. 
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lots, In general, cost savings associated with the use level increased 
as the feeding period lengthened because fixed costs became relatively 
more important in longer feeding periods. In the 1,000 head feedlot 
size for instance, cost reductions per pound of gain associated with 
increasing the use level from one-third to full ranged from 2.90 cents 
fo~ the 150 day feeding period to 2.15 cents for the 60 day period. 
Fenceline Bunk Operations Versus 
Self=Feeder Systems 
Combined annual nonfeed variablej fixed, and feed costs usually 
were slightly greater for self-feeder systems, ceteris paribus, than 
for fenceline bunk systems, although this was not always the case. 
Generally, the fenceline bunk systems were associated with lower nonfeed 
variable costs and the self=feeding systems were associated with lower 
fixed costs. Exceptions were found in some models such as the 5,000 head 
feedlot feeding 60 days. 
Nonfeed variable costs were slightly lower, ceteris paribus, for 
fenceline bunk techniques than for self=feeder systems. This was 
attributable primarily to increased labor, repair, and fuel and oil 
associated with greater man and machine=hour requirements for unloading 
feed into self=feeders. Specific nonfeed variable cost items are shown 
in Table XXV for lOJOOO head fenceline bunk and self-feeder feedlots 
operating at three levels of utilization on a continuous 120 day basis 
and feeding 500 pound heifers. In this case, annual nonfeed variable 
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TABLE XXV 
NONFEED VARIABLE COSTS. FOR 10,000 HEAD SELF~FEEDING AND FENCELINE BUNK 
FEEDING TECHNIQUES AT VARYING LEVELS OF UTILIZATION UNDER CONTINUOUS 
FEEDING WITH 500 POUND FEEDER HEIFERS AND 120 DAY FEEDING 
'.PERIOD 
Self-Feeding Technique Fenceline Bunk Technique 
'. Utilization Level ., .Utilization Level 
Cost Component 10.000 1,000 3,000 10,000 7.000 
I 
3.000 
- Dollars -
Fuel and oil 12,018 a,410 3,653 10,261 7,183 3,128 
Electricity s,411 3,811 1,679 s,411 3,811 1,679 
Electrical repair 4,327 3,049 1,350 4,327 3,049 1,350 
Gasoline equipment 
repair S,643 3,469 1,497 4,940 2,978 1,286 
Pens and building 
repair 3,600 2,520 1,080 3,600 2,s20 1,080 
Labor 44,640 31,680 15,840 41,040 30,240 13,680 
Veterinary and 
medical 30,000 21,000 10,800 30,000 21,000 10,soo 
Death loss 44,436 31,105 13,331 44,436 31,105 13,331 
Marketing 109,890 76,923 32,967 109,890 76,923 32,967 
Telephone 1,440 902 402 1,440 1,260 864 
Interest on 
operating capital 1,308 910 416 1,278 902 402 
Total 262. 713 184. 137 83,477 : 256,623 180.971 80,567 
\ 
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costs at full capacity utilization were more than $6,000 greater for 
the self-feeder technique, Relative differences in nonfeed variable 
costs associated with feeding techniques were similar for other feedlot 
sizes and classes of feeder animals. 
Fixed costs were slightly smaller for 300 and 600 head fenceline 
bunk systems than for corresponding self-feeder systems. For shes of 
1,000 head or more, fixed costs were ~ower for self•feeder systems be-
cause of lower depreciation. Depreciation was less in the larger self-
feeder models than in equivalent fenceline bunk models primarily be-
cause the largecvolume bunk systems required more feed trucks and these 
depreciate rapidly. 
Minimum Scale Requirements for Feedlot Ownership 
One of the questions arising out of the increase in custom cattle 
feeding in Oklahoma and elsewhere is the minimum scale or volume re-
quired for feedlot ownership when custom feeding facilities and services 
are available. As noted earlier, custom f~eding rates in Oklahoma 
commonly ranged from five to ten cents lot fee per animal unit day plus 
a markup of fifteen cents per hundredweight over ":raw" feed price, 
Both the five and ten cent charge were considered in the following 
analysis to determine the minimum feedlot size at which it becomes less 
costly to own a feedlot rather than have cattle fed in a custom operation. 
Certain costs of feeding cattle have no influence upon the break-
even size associated with ownership of a feedlot versus custom feeding. 
These include costs of feeder cattle, marketing, death loss, and 
veterinary and medical expenses. Feedlot owners doing their own feeding 
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must account for all remaining costs from r~venue associated with the 
sale of fed cattle. The owner of a custom operation hopes to pay these 
cos ts from lot fees and the price "markup" on feed sales. 
Over the range of scale considered and with spec~fied custom feed-
ing rates, costs per pound of gain associated with feedlot ownership, 
assuming continuous feeding at full capacity, usually were smaller 
than custom costs. On the other hand, with a single batch operation, 
it often was less expensive to place cattle in a custom lot. The break-
even feedlot size required to approximate costs in custom operations 
decreased, ceteris paribus, as the custom lot fee increased. As the 
feeding period lengthened, other things constant, the feedlot size needed 
to approximate custom costs decreased. Very little difference was noted 
in the breakeven feedlot size required for the three classes of feeder 
animals under continuous feeding. 
Approximate feedlot sizes where feedlot ownership costs were equiva-
lent to custom costs are shown in Table XXVI, These sizes were approxi-
mated to the nearest 25 head by assuming linear cost functions between 
the budgeted costs presented in Appendix F. A cattle feeder contemplat-· 
ing continuous feeding of 300 head or more would face lower costs with 
his own feedlot for all situations considered if the custom lot fee 
were ten cents. If the custom iot fee were five cents, the cattle feeder 
would require from 425 to 600 head, depending upon class of feeder cattle 
and length of feeding periodi to justify feedlot ownership. 
When only one batch per year feeding was synthesized, cattle 
feeders needed a considerably larger volume to justify ownership of 
facilities if the custom lot fee was five cents per day. This required 
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';rABLE XXVI 
APPROXIMATE FEEDLOT SIZE AT WHICH COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH OWNING A FEEDLOT 
ARE EQUIVALENT TO COSTS OF FEEDING IN CUSTOM FEEDLOTS WITH VARIATION 
IN FEEDING PERIOD, UTILIZATION, CLASS OF FEEDER ANIMALS, AND 
CUSTOM RATES--FENCELlNE BUNK SYSTEMS 
Class of 
Feeder 
Animals 
Length of Feeding Period and Daily Lot Fee 
60 Days 90 Day! 120 Days lSO'Da~s 
5¢ 10¢ ~~ lOf Sf 10¢ 5¢ 10¢ 
- Feedlot Size·· 
Con;inuous Feeding 
, I , .j 
500 pound heifers 600 <300 ·soo <300 475 
650 pound heifers 550 <300 525 <300 500 
700 pound steers 500 <300 475 <300 450 
<300 500 <300 
<300 475 <300 
<300 425 <300 
500 pound 
heifers 
650 pound 
heifers 
100 pound 
steers 
One Batch Feeding 
>15,ooo 8,800 >15, ooo 1,s5o 4,375 
>15,000 7,500 11,150 1,325 3.,675 
>15.000 6.450 9.775 1,100 ~850 
725 1,500 
725 1,300 
675 875 
525 
475 
400 
I 
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volume ranged from approxima tely 875 i n 150 day plans . involving 
steers to more than 15,000 for all 60 day plans, and for 500 pound 
heifers fed 90 days. When the custom fee increased to ten cents per 
head per day plus the feed price markup , breakeven feedlot size varied 
from 8,800 head to 400 head. The former was associated with 500 pound 
heifers and 60 day plans, whereas the latter pertained to 700 pound 
steers and a 150 day feeding period. 
Effects of ~hanging the lot fee from five cents to ten cents per 
head per day and the difference between one batch and continuous feed-
ing are shown in Figure 17. In these situations, the breakeven feedlot 
size is represented by the intersection of cost lines associated with 
feedlot ownership and custom operations. 
Similar illustrations were developed to show relationships per-
taini ng to changing feeding periods and class of feeder animals , In 
Figure 18 , costs associ ated with feeding 500 pound heifers continuous l y 
in owned and custom operations for varying lengths of feeding period 
ar e shown for a custom rate of five cents per head per day . This 
figure illustra tes that the breakeven feedlot size falls , ceteris 
paribus, as the feeding period increases in length . 
Costs associated with feeding three classes of feeder animal s 
continuously for 120 days when the custom rate is f ive cents per head 
per day plus feed costs are shown in Fi gure 19 . The fact that the class 
of feeder animal has l ittle effec t on the breakeven feedlot size is illus-
trated in this figure, 
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Major Findings Regarding Scale and Utilization 
Findings regarding effects of scale and utilization in the feed-
lot industry generally agreed with theoretical expectations. That is, 
cost savings per pound of gain were noted with increases in feedlot 
size and with increases in the utilization rate. Changes in fixed 
cost per pound of gain were largely responsible for these phenomena 
although nonfeed variable costs also were important. From all appear-
ances the utilization effect was greater than the scale effect, 
especially in the smaller feedlot sizes and longer feeding periods 
which fixed costs were relatively more important. Approximately 
three-fourths of the cost savings associated with increasing scale were 
reached with a 2,000 head feedlot. Tpe savings associated with in-
creasing the use level from one-third to two$thirds were considerably 
more important than the savings associated with increasing the capa-
city utilization from two-thirds to f~ll. A more detailed surmnariza-
tion and implications of findings regarding scale and utilization are 
presented in a later chapter. 
CHAPTER VI 
COST AND COST-PRICE RELATIONSHIPS 
Preceding material has dealt primarily with costs as related to 
scale of feedlot operations and to utilization. Revenue, profits, 
and other aspects of cost also are of interest to cattle feeders. 
Emphasis is placed in this chapter upon coefficients, relationships 
and analytical methods that provide bases for evaluations and decisions 
relevant to many feeding situations encountered frequently in the 
Southern Plains. This emphasis is largely confined to cost relation= 
ships other than those related pr:1.marily to utilization rate and scale, 
Particular attention is given to the influence of varying cost and price 
factors upon cattle feeding margins:, breakeven prices, costs per pound 
of gain, revenues and profits. Some of the tables and charts are more 
illustrative than otherwise. Tables and text provide bases necessary 
for broader generalizations, and in addition, offer details applicable 
to a wide variety of specific situations, Models for both 500 pound 
heiferr;i and 700 pound steers are used extensively in the analysis, The 
fenceline bunk system is employed throughout. 
"Feeding margin:' or "price margin" in this analysis, is defined as 
the difference between feeder cattle prices when purchased and slaughter 
cattle prices whsn sold. "P:rofitJ> 11 in contrastP refers to the difference, 
positive or negative)> between total cost ... nd total revenue. 
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It was hypothesized that profits are affected significantly by 
all factors considered, These include price changes, length of feeding 
period, class of feeder animal, changes in slaughter grade, "upgrading," 
and other factors as well as variations in utilization rate and scale, 
Total Cost Components and Their Relative Importance 
Feed cost and feeder cattle cost are included in the analysis of 
this section aa integral parts of the total cost structure, Interest 
on feedet cattle cost was charged at six percent per annum. However, 
cost associated with death loss was omitted in this analysis from non-
feed variable costs. These costs were taken into account on the revenue 
side through ad~ustments in sale weight and in pounds added during the 
feeding period. 
Total feedlot costs varied both by size and within size classes 
(Appendix Table G), Large quantities of operating capital were re-
quired. For exa~ple, the total annual operating capital required for a 
1,000 head feedl9t operated continuously on the basis of a short 60 
day steer feeding program was slightly in e~cess of one million dollars. 
As the feeding period was extended to 150 days, this reqµirement fell 
to about $580,000. 
Feed and feeder cattle, according to Table XXVII, are by far, the 
largest variable cost items encountered in feedlot feeding, At$ .20 
per pound feeder cattle costs alone ranged from 80.5 to 57.9 percent of 
the total cost of feeding 500 pound heifers continu°'usly, For steers 
at $ • 22 per pound this range was from 83 .8 percent ta 63 .6 percent. 
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These perc~ntages increased with scale, reflecting effects of scale of 
economies with respect to "other" or nonfeed costs, and fell with in-
creases in length of feeding period, 
TABLE XXV+I 
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL fEEDLOT COST ACCOUNTED FOR BY PURCHASE PRICE 
AND INTEREST CHARGE ON FEEDER CATTLE BY FEEDLOT SIZE AND 
LENGTH OF FEEOI~G PERIODa 
Feedlot 60 Days 90 Days 120 Da:t;s 150 Days 
Heifers Steers 
, . I , ' Size Heifers Steers Heifers Steers Heifers Steers 
.. Percent -
300 78,l 82.1 70.4 75!2 63,7 69.1 57. 9 . 63.6 
600 78,9 82.7 71.8 76 .o 65.2. 69.9 59.1 64.5 
1,000 79.7 83.0 72.4 76.7 65,8 70. 7 60,0 65.1 
2,009 79.8 83.3 72.6 76,8 66.0 70.8 60.5 65.4 
5,000 80.3 83.7 72. 9 77.2 66,7 7l,. 2 60.9 65.9 
10,000 80,5 83.8 73,3 77 ~3 66.8 71.4 61,1 66.0 
15,000 80.5 83.8 73 ,4 77 ,4 66,9. 71.5 61.2 66.1 
aAssuming 20 cent feeder heifers and Z2 cent feeder steers with 
continuous fenceline bunk operations at full utilization. 
Breakeven Prices, Costs Per Pound ot Gain 
and Price Margin Required 
"Breakeven price" is the slaughter price required to defray the 
total cost of feeding. It, therefore, is total cost per pound sold. 
Breakeven price minus the appropriate feeder cattle pl;'ice :i.s "price 
margin required" to break even. "Cost per pound of gain'' refers to 
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the total cost of feeding miqus the initial feeder cattle cost but in-
eluding interest on feeder cattle cof;it per pound of weight added at time 
of sale. 
Comp~tational procedure may be expressed as follows; 
where 
TCi = Total cost of feedlot operation for situation i; 
BEP B k . £ h . th . . d 
. i = rea even ~r1oe or t e 1 s1tuat1on; an 
Xi= Total pounds of fed animal sold in the 1th situation. 
(2) PMR1 = BE~i ~ pi 
where 
PMR.1 = Price margin required in ith situation; 
pi= Feeder price per pound; 
B~Pi is defined above, 
(3) Tei - p1xi 
CPPGi = Xi - .99xi 
where 
. th CPPG1 = Cost per pound gain in the i situation, 
x1 = Pounds of feeder animals purchased; 
.99 adjusts initial weight and weight gain for death loss, 
and other terms are defined above. 
Breakeven prices required to cover all feedlot costs dropped with 
increases in scale and rose with increases in length of feeding period 
(Table XXVIII). Scale economies and increased feed costs and other 
~ . 
costs with len~th of feeding period were largely responsible for these 
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TABLE ~VI:U 
BREAKEVEN SALES PRICE BY SIZE OF FEEDLOT, CLASS OF FEEDER ANI:MAL, 
AND LENGTH OF FEEDING PER~ODa 
Feedlot 
Size 
300 
600 
1,000 
2,000 
s,ooo 
10,000 
15,000 
60 
Days 
500 Pound Heifers 
90 120 1$0 
Days Day~ Days 
- Dollars Per 
19.11 20~21 2i.2a a2.3a 
19.56 19.84 20.81 21.97 
19.36 19.67 20.60 21.59 
19,33 19.62 20.54 21.47 
19,21 19,52 20f37 21.30 
19.17 19.42 20.29 21.22 
19.17 19,41 20.27 21.20 
700 Pound Steers 
60 90 , 120 150 
Days Days Days. Days 
Hunqredweight .:. 
20~33 20.eo 21.s2. 22.as 
20.18 20,64 21.55 22.53 
20.10 20.45 21~30 22.24 
20.02 20.41 21.26 22,19 
1~.91 20,29 21,24 22.03 
19,89 20.26 21,07 21,97 
19.88 20.25 21.05 21,94 
8Assuming bunk systems in continuous operation at full capacity 
utilization, 20 cent feeder animals 1 and other costs as shown in 
Appen4iN G.l and G.2, 
relationships. The reduction in BEP associated with scale accelerated 
as the feeding period was lengthened, As mi&ht h~ve been e~pected from 
the earlier discussion, BEP also was affected significantly by utiliza-
t:i,on rate. 
Price margins required to break even(~) at a$ .20 feeder heifer 
cost per pound may be computed for the models represented in Table 
XXVIII by deducting $20.00 from each figure appearing in this table, 
These logically fall with scale and rise with length of feeding period. 
For 500 pound heifers breakeven prices are achieved with negative price 
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margi~s in all 60 day models and in all 90 day models e~aept the one for 
300 head. This means that in these models feedlot operators could break 
even at slaughter prices somewhat lower than prices paid for feeders. 
For instance, a 15,000 head feedlot with a 500 pound heifer feeding pro-
gram could break even by selling $20 feeder cattle after 60 days of 
feeding at $19.17 •. If the cattle feeder h~ld them for 150 days, he would 
need $21.22 to break even. 
Cost per pound of gain (CPPG), like BEP, falls with increases in 
scale and rises with length of feeding period (Table XXIX). On the 
average, CfPG dropped$ .19 per hundredweight of heifer gain with each 
increase of 1,000 head in feedlot size and rose $2,36 with each 30 day 
increase in feeding period length. Cost redu~tions for heifers with 
1,000 head increases in scale varied from an average of$ .17 per 
hundredweight girln for the 60 d,ay feeding per:f,od to $. , 21 for the 150 . 
day period. In feeding 700 pound steers, reductions in CPPG per 1,000 
head increase in scale varied from$ .16 to$ .19 and averaged about 
$ ,17. The average increase £or steers in CPPG per 30 day increase in 
length of feeding period was $2.39. 
Effects of Changes in Prices of Feeders and 
of Slaughter Cattle 
While cost relationships at fixed prices are of interest, price 
changes and their effects in a dynamic economy are cif constant and con-
tinuing concern. Changes in prices of feede~ cattl~ and of finished 
da1,1ghter animds al;'e of particular: interest to feedlot operators. 
Feeder cattie, as indicated earlier, are the principal cost items in 
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feedlot operation and slaughter cattle prices govern gross revenues. 
Effects of changes in cattle prices on costs, revenues and profits as 
indicated by the synthesized data, therefore, are dealt with in this 
section. All computations involved fenceline bunk models operating con-
tinuous feeding pro~rams. 
TABLE XXIX 
COST PER POU!ND OF GAIN BY SIZE OF FEEDLOT, CLASS OF FEEDER ANIMAL, 
AND LENGTH OF FEEDING PERIODa 
500 Pound Heifers 700 Pound Steers 
Feedlot 60 90 120 150 60 90 120 150 
Size Dais Dais Dais Dazs Dais Dais Dais Dais 
- Dollars Per Hundredweight of Gain .. 
300 18.42 20.24 23.24 26.05 20.87 22.82 25.79 28,44 
600 17.55 19.02 21. 97 24. 91 20,09 21.94 24.83 2 7 .42 
1,000 16, 76 18.46 21.37 23.92 19,66 21, 17 2ti., 00 26,54 
2,000 16.63 18.28 21.18 23.56 19,26 :n.01 23.84 26,38 
s,ooo 16, 14 17.98 20.66 23.14 18. 72 20.57 23.38 25,88 
10,000 15.97 15,34 20.46 22,93 18,60 20.44 23.21 25.70 
15,000 15.96 17.61 20.40 22.88 18.55 20.40 23.14 25.60 
aincludes interest cost 
original feeder cattle cost. 
weight, continuous fenceline 
on purchase of feeder animals but excludes 
Milo cost included at $1.80 per hundred-
bunk system. 
Effects on Costs of Changes in 
Feeder Cattle Prices 
In general, effects of changes in feeder cattle prices upon costs 
and profits per unit of production or sale weight were less than 
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proportional. The reaso~ is, of course, that any given change in 
feeger catt:).e cost associated with a price change is spread over sale 
weights that exceed initial weights. 
Nature of these and other effects may be expressed through simple 
equations of the following forms: 
* * (4) ·TCi:;: a1 t bip , and (5) ATCi,:;: t bip:
where 
TCi = total annual cost for situation i whe:t:'e "situation" 
refers to specifications of a particular model 
ai = total annual. cost at a "specified" feeder price 
for situation i 
* p = change in cents per pound above(+) or below(-) the 
specified price 
bi F change in total annual cost associated with a one-cent 
per pound change in feeder price for situation i 
A'l:Ci :;: totd annual change in total cost for situation i. 
Values for "bi" are n<;>~ affected by changes in the ''specified" price 
but they drop with increases in length of feeding period, rise linearly 
with scale and are affected by change~ in utili~ation rate (Appendix H.l 
and H.2). Assuming fixed sales pri~es and revenues for each situation, 
these coefficients also represent changes in total annual profits 
associated with a one~cent change in feeder cattle price. 
Dividing equation 4 by Xi' sales weight, yields costs and cost changes 
per uµit of sales weight. But TCi/Xi = BEPi and, therefore, the modified 
equation can be written: 
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0 . 0 * (6~ _BEPi = ai t bip_ 
where 
0 
a/Xi = total cost per pound of weight sold assuming a ai = 
"specified" feeder price for situation i, and 
0 b/X,,;:: average chan~e in total cost bi= per pound of sale l. . 
weight associated with a one~aent change in 
feeder price for situation i, 
Similar equations were developed for PMR AND CPPG. Resulting co-
efficients, shown in Table XXX, represent average changes in cents per 
pound assooiated with a one""cent change in feedar pl;'ice per pound. These 
coe~ficient:s do not change with feedlot size, utilhation rate, or the 
"specified" price under consideraUon but, as indicated, they do vary with 
length of feeding period. The correaponding "ai" values 1 which are annual 
costs associated with the specified price, also vary with length of feed-
ing pe~iod, but in addition, change with scale and utilization rate. 
A s~ecific equation for BEP in the 600 head model with a 90 day con-
tinuous steer feeding program is as follows: 
(7) * BEP = 21.94 t .7659 pi 
* where Pi; = change in faeder price in cents per pound above or below 
20 cents. 
This equation could be used to de~cribe a line on a conventional 
breakeven chart where feeder prices are represented on the horbontal 
seal~ an4 breakeven sales prices are shown on the other. In this event, 
· the eoefficient ,7659 would be the slope of the breakeven line and would 
state that with each change of one cent in feeder price, BEP changes in 
the same direction by ,7659 cents~~less than proportional. Other 
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coefficients provide the bqsis for other breakeven lines and those for 
PMR and CPPG suggest various other educational charts and devices, 
T~LE XXX 
CHANGE IN BREAKEVEN PRICE, PRICE MARGIN REQUIRED, AND COST PER POUND 
OF GAIN ASSOCIATED WtTH A ONE~CENT CHANGE JN FEEOER CATTLE PRICE 
FOR STEERS AND HEIFERS, AND FOUR FEEDING PERIODS 
IN FENCELINE BUNK SYSTEMS 
Length Change in Cents Associated w;i.th a One-Cent 
in Feeder Cattle Price {b~} 
Change 
of 
Fee,ding He Hers Steers 
Period BE Pa PMR'6 CPPGC BE Pa ~Ro CPPGc 
- C~nts Per (Appropriate) Pound -
60 Days , 7717 -.2283 .0314 .8199 -,1801 .0401 
90 Days • 7120 -.2883 .0344 • 7659 -.2341 .0434 
120 Days • 6 778 -.3225 . 0389 .7315 -.268!> .0480 
150 Days .6487 -.3508 .0424 .7016 -.2986 .0515 
aThe breakeven price is the slaughter price needed to defray the 
total cost of feeding. 
bThe price margin required is the breakeven price minus the feeder 
price. 
C Cost per pound of gain refers to the total cost ot feeding minus 
initial f~eder cattle cost but including interest on feeder cattle cost 
divided by the number of pounds of gain. 
With increases in length of feeding period, a given change in 
feeder price is di$tributed over increasingly large quantities of selling 
weight, This is the reason why coefficients representing changes in BEP 
with unit increases in feeder price drop as length of feeding period in-
crea~es, Since PMRi = BEPi - pi' the relationship also explains why PMR 
falls (increases negatively) with increases in length of feeding period, 
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Feeder price and changes in this price affect CPPG only through 
interest on feeder cost. Ef~ects, therefore, are small. Increases in 
the CPPG coefficient with length of feeding period are the result, pri-
~arily of increases in the relative importance of this interest cost 
with increases in length of feeding period. 
Effects of Changes in Slaughter Cattle 
Sales Brices 
Sales price-revenue coefficients c;::an be comp1..1.ted in a manner 
para].lel to that explained for feeder price-cost: coeffic~ents: 
(8) * TRJ. = a . + b . P , 
J - J 
TR. total ann4al for the .th situation = revenue J J 
a. = toti;1.l annual. revenue associated with a specified 
J 
sales price for situation j 
P* = change in sales price above(+) or below~ (-), the 
specified price, and 
bj = change in total annual revenue associated with a 
unit change in sales pric;e for situ,ation j 
l'.TRj = total change in annual t;'evenue assoc:i.ated with the 
change in sales price for the /h situ,;i.tion. 
Resulting coefficients are found in Appendix Tables H. l and H.2. 
'l'otal revenue and the revenue coefficients, of course, ri&e i,n a linear 
fashion with scale. Dividing equation 8 by sales weight would yield 
"a" values equivalent to the "specified sales price and "b" values of 
un;tty--the per pound effect of a one~cent change in sales priceq Divid-
ing, instead, by scale size places the coefficients on a basis of dollars 
per head of feedlot size as follows : 
(10) 
where 
and 
I * TR. = a. + b .P 
J J - J 
I I 
TR. = TR./s. ; a. 
J J J J 
= 
s. = feedlot size 
J 
I 
I 
a ./s . and b. = b ./s. 
J J J J J 
in number of head for 
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situation j. 
The value aj is revenue per head of feedlot size at the specified 
I 
pric.:e and b. is the increase or de.crease in r1:1venue per head with a unit 
J 
increase or decrease in ~ales price. 
I 
Values of b. shown in Table XXXI 
J 
do not change with scale. Assuming no changes in feeder price, they also 
represent changes in profits per head. 
For purposes of comparison, coefficients representing changes in 
total cost per head of feedlot size also are shel'1n in Table XXXI. These 
were computed by dividing equation 4 by feedlot si~e to obtain: 
I I I 
* (11) TC. = a . + b.P where : l. l. - l. 
I 
TC. = TC/si; a = a/si; b. = · b/si, and l. i l. 
si = sj as defined above. 
Both revenue and cost coefficients, and, therefore, profit coeffi-
cients, drop with increases in length of feeding period because with 
these increases feedlot size remains constant but progressive reductions 
take place in numbers of animals fed (Table XXXI). Clearly, effects on 
profits, or above normal returns to labor and management, are more severely 
affected by a given change in sales price than by an equivalent change in 
feeder cattle price. 
Illustration of Price Effec t s 
Figure 20 illustrates the effect of scale upon total revenue, total 
cost, and profit when 500 pound heifers are valued at 20 cents per pound, 
a z1:1ro price margin exists and the feedlotJ are following a continuous 
TABLE XXXI · .. 
VALUES FOR REVENU~·-COEFFICIENTS AND COST COEFFICIENTSa ASSOCIA1'D WITH 
ONE-CENT CHANGES IN SALli;S OR FEEDER PR;ICE: AND:; VARIOUS LENGTH~ 
OF FEEDING PEJIODS FOR 500 POUND ~IFERS AND 700 POUND ' 
· SllE~ 
Length 
~' '. Q~ '.: 
Feedi1;1g 
Peried 
·· · , ~ . : .. ·500 Pguttci Hei:hJIS . ': '.); · . . 700 .Po9nd Steers 
b -~ Chatige in l> i' Chang~ iri ., . b ~ Change ln bi Change in 
60 
90 
. . Reven!!• . ..Cost . , . a,ve9:ye · Cos t c 
- Dollars PeT Il~aa of Feedlot Size~ 
39.2634 
28.5120 
22.5720 
18. 96~S 
30.30 
20.30 
15.30 
12.30 
51.7344 
24,5440 Pl T • • 
42.42 
28.42 
21.42 
17.22 
a 
'These coefficients are also profit coefficients since a given 
change i,n ~ither feeder cattle or slaughter price, ceteris paribus, 
has an equal effect o:n profit$. 'rhe b1's, however, h$ve a negati,ve 
sign as profit coefficients whenever cost coefficte~ts are positive and 
vice v,e,rs~. 
r .- • 
t. · . . ~ ~ . 
b· ' . - . ! '~ ' , 
These coeffici,.ents are based on the assumption of f enceitne bunk 
system~. fQ;l.ly. ,1.1.fi,~.izi,.':1i8., .~ap~c(itr :(.n ~ c~~-f inu~ps , p;-o~~am,. 
Million 
Dollars 
u 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
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A"' Revenue 60 days 
B - Cost 60 days 
C - Revenue 90 days 
D - Cost 90 days 
E - Cost 120 days 
F - Revenue 120 days 
2000 5000 l0,000 
Figure 20,_ 
Scale 
Annual Total Costs and Total Revenue for Various Lengths of Feeding 
and Feedlot Scale When Feeder Cattle and Slaughter Cattle are Valued· 
at 20 Cents per pound--500 Pound Heifers Fed Continuously at Full 
Utilization, 
fulLutilizat:i.on feeding plan. Under these as~umptions, the 60 day 
feeding plan is the only one in which all feedlot scales considered 
show a profit. Similar diagr~t11S ut~lizing the cost and revenue 
coefficients shown in Table XXXI · could be developed for a variety of 
situations, 
In Figure 21, the revenue situation in Figure 20 for the 120 day 
feeding period is employed and used to show effects of varying feeder-
cattle cost above and below 20 cents per pound, This chart illustrates 
the critical nature of a !,!mall change in feeder ·cattle cost upon total 
cost and profit. It appears that a one-cent reduction in feeder cost 
below 20 cents would have the effect of changi.ng the l20 day profit 
situation from negative to slightly positive, I,.osses were ;i.ncreased 
further when the feeder cost was increased above 20 cents and the sale 
price remained at 20 cents. The cost-profit situation for the 120 
day feeding plan in Figure 20 is adjusted in Figure 22 for varying 
slaughter prices, Increases in slaughter price above 20 cents had the 
effect of changing the loss situation to a profit situation when feeder-
cattle prices remained at ~O cents. A comparison between Figures 21 
and 22 illustrates the principle that variations in sla\.l.ghter price 
have a greater effect upon profit or loss than similar variations in 
feeder price. The principal reason for this phenomenon is that more 
wei~ht is affected with a change in sales price than with a similar 
change in feeder cost. 
Figure 23 illustrates the effect on profit of changes in sales 
price by one-cent intervals. At X, the same situation exists as is 
shown in Figure 20 for the S,000 head feediot. The 20-cent feeder 
Million 
Dollars 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
A -
B -
C -
D -
E -
'.6 1000 2000 
Cost with 22t Feeders 
Cost. with 20t Feeders 
Revenue with 20t Sales 
Cost with 1st Feeders 
Cost with 16t Feeders 
5000 
Price 
10,000 
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A 
B 
C 
15,000 
Scale 
Figure 21. Annual Total Costs and· Revenue with a 20 Cents per pound Slaughter 
Price and Variation in Feeder Cattle Prices anc;I. Scale--·SOO Pound 
Heifers Fed Continuously at Full Capacity Utilization for 120 Days, 
Million 
Dollars 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
2000 5 00 
A • Revenue 
B • Revenue 
C • Cost at 
D - Revenue 
E - Revenue 
F • Revenue 
10,000 
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A 
B 
D 
at 30t Sales Price 
at zzt Sales Price 
zot Feeder Prices 
at 20t Sales 
at 1st Sales 
at 16t Sales 
Price 
Price 
Pdce 
15,000 
Scale 
Figure 22, Annual Total .Cost and Revenues with a 20 Cents per pound Feeder 
Price and Variation in Slaughter Price and Feedlot Scale"-•500 
Pound Heifers Fed Continuously at Full Use Levels for 120 Days, 
Profits in 
Thousand 
Dollars 
1800 A 
1600 
/'l., 
1400 A - 60 Days 
1200 B - 90 Days B 
C - 120 Days 
1000 D - 150 Days 
C 
800 
600 D 
400 
200 
0 
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-400 
-600 
-800 
-1000 
X 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
Sales price 
Figure 23, Annual Profits or Losses with Variation in Sales Price and Length 
of Feeding When Feeder Price is 20 Cents per pound--5 1000 Head 
Feedlot at Continuous Full Utilization, 
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pricei minus the price at which the profit line is zero, equals the 
price margin required to cover all costs. This diagram (Figure 23) 
shows thatJ assuming a 20-cent feeder cost, the rate of increase in 
either profits or losses with changes in sales price is smaller for 
feeding systems involving long-term feeding practices. That is, while 
profits of feedlots with short-term feeding programs rise more sharply 
with increases in sales price, they also fall more sharply with reduc-
tions in sales price. The reason is that the shorter feeding periods 
involve a larger total number of animalsj a higher average rate of 
gain, and a larger total sales volume. 
Figure 24 illustrates effects on profit for alternative lengths 
of feeding period of changes in feeder price, assuming a 20-cent 
slaughter price for a 59 000 head feedlot with a continuous feeding 
program at full utilization. With the exception of the horizontal 
scale which represents feeder cost and falls rather than rises from 
left to right, this diagram is similar to Figure 23. Similarly, also, 
profits associated with short feedipg periods rise and fall more 
sharply with changes in feeder cost. According to these data, a 
higher feeder cattle cost, assuming· a fixed sales price, can be off-
set to some extent by adoption of a shorter feeding period. 
In Figure 25 and 26~ total revenue and total costs are shown in a 
specific example as functions of the length of feeding period. It is 
clear that in continuous feeding situations, both types of functions 
are negatively sloped~ i.e., fall with increases in length of feeding 
period. Possible effects of upgrading or a shift in sales value of 
the cattle at the end of a feeding period are represented by the 
Profits in 
Thousand 
Dollars 
1800 
1600 
1400 
1200 
1000 
800 
600 
400 
200 
-200 
-400 
-600 
•BOO 
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A • 60 Days. 
A 
B - 90 Days 
C - 120 Days 
D • 150.Days 
D 
1--,1.,..-4---,~;__-J,,.--,J.--,J.--.Jl-,-~"--,---1.:---~--',-_--:-'---L:--~-:--·- l·-.--···. 
26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19. 18 17 .16 . 15 14 13 12 
Feeder Price 
Figure 24, Annual Profits or Losses with Variation in Feeder ~rice and Lengi:h 
of Feeding When Sales Price is 20 .cents per pound--5 1 000 Head · 
· Feedlot at Continuous Full Utilization, 
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Figure 26, Annual Total Cost and Revenues as Functions of the Length of 
Feeding Period with Variation in Sales Price and a Feeder Price 
of 20 Cents Per Pound•.,500 Pound Heifer& Fed Continuously in a 
600 Head Feedlo't at One•third of Capacity .Utilization, · 
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!40 
ti:u;l.i~ated shift~ f'l!'om qne to~{a), reyienue :funet~on 1:lll ani;,ther. For 
ip.startc~, a !:!l:i:lit in sa.l~~ price at 90 dayir ~:r.Q1,i+. io c~nt!:l to ,22 ~ef).ts 
results in. ptof:f,ts w)l:tcp. Q;t'Op .as tli~ l4Q ~a;,7 pqint is s,pproacne4. Wh;i.le 
11 :feediU.$ p~t;l;9d" 1:'efets tq on~ of $evera.'.J. ~l terna.t;tve feed;i,.ng phnl:! 1 it 
wo1,1ld be goss:i.bl~ ,;\t any. tirnQ for , feedlQt owner tco shift: from one 
l~ngth of feecU.ni?, phn .to ahothe'l:''~ . 
Totd anrtu,aJ ~os I;:£! dt"'OP AS t11e feeclim.$ peliio4 i~ngthens because 
with c~pac:i,, ty fi~~d, · &tnalh;r numb~rir qf . fe~der {lnim~l~ iJl.re purchased 
. . . 
·. i_q. th¢ longer.,. te;m feectini plans~·· · f~itl~1; a:nim.~i ~os tz _h the lar$es t 
variable e~pefl.s.e :i,~em, (se~ Tal:!1-e XX.VI:!;) •. I-i:,.creases in per hl;;lad feed 
c;iost associ~t;ecl wi.th longel' fee~;ng pe:d.c;,~s do not 0U1:1et _the annual 
re4i,i~tion :i.n f~e<:let e~ttl~ oc;>~t$, AT/lfl.14/ill t,p~q,J. r~VEUlU:~, of course, 
.·· fa:Us a,;:; th¢ fee~ing. p~r:i;~d iru::irea1Seii! 'b~HH1,1,1se ,':l sm~qe'I;' n:u,n:il>i:rr of 
. .· . . . . 
. he;;a,d, Qf cattle sqJ4 vary .w:t.J:.h sed~,. µUUzati,on, tJ,me cm hed, and 
c;t.asi of f~eq~;1; an:i.mal. Gen~ra;l.l.y s~ea,~ing, pt"of~ t;;i;1 per head were 
. . 
iarger or iosi~$ were s11:1aUer a1:1 fw.~<;l:J.e>t *1hij in,:i:-~~f~d, fp):' · the short 
60 ~iilY fee~ing period, ?t higbest l~veb of. µ1:Ui~atiqq, ~nd fo'); 
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Prqfit sitµations for 500 pound feeder heifers and 700 pound 
steers when feeder and sales prices approximate average 1960 and early 
1963 copditions fot Oklahoma . are shown in Appendi~ I, and Table XXXII. 
Other costs of f~ed, qonfeed variable inputs, and fixed inputs remain 
at levels as determined earU,er ., Several diagrams dr'3.wn from data in 
these tables are useful in explaining differences or variJtions in per 
head pro~it or loss assoc~ated with variation in feeding systems and 
TABLE XXXII 
PROFIT PER HEAD FOR 500 POUND MEDIUM~GOOD FEEDER. HEIFERS AND 700 POUND 
GOOD FEEPE~ STEERS WITH PRICES APPROXIMATING 1960 OKLAHOMA 
CONDITIONS AND VARIATION IN LENGTH OF FEE~ING PERIOD 
AND :SLAUGUTER GRADEa 
Length 
of 500 Pound Heifers zoo Po1,md Steers 
"Good · ' 11 Cho;i.ce" "Goop." 
., 
"Choice" Feeding 
Period Slaughter Slaughter Slau~hter Slaughter ,, 
. I 
Dollp.rS 1Per l{ep.·Q. -
60 Days 21 3 
90 Pays 20 0 
120 Days 13 24 -8 6 
150 Days 5 16 -18 -4 
aAssuming a 300 h~ad fenceline bunk feedlot and continuous operation 
at full capacity, 
~he first pf these illustrations, another specific situation, shows 
per head total cost and total revenue for heifers as a fun~tion of the 
feed input (Ftgure 27). In this ca~e, the per head revenue curve is of 
the same shape as the production function wit~ its position being 
determined by product price, Upgrading, it is assumed, takes place at 
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120 daysJ thereby raising the revenue function. Total cost per head 
sold rises linearly with the increasing use of feed. Profit or loss 
is the vertical difference between total revenue and total cost. 
Effects of increasing the level of utilization and the difference be-
tween the two definitions of capacity also are emphasized. 
More commonlyj cost and revenue are shown as functions of output 
(Figure 28). Here, the per head revenue function increases in a 
linear fashion while cost rises at an increasing rate. The feeding 
situation shown in this illustration is similar to the one in Figure 
27 except that the feedlot scale at full utilization differs. 
Several important findings are illustrated in these two diagrams. 
First, the lowest cost per head sold always was associated with feed-
ing continuously at full utilization. More significant, however, are 
differences between the per head cost functions for single batch and 
those for continuous operations at one-third capacity utilization. 
Specifically, the cost functions associated with these two systems 
exhibited a crossover effect. For longer feeding periods of 120 and 
150 days, the single batch operations, if operated at full capacity, 
shovJed lower total costs per head than did operations involving one-
third use !evels on a continuous basi.s; the reverse was true for 60 
and 90 day feeding periods. Differences in numbers fed annually and 
in feed prices largely were responsible for these effects. The number 
of head fed annually in this illustration was 300 for the single batch 
operation. Continuous operations utilizing one-third of the 300 
available capacity fed 600J 400» 300J and 240 for feeding periods of 
60» 90 3 120~ and 150 days. Feed grain prices were slightly lower for 
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single batch operations than :for continuo4,s oper/;Ltions. The principal 
effect of increases in scale upon per"' heiad cost fupc tic;ms, as shown in 
Figure 28, was to shift cost function slightly downward and 1=0 the 
right. Profits were apparent throughout most of the rangea of scale 
and utilization considered. 
The per•head cqst and revepue situation for 700 pound steers fed 
;i.n a SOO head lot at val;'ying use l.eve~s ai;,.d deHpi~ions of ~apac:1.ty is 
shown in Figure 29. In thi,i:i case, findings were: stmilar to those for 
heifers except th,at profit levels were considerably lowef, and negative 
under certain indicated conditions, 
.,, 
A profit functi.on also can 'be developed f'l'orµ dat<il in Appendi,~ I. 
This is illustrated in Figi.n:e 30 for the single batch 11\nd continuous 
operations at fuU capacity shown iq. li1iguves 27 and 28. Functions C 
and Din Figure 30 show changes in net revenue per head as the feeding 
period increases. Slaughter grade., i,t is ass1.,1med, doeis not change. 
Clearly, per head profits in these si,t~ations are greatest ih the 6Q 
day feeding period program. 
Functions A and B illustrate effects upon per~head profit functions 
when upgrading takes pl.acE:1 at the 12,0th clay of feedi,ng, l)'nder these 
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cost,..p1;ic:e assumptions, a.s indicated, the e:J:f;eot of up~;:ad:i,ng, cet:erb 
. ·.. 1 
pa.1:-ibus, is to increase prof:1,t per hE?1:1.d ·IH)ld, · 
Both c;ontinqous anq si.ngle batc.h operator~ .;tt:tempt t;o m.axiJ.l).ize 
annual pro:!;;i..t:s. ln clo:i.ng this, the s;QgJe bat~h pperator ra~ionaUy 
max:i,mhes protit per he~Hl, Under upgil'l.ding c;ond:i,tions as;il1,1med for 
Fisur~ 30, the single batch operatot' Will adQpt the 120 ~i:lY feeding 
prpgr,am, ~t µpgradtp.g is not i1SSume4, t1'~a qperat:or will :maximize 
profits with a e>O day plan. In qontraitt, th~ :fie~dlot oper;:itor follow~ 
ing a. CDi;ltintio4s plan m~xiw:i.zef!l attnual prpfits by maxtmi.~ip.g profit 
pe~ pour,,d of ~a;ln,:fo)1>ea.~h.}Ptt:ff;!dt4UftJtg,,;n, yea+'. · Profits per 
)?01.J.P.Q,. of· gai!;'l a'!;'e Tn<\l~imbe(l where .u,near fuP,ct;.:t9ns d;pawp. from the 
or~gi:p. are tangent to th~ profit fµnct:i,oni, · these fµn~tion1? would 
shl!?w that prof1.t p~r pountjl h ~1:eat;ar in t:he 60 di:ty feed~ng pragra1Il 
than in any longer t:~rm f~eding per:i,.odp Und,r conditions assumed, 
ther.f:fr;,re, the ratic;iri.d m1;1.nc:l.gt=rr of a. cont:~nuQus operatiqn woul4 select · 
the (iO day progr,;1m. 'l;'hese typical 1960 ¢iata $uggest tq.at a much larger 
1:r;,r:(.ces at the okial:loml:!. Qitytertninal market ~re not r~potted 
within. i?;rad~s f!O th~t; oµl.y t;he i;;ontrast: 1:iet:wijen "G9pd" an,¢!. "Choice" is 
presented in F:i,.g',lte '.JO. Freviov.s res~a1r-zh has , ind:i.ca te4 tl;i.a t prioes 
witb.:i-ti the "Gq<;>d" islau~hter g:1;a<;le continue tQ :i,nq(ease as qudity and 
weight a( the an!i.mal in,c;:1'."ea~H~S within the srade. For "Choice," how"' 
ever h:i,gh,er quality, heavier cal;'casses were oft;eq. dhc;:oµnted in pri.ce. 
Price dUhrentials w;i.thin gt:'ade~ o( this type woul.d ;i.ncrease the 
p:ii-o:f;it tunc;tion. 'between 60 ,::1.n,d, lZO days bi.Jt woulp hi;1ve an oppodte 
~:!:feet ):ieypnd 120 days, The~e resuits, a1I1on& othe;s, we11;e appar1;3nt 
in a study of beef prtcing in the Los Angeles .;trea by Willard F. 
W:i.lltams 1;1,nd E:dward Vvacek. ~r,fc~n& and Cpi:n2etiMol-1 gu Be~g ls 
Lgs Ange~es,, U~DA.,,Af1S Marketing Researc;:h Report 4~3 . (Wa$hington, 
W60). 
·i 
befo1;e managers of continuous operation rationally could attempt to 
achieve upgrading to "Choice" through adoption of a longer feeding 
prpgram. 
Effect of Changing Grain Sorghum Price 
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Feed prices were held constant thrc;,ughout the preaed:Cri.g .. ana).ysis . 
while selected other f.ac.tora were varied sy11tematiadly, At this 
point, the inflµence of changing feed prices, specifically grain sor-
ghum prices, is examined and all other factors a.re impounded. Effects 
of changes in prices of cott<J11Seed hulls and supplement were not 
examined because these feeds ,:comprhe a. relatively smi,.ll portion of 
the ration, 
Effects of a ten~cent increase in grain sorghum price upon break-
even price and cost per pound of gain for 500 pound heifers and 700 
pound steers and various feeding periods are shown in Appendix J and 
summarized in Table Xlq{III, l\s indicated, the coefficients rise as 
feed consumption per head increases with length of feeding period, 
Differences in rates of feed consumption explain differences in the 
coefficients for steers and heifers. Effects on cost per pound of 
gain exceed those on breakeven prices because the latter are associa ted 
with more animal weight , if it is assumed that grain sorghu~ prices 
~re identical for all buyers, these eoefficient;s . do not vary with utili-
zation or i,cale. 
Changes in grain sorghum price logically affect total per head 
cost and net revenue or profit, These effects also are shown in 
Table XXXI~l , Profit reductions with increases in grain sorghum prices 
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TABLE; xxxrn 
ijfFECT OF A TEN~CEl;-l'T CHANGE IN GRAIN SORGHUM PRICE PER HUNPREDWE;t:GHT 
UPON BREA.KEVEN PRICE, COST PER ~OUND OF GA.J;N, AND PER HEAD PROFIT, 
FOR SEVERAL DIFFERENT LENGTH9 OF FEEDING PERIOD AND TWO 
Cl,ASSES OF LIVESTOCKa 
ien.gth 
of 
Feed:i,ng 
Pet'iad 
J1 I 
60 Days 
90 :Oays 
120 Days 
~p,O .. D~;ys_ 
500 '.Pound Heifers 
... ' Pe:!; Heag 
BEF · CPPG . Profit 1, 
-
1Do1l,.ars p,ar Pollatis 
Hundpedwe!ght· f~;: Head 
' '. .-· ••• '•," J ,,· 
f08 ,55 ,51 
,13 ~ 6 7 .94 
.19 ,82 1.4~ 
.gs .96 1.96 
700 Pound 
BEP CPPG 
DoUitilz!' Per 
Jiund~~dweight 
,09 • 77 
.15 .91 
.zi l,08 
.27 ;J..21, 
Steers 
Per Heag 
Profit 
·nqitars 
fer Head 
'77 
l.37 
2,03 
2. 75 
aA,s:;;urrri,ng 20 <;!eti.t feeder cattle and all other ooi,ts computed as 
· l'lhowp :i,n Appendix G, 
a1,3parirmt:\,y are affect(;}d signtficantly PY lemgth of fee~ing period ano 
cl.ass of feeder animal. Ftowever, these cost.,,.pr9fit coefficients 
associated with ~hJnsing feed grain price are con,iderably smaller than 
simih'l:' coeffic:i.ents rnlating to changes in feeder cattle prices shown 
1.n 'J:,;1.ble XXX beca1,1se ~eect cost is less importi;!.nt than feedet' co~t. 
Historicl;ll Price ttarg;i,ns and J;IZ"ofi,ts 
l'raditi,ondly, cattle feede1;s have c;tp.ticipattJ:d profits from feed-
:i,ng rµ~:rgins ba1;1ed on proch1cing gains and upon price m1:trgi11s, defined 
as differences between prices paid for feeder cattl~ 1:tnd pr:i.ces re~ 
cei,.ved for fed cattle, l.t normally is c;ons;i.d1;1red pt'ofitable to feed 
cattle when prices received for fed animals are expected to exceed 
comparable feeder-cattle prices. In Oklahoma, this condition was 
prevalent for light feeder heifers during most of the period, 1958-1962. 
Average price mar~ins for comparable grades of feeder and slaughter 
steers during this period, however, generally were negative. Even 
lower price margins were apparent for higher grades of cattle than 
for the lower grades. 
Price margins for steers and heifers under assumptions regarding 
feeder class, length of feeding, and slaughter class are shown in 
Figure 31 and Figure 32. Prices used in this analysis were obtained 
from USDA-AMS market q~otations of the Oklahoma City terminal livestock 
market. Average monthly slaughter prices were matched with feeder 
cattle prices representative of the average monthly price when the 
feeders were placed on feed. Prices of "Medium"'Goqd" feeder heifers 
and "Good" feeder steers were compared with prices of "Good" and 
"Choice" slaughter animals. The "Choice" slaughter grade, it was 
assumed, was reached only in a 150 day feeding plan. 
On the basis of the price--margins ·13,hown.·i.n .. these charts, ·it > 
appeared that in Oklahoma the feeding of heifers was relatively more 
profitable than steer feeding during the five year period considered. 4 
Negative price margins for heifers were apparent only during the 
latter part of 1960 and early 196~whereas negative margins for steers 
appeared frequently. 
2This also is demonstrated by comparing Figures 28 and 29, 
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\ 
Tqe average price margin for heifers varied between $1.70 and 
$1.80 when it was assumed the cattle were sold as V, S. Good. The 
margin nearly doubled when upgrading was introduced. Average price 
m4rgins for 1teers were slightly negative when tpe sales price was 
b~sed on the "Good" g1;ade. The assumption of upgrading had the 
effects of ;i.ncreasing the average price margin for steers £rpm 
1'egativ• tQ po11iti,ve. Ope fact:Qf which probably made the proHt 
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margins of heifers appear more favorable relative to steers was that 
feeder heifers weJ;"e reported as "Medium to Good" and were sold as "Good" 
in 60, 90, anq 120 day feeding periods, Some upgraping probably was 
present fo~ thi8 combination of feeder and slaµghter grades. 
1rice margins, however, are only general indications of profita-
bility in cattle feeding, Other {actors such as feed costs, nonfeed 
variable cos ts and fixed c;e>s ts also mue t be accounted fon. The combi-
nation o,f price margins and tJ}ese other costs are shqwn in Appendix K 
£or steers and heifers under simplifying a111,1mptions. In tph case, 
the price of grain sorghum and feeder and slaughter cattle was allowed 
to vary according to monthly _price reports and all other costs were 
conatant at levtls computed e~r1ier , Data are presented on• monthly 
basi, fro~ January, 1960 through June, 1963. The sale pr~ce per pound 
of gain minus the totai cost per pound of gain represent~ .the synthe-
sized prof~<t:'' P~r, poui,.d,1 of gain :fot the peiiiod•'UJider -corisideration. 
It was apparent that changes in feeder cattle or slaughter prices 
had much more effect than changes in grain sorghum pr~ce upon varia-
tiQns through time in profit1 f+om cattle fee~ing. This is clearly 
9emonstrated in Figure 33 where cost-revenue relationships are shown 
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for 500 pound heifers fed ~ontinuously for 90 days in a 2,000 head lot 
at full capacity utilization, Variation in 11other cost," reflecting 
effects of variation in grain sorghum p~ice, was small in comparison 
to variation in feeder cattle cost and slaughter price. Except for 
the period February-May, 1963, positive profits are indicated for the 
period under consideration. Negative profits fo,;: Spring_. 1963, of as 
much as two cents are S\lggested. High pl:'ofits pf as much as five 
cents per pound of gain were esti~ted for April, 1960 and in January, 
1961 for 500 pound heifers. 
Differences in per head consumption of feed grain were responsibl~ 
for two other relationships observed in Appendix K. Variations in 
grain price were more important ip longer feeding periods and for steers 
relative to heifers because these situations involved a greater f~ed 
grain consumption. 
Major Findings With Respect to Cost~Price Re).ationships 
Prinicpal findings presented in this chapter were largely in accord 
with specified hypotheses. Increases in scale and utilization, it was 
found, were associated with increases i~ profit via reduced costs. 
However, the feeding systems pre~enting greatest opportunities for re-· 
duction of per unit costs were not necessarily those with the greatest 
profit potentials when costs of feed and cattle were taken into consider-
ation. The process of upgrading did not necessarily increase profit as 
hypothesized, since feedlot operators following continuous feeding 
maximize profits per pound of gain rather than per head. Heifers were 
relatively more profitabl_e than steers under 1960 cos t-pt"ice relationships. 
:H7 
Other findings with respect to influences of changes in prices of 
feeder cattle, slaughter cattle, and feed grain upon profit were im-
portant, Effects of changes in feeder cattle prices on breakeven prices 
and costs per pound of gain, ceteris paribus, were less than proportional. 
It was noted that feed grain price changes had smaller effects upon 
profits than did changes in either feeder or sales prtces. Changes in 
sales price, ceteris paribus, were more influential upon profit than 
either feed grain or feeder cattle price changes. 
More detailed summar~zations and implications of cost-price rela-
tionships are presented in the following chapter in combination with 
findings and implications of scale and utilization effects. 
CHAPTER VIi 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The growth of coilllllercial dry-lot feeding of cattle is one of the 
more dramatic of the many changes taking ·place in Oklahoma's beef indus-
try. Changes such as th~ construc~ion of a new feedlot or the enlarge-
ment and renovation of an old one require ~ntrepreneurial decisions. 
In planning a new feedlot the question of location arises immediately. 
This is followed by decisions regarding (1) a basic system of feeding, 
(2) equipment, facilities, and layout consistent with the system 
selected, (3) the size or scale of feedlot to build, (4) rations and 
technical aspects of the feeding program, (5) length of the feeding 
period, (6) type, class, and se~ of feeder animals to buy and time of 
purchase, (7) quantities of feed reqµired and procurement programs for 
feed and other resources, (8) types and quantities of labor required, 
and (9) place and timing of sales, and type of marketing prpgram. In 
addition, information often is needed with respect to effects of varia-
tions in prices of feeder cattle, £eed graip., or other variable re~,1 
sources; changes or variations in use of fixed facilities; changes in 
length of the feeding period; alterations in slaughter cattle prices,. 
price differentials, or price margins; and variations in other factors 
affecting c;:osts, prices, i;,r both. 
i.58 
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After construction, decisions regarding many aspects of feedlot 
operation must be reviewed and revised. Others must be made periodic-
ally. Basically, decisions regarding three major aspects of feedlot 
operation are required. These are (1) p:i;-ocurement of feeder cattlei 
feed,and other variable resources, (2) feedlot operation, and (3) 
marketing. Intelligent and informed decision-making in each aspect 
of feedlot operation is required if the operator is to realize, fully, 
h.is::goals and objectives. 
The generally accepted objective of feedlot operators, as of 
other entrepreneurs, is to maximize profits or minimize losses. In 
highly competitive industries such as cattle feeding where indivi<iual 
operators cannot significantly influence market prices either of re-
sourcesJ including raw materials, or of the product sold, this, i.e. 
profit maximization, requires cost minimi~ation. To the individual 
firm in a highly competitive environment, profit maximization, while 
perhaps not equivalent to cost minimization, is related closely to it 
and to operational efficiency. 
In view of these considerations, this study was designed primarily 
to provide bases and criteria for decisions of fe~dlot operators re-
garding costs and operational efficiency. While illustrative cost-
revenue relationships were developed, major emphasis was placed upon 
measurement of cost savings associated with scale and utilization. 
Specific stages of the study envolved determining current and historical 
cattle feeding conditi,ons, systems, and practices in Oklahoma; using 
resulting findings and other data in constructing specific and highly 
detailed economic-engineering models; examining these models for 
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effects of changes in scale, utilization rate and other cost-affecting 
factors; an:d)'.de.velopilng .and presenting · illustrati:ve cos t-·reveri.ue · functi ons 
and relationships. 
Cost functions and relationships developed in the study are not 
averages for the state of Oklahoma, for any other area, or for any 
specified group of cattle feeders. Cost averages presented are not in-
tended to represent any "typical" situations. Instead, the models were 
designed or synthesized according to sound economic and engineering 
principles to represent the lea~t-cost or moat effictent operations 
that, under conditions imposed, might reasonably have been developed in 
Oklahoma (during the 1960-1963 period). Accordingly, findings provide 
feedlot operators with opportunity to compare their costs not with in-
dustry averages, but with costs they might reasonably expect to approach 
through superior organization and management. In developing various 
cost relationships and in examining effects of various factors on costs, 
avenues toward cost reductions are suggested. In short, findings might 
be considered goals toward which typical entrepreneurs might strive and 
clues regarding pathways toward these goals. 
Analytical Procedures 
Informatidn pertaining to the current and historical status of 
the Oklahoma cattle feeding industry was developed largely from data 
obtained from a survey of the industry in 1961. Additional informa-
tion was derived from previous publications and from quarterly esti-
mates of numbers of animals on feed published by United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture. 
The budgeting technique was used in this study to determine cost 
relationships with increasing feedlot size and levels of utilization~ 
Input-output coefficients requited for this process were developed from 
earlier studies, from enginee,:i~g specifications, and from observations 
of Oklahoma feedlot conditions. 
Spe-eiftc fac.tors allowed to vary in the budgets to show scale and 
utilization effects were feeding techniques, length of feeding period, 
class of feeder animals, feedlot size, utilization rate, and the defini• 
tion of capacity, Combination of these factors resulted in the syn-
thesization of 672 specific cattle feeding models. Two feeding tech-
niques, self-feeders and fenceline bunks, were contrasted. Three classes 
of feeder animals, 500 and 650 pound heifers and 700 pound steers were 
considered, Seven feedlot sizes ranging £~om 300 head to 15,000 head 
were analyzed. Variations in each size model representing use ef fi~ed 
facilities at one•third, two-thirds and full capacity were developed. 
Thus, both short•run and long-run models were constructed. Feeding 
periods of 60, 90, 120, and 150·:days were budgeted and two definitions 
of capacity involving continuous and single batch feeding operations 
were considered. In examining effects of each of these factors, effects 
of others, in each case were impounded. 
An entire chapter was devoted to cost effects of scale and utiliza• 
tion rate. Findings provide bases for decisions regarding feedlot size 
and costs that could be incurred to achieve cost savings associated 
with maintenance of near~full capacity. Only ,fixed costs and nonfeed 
variable costs were consldered in scale analysis. Prices of feed and 
feeder cattle, it was assumed, were not affected by scale or utilization 
rate. 
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In the following chapter effects on costs of additional factors 
were examined in a comparative static framework. Costs of both feed 
and feeder cattle were introduced. Breakeven prices were developed 
and effects of various factors upon these prices, costs per pound of 
gain, and price margins required to cover costs were examined. Illus• 
trative revenue functions were i;elected and compared with cost func ..... , 
tions to provide indications of effects upon profits. Finally profit 
relationships pertaining to 1960 Oklahoma conditions were developed 
for specific feeding situations. 
Major Findings 
Findings of the study were conditioned and largely determined by 
specifications and assumptions inherent in the models. Since the 
methodology pre~luded statistical tests of significance, reliability of 
the findings depend primarily upon adequacy of the models and the care 
exer~ised in their construction. As a constant check upon adequacy of 
the models and accuracy in computations, however, all data and findings 
were testedagainst the criteria of "reasonableness" and internal con-
sistency." 
Among the principle tindings are those following: 
1. Substantial economies of scale are available in feedlot 
feeding to the capacity level of about 2,000 head; beyond 
this point only minor further reducUons in cost are achieved 
through increases in scale. 
(a) Cost reductions associated with increasing scale from 
300 to 15 1 000 ranged from 2.32 cents to 3.29 cents per 
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pound of gain depending upon feeding program with respect 
to length of feeding period and class of feeder animal fed. 
(b) Fixed costs are more significantly affected by scale than 
nonfeed variable costs. Fixed costs fell about two cents 
per pound of gain as scale was increased from 300 head to 
15,000 head in continuous feeding operations. Approxi-
mately three-fourths of the potential reduction in fixed 
cost associated with scale was achieved with a 2,000 head 
feedlot. 
(c) Average nonfeed variable costs dropped about three-fourths 
of a cent per pound of gain over the range of scale con-
sidered in continuous feeding operations. Slightly more 
than half the potential reductions in nonfeed variable 
costs were achieved with a 2,000 head feedlot, 
(d) Cost savings associated with increases in scale were 
greater for single batch operations than for continuous 
operations although scale functions for continuous opera-
tions were at lower cost levels than scale functions 
associated with single batch operations. 
(e) Other factors such as length of feeding period and class 
of feeder animal affected the relative position of the 
scale function. Generally speaking, scale functions were 
was true also for longer feeding periods in comparison 
with shorter ones. Usually, fenceline bunk systems were 
associated with slightly lower scale functions than 
self-feeder systems. 
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2~ Substantial savings in costs are available through increas-
ing the utilization rate within a given feedlot size from 
one-third to two=thirds; beyond this point further reduc-
tions in costs were relatively smaller. 
(a) Fixed costs are more significantly affected by utili-
zation than nonfeed variable costs. Approximately 
three-fourths of the savings in fixed costs associated 
with increasing the use level was reached at two-thirds 
of capacity utiiization. 
(b) Short-run average nonfeed variable costs were negatively 
sloped and discontinuous. Discontinuities in these 
functions were associated with labor input. 
(c) Savings attributable to the ut:ilization effect were 
greater in smaller lots than in larger lots, and in 
longer feedi~g periods relative to shorter periods. 
3. The minimum feedlot size required to justify ownership de-
creases substantially as the custom feeding 'rate increases. 
This breakeven size decreases with increases in the custom 
rate and as the length of feeding increases and is smaller 
for continuous than for single batch operations. 
4. In general, cost~price relationships, and effects of changing 
prices of feeder cattle, feed grain, and slaughter cattle were 
in accordance with theoretical expectations. 
(a) A change in the price of feeder cattleJ ceteris paribus, 
was associated with a less-than proportionate change 
in the same direction in breakeven price and cost per 
pound of gain. 
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(b) A positive 10 cent change in feed grain price pet 
hundredweight was associated with changes in breakeven 
price of one-tenth to one=fourth of a cent per pound of 
gain depending upon length of feeding period and class 
of feeder animal. Cost per pound of gain rose approxi-
mately three~fourths of one cent per pound of gain with 
each ten cent increase in grain sorghum price. 
(c) Effects on revenue and profits of changes in slaughter 
cattle prices exceeded effects on costs and profits of 
equivalent changes in feeder cattle prices, 
(d) Length of feeding period and class of feeder animal in-
fluenced the magnitude of cost~price relationships. 
Coefficients of change were smaller for shorter feeding 
periods and for heifers relative to steers. Correspon-
dingly, breakeven prices and costs per pound of gain 
were larger for longer feeding periods and for steers. 
Profits were higher for programs; involvipg heifers.Jarid 
shorter feeding periods. 
(e) Breakeven prices and costs per pound of gain were lower 
in large scale models than in small~volume models. 
Similar effects were noted when the use level was. 
increased. 
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s. Ca.ttle. feed~;t'S ·attefllpt tto··TRaximize ptiofits ani'it,11aUy. ··. ton-
tinuous, arid S inglen ba·tch ope17a tors ina:kimh~ '. different : criteria 
t6, attiin this goal~ 
(a) The single batch operator rationally maximizes profit 
per head. In the synthetic models, per head profits 
were maximized in the absence of upgrading, the process 
of raising the slaughter grade above the equivalent 
feeder grade, in a 60 day feeding program. With up-
grading at 120 days, profits were highest for the 120 
day feeding program. 
(b) The goal in a continuous operation is tp,~ ma~imize 
profits per pound of gain. Profits per pound of gain 
were greatest in models involving 60 day feeding periods 
even though upgrading was assumed possible at 120 days . 
Selected Implications 
Among the multitude of implications suggested by this study, 
sev~ral deserve emphasis. Among these are inferences regarding effects 
of scale economies upon market structure and nature of industry competi-
tion. While findings revealed substantial and significant economies of 
scale between 300 and 2,000 head, cost reductions beyond this scale were 
small and, in general, insignificant. Thus, feedlots of 2,000-3,000 . -
head:.operating ~t or near capacity on a continuous basis may enjoy 
...___ 
critically significant cost advantages over smaller-volume operations . 
--This suggests that small, casual, seasonal, and farmer-feeding programs 
may decline in relative importance. The findings, however, do not 
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support the contention that exceptionally large feedlots of 10-15 thousand 
head or more are required for success and survival in the commercial 
cattle feedlot industry. 
It is possible that not all economies of large-scale organization 
are reflected, or reflected accurately, in the findings. For instance, 
ownership of livestock trucking facilities was not considered,.-:andiit 
is likely that a volume in excess of that forthcoming from a 2 1 000 head 
feedlot is necessary to justify ownership of a semi-truck-trailer de-
signed :for cattle. In addition, smaller-volume 1,ots usually are more 
acutely affected by costs associated with under-utilization of fixed 
facilities. Single batch feeding programs or continuous feeding at 
rates below full capacity utilization are more common among small than 
among larger-volume feedlots. In practice, therefore, cost disadvantages 
of smaller feedlots to the scale of 5,000 head or more may be signifi-
cantly larger than those indicated by long-run planning functions. Also 
pecuniary advantages in purchases of feeder cattle and other resources 
and in sales of cattle may be available at times or under particular cir-
cumstances, to large-scale feedlots, 
Implications with respect to Oklahoma's present and potential com-
petitive situation in the fed cattle economy also may be dr,;1wn from: 
findings of this study. With several outstanding exceptions, feedlots 
in Oklahoma must be characterized as small. In 1961, two-thirds had 
) 
capacity for 500 head or fewer and another one-fourth had capacity for 
no more than 2y000 head. In a highly competitive industry, regional 
price differences tend to reflect cost differences, The critical effect 
of small one or two cent differences (per pound) in regional prices upon 
optimum interregional flows of fed beef was demonstrated in another 
study. Accordingly, findings of this study suggest that for most 
effective competition with other fed cattle supply areas, some in• 
crease for Oklahoma in average size of feedlot may be necessary. In 
addition, some increase and more consistent maintenance of utilization 
rate and exploitation of other suggested avenues tpward cost reductions 
may be required. But, as indicated, these changes may take place as 
natural processes of inter-feedleit competition within the sta,te. 
Findings with respect to profitability of relatively short-period 
feeding programs relative to others suggest implications worthy of 
additional study. Another study has indicate4 a predominant demand in 
Oklahoma and Texas for fed beef carcasses within the weight range of 
450 to 650 pounds qualifying for "Top Good" or "Low Choice." This de-
mand probably has contributed to the profitability of short-period feed• 
ing programs in Oklahoma. Potential growth in this demand, or shifts or 
changes in it, therefore, are factors that could significantly affect 
relative pro"fitability of the various feeding programs considered. 
The study also suggests the need for study of potentials and de• 
mand for "warm up" feeding operations in Oklahoma. A warm·up feeding 
system would involve a short-feeding period and sale for further feed-
ing elsewhere. This system currently is practiced to a limited extent 
in Oklahoma and Texas. Use of low cost, high roughage rations in warm 
up feeding systems might further increase relative profitability of 
of short=period feeding. Many of the cattle placed on feed in Oklahoma, 
according to survey findings, are thin, plain animals from East Texas 
or Louisiana. After having been fed for 60 days or more, these animals 
169 
might be considered fully acceptable feeder cattle by corn belt far-
mers or others. If not, a demand for them possibly could be developed. 
Additional questions or problems for further study are suggested~ 
Methodology required in this analysis precluded the detailed study of 
interactions among factors affecting costs or among effects. Joint or 
interrelated effects of two or more of the factors may not be the same 
as the summation of their separate effects, as assµn1ed in this study. 
Cost analyses of additional feeding systems, including silage feeding 
operations, and additional comparative analyses of alternative feeding 
systems and programs are needed. Finall,y, little attentiori. was given 
in this study to effects of seasonal variations in feeder cattle prices, 
slaughter cattle prices, placements on feed, feed purchases, or sales 
of finished cattle. 
Barker, Randolf. 
grarmning." 
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APPENDIX TABLE A,l 
SPECIFICATIONS AND ASSOCIATED INVESTMENT COSTS FOR 300 HEAD 
FENCELINE BUNK AND SELF~FEEDER FEEDLOTS 
Component Part and Item 
by Type of Feedlota 
Fenceline bunk pens 
7" posts 
511 posts 
12' gates 
Cable and 
Labor 
\. 
clamps 
Alley gravel 
Back scratchers 
Total 
Self-feeding pen$ 
7" posts 
511 posts 
12 1 gatl;!S 
Cable and claIT\pS 
Labor 
Alley gravel 
Back scratchers 
Total 
Self-feeders 
12'xl6' feeders 
Concrete aprons 
Labor 
Total 
Land 
Pickup 
Fenceline bunks 
Concrete slab 
2 "x12" boards 
211 x6" boards 
Bolts, l/2"x8" 
Concrete feeding apron 
Labor 
Total 
Number andDescription 
14 corner and brace 
152 cable posts 
3 stainless steel, 5' bigh 
5,000 feet, 5/8" 
Labor valued at 20 percent 
above material cost· 
112 tons 
3, automatic cattle oilers 
grub control 
14 corner and b;ace 
164 cable 
3 stainless steel, 5' high 
6,340'; 5/8" 
of 
for 
20 percent of above material cost 
11.2 tons 
3 automatictattle'oilers 
3 metal w:i.th capacity for 8 tons 
of feed 
5. 86 cu. yard per feeder 
25 percent of concrete co$t 
3 acres 
1/2 ton, 3-speed 
2 l/2'xl'x450 1 - bottom of bunk 
1800 board feet - sides of bunlt 
450 board feet - sides of bunk 
135 - used to hold boards to posts 
6' xL1 11 x450' 
25 percent of concrete cost, 20 
percent of materials cost 
Total 
Cost 
Dollars 
47 
372 
72 
175 
133 
384 
105 
1,288 
47 
402 
n. 
222 
147 
384 
105 
l,379 
1,350 
252 
50 
1,652 
300 
2,200 
586 
216 
54 
34 
470 
325 
l 685 
APPENDIX TABLE A.l (Continu~d) 
Component Part and Item 
by Type of Feedlota 
. Work and infirmary pens 
7" posts 
511 posts 
4" posts 
Cable and clamps 
211 611 boards 
l/2"x8" bolts 
10' gates 
12" gates 
Labor 
Hay rack 
Cattle scales 
Shelter 
Squeeze chute 
Sprayers 
Miscellaneous equtpment 
Loading chute 
Total 
Manure equipment 
Used tractor 
Front end loader 
Used dump truck 
Total 
Water system 
80° well 
Pump and wiring 
Waterline and connections 
Hole for water line 
Storage tank 
Waterers 
Waterer 
Concrete aprons for 
waterers 
Total 
Self-feeding distribution 
equipment 
Feed box with long auger 
Used truck 
Total 
Number and Description 
21 corner and brace 
20 cable 
50 for boards 
704 I 
992 feet 
165 
6 - used in work pens 
3 - entering feeding pens from 
back sic;le 
20 percent of material cost 
10' metal 
lOT 1Z'x8' including installation 
7 1/2 foot metal 
1 ~ 50 gallon tank on wheels 
Veterinary equipment such as 
vaccine guns, etc, 
10 1 metal and movable 
1 3-plow 
1 - 41" 
1 2 ... ton 
1 1/4" pipe and digging 
3/4 HP submergible 
315' l", 325'' 1 1/4" 
Dug by backhoe at $7.00/hr. 
9,000 gallons including labor 
2 .. 250 gallon 
1 - 50 gallon 
1 3/4 cu. yds. concrete each 
and including labor 
3 ton 
2 ton 
176 
Total 
Cost 
Dollars 
70 
49 
75 
25 
119 
41 
120 
72 
114 
60 
1,408 
220 
177 
350 
200 
240 
3,340 
1,000 
477 
2,000 
3,477 
271 
278 
110 
90 
484 
196 
35 
63 
1,527 
1,600 
1,000 
2 600 
APPENDIX TABLE A.l (Continued) 
Component·Part andttem 
by Type of Feedlot8 
. . .. .. .· ; . 
Bunk feeding distrib~tion 
equipment 
Feed box 
Used truck 
Total 
Feed mill and storage 
facilities 
16' grain elevator 
Portable roller-mixer 
Feed scale 
Bulk tanks 
1,000 bµ. storage bin 
500 bu. storage bin 
Total 
Nymber ap.d Descl'iptiop 
3 ton 
2 toll-
2 for moving feed 
12";d2" 82 bu. /hr. - 25 UP 
l - 2,soo pound capacity 
3 .. 10 ton stainless eteel 
3 • stainless steel 
l ~ ~tainless steel 
8where feedlot type not ~ndicated, components and items 
are common to both techniques. 
.1.77 
Total 
Cost 
Dollars 
1,300 
1,000 
2.,300 
27,5 
l.,805 
684 
1,.575 
1,590 
43S 
6,3§4 
ind:J,cated 
J/f .lJ---·-
'?. ri'iZI 
~_} r 
il:78 
APfENDIX TABLE A.2 
SFECIFICATIONS AND ASSOCIATED INVESTMENT COSTS FOR 5,000 HEAD 
FENCELINE BU'ITT{ ANO SE~F-FEEDER FEEDLOTS 
Component Part and Item 
by Type of Feedl:ot 
Fencel:ine bunk pens 
7" posts 
511 post!:! 
1:2' gates 
Cable and clamps 
Labor 
Alley gravel 
Back scratchers 
Total 
Self feeder pens 
7" posts 
5" posts 
1:2° gates 
Cable and cl:amps 
Labor 
Alley gravel: 
Back scratchers 
Total 
Self-feeders 
12'xl6' feeders 
Concrete aprons 
Labor 
Total 
Land 
Pickup 
Fenceline bunks 
Concrete slab 
2 ''xlO" ·· ,boards 
2"x6" boards 
Bolts·l/2"x8" 
Concrete feeding apron 
Labor 
Total 
Number and Oescription 
162 corner and brace 
2,1:04 cable 
55 - 5 1 stainless steel 
85,950',,.,' 
20 percent of materials 
1,417 tons 
50 - automatic catt;le oilers 
for grub control 
162 corner and brace 
2,292 cable 
55 • stainless steel S' 
108,450.1 !. ' 
20 percent of material 
1,417 tons 
50 - automatic cattle oilers 
for grub control 
50 - metal 
50x5.86 cu~ yds./feeder 
25 percent of concrete work 
40 acres 
2 - 1/2 ton, 3-speed 
2 l/2'xl'x7,SOO' - base for 
trough 
30,000 board feet~ side of bunk 
7,500 board feet - side of bunk 
2,250 
6 1 x4'x7 500' 
' 25 percent of concrete work 
and 20 percent of materials 
Total 
Cost 
Dolbrs 
543 
5;t55 
1,320 
3,008 
2,005 
4,959 
1,750 
18,740 
543 
5,615 
1,320 
3,796 
2,255 
4,959 
1,750 
20,238 
22,500 
4,175 
1,044 
27,719 
4,000 
4,400 
9,761 
3,600 
900 
563 
7,838 
5,413 
28 075 
APPENDIX TABLE A.2 (Continued) 
Component Part and Item 
by Type of Feedlota 
Work and infirmary pens 
711 posts 
4" posts 
2 "x6" boards 
Bolts l/2"x8 11 
10° gates 
12' gates 
Load chute 
Cattle scales 
Hay rack 
Shelter 
Labor 
Squeeze chute 
Sprayer 
Miscellaneous equipment 
Total 
Manure equipment 
Used track tractor 
Scoup 
Used dump truck 
Total 
Water system 
80 1 well 
Pump house 
Turbine pump and wiring 
Water line 
Storage tank 
Waterers 
Waterers 
Hole for water line 
Apron for waterers 
Labor 
Total 
Self-feeding distribution 
equipment 
Feed box with long auger 
Used truck 
Total 
Number and Description 
60 - for corners aµd braces 
312 ... for boards 
8,080' for fencing 
11 347 for holding boards to posts 
28 
z 
2 - homemade, notlll\oveable 
1 - 10 ton, 14'x9', including 
installation 
15 .. metal 
Small windbreak 
20 percent of materials 
7 l/2' metal 
l - 100 g411,lon 
Veterinary equipment 
Diesel 
1 cubic yard 
2 ,. 2-ton 
3" p~pe and d:i,gging 
Rough lumber 
100 gallon per minute 
4, 2 00 ' 111 , 3, 3 7 5 ' l l / 4" 
150,000 gallons 
25 - 250 gallon aµtomatic 
8 ~ 50 gallon automatic 
Dug by backhoe 
l 3/4 cubic yards 
20 percent of materials and 25 
percent of concrete 
2 - 3-ton 
2 - 2 ... ton 
Total 
Cost 
Dollars 
201 
468 
970 
337 
560 
48 
200 
1,471 
900 
1,500 
557 
354 
450 
200 
8,536 
2,000 
500 
4,000 
6,500 
960 
50 
2,320 
1,572 
2,052 
2,450 
280 
1,089 
625 
1,026 
12,424 
3,200 
2,000 
5 200 
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APPENDIX TABLE A.2 (Continued) 
Component Part and Item 
by Type of Feedlota 
Bunk feeding distribution 
equipment 
Feed box 
Used truck 
Total 
Office and truck scale 
Office building and 
equipment 
Truck scale 
Feed mill and storage 
facilities 
Building 40'x80' 
Concrete work 
Excavation 
Wiring and plumbing 
General labor and 
supplies 
Upright stqrage bins 
Upright storage bins 
Upright storage bins 
Overhead bulk bins 
Overhead bulk bins 
Overhead bulk bins 
70 1 2,soo bushels leg 
Leg ladder and platform 
Grain roller-dry 
Molasses tank 
Vertical mixer 
Suspension hopper scale 
Distributor outlet 
Truck hoist 
12"x60' augers 
12"xl0' augers 
9"xl0' augers 
Chain drag 
Total 
Number and Description 
4 ,. 3-ton 
4 .. 2-ton 
Block building ~ith heat 
an<:l furniture 
34' xlO' 30 .. ton installed 
l steel b~ilding 
Pits, foundations, etc. 
Pits 
l -2 .. 
l -
4 ... 
2 .. 
5 -
l ... 
20,000 bushel installed 
15,000 bushel installed 
2,soo bushel installed 
100• tons 
SO-tons 
20-tons 
2,soo bu/hr. 7 1/2 HP 
Total 
Cost 
Dollars 
s,200 
4,000 
9,200 
4,000 
6,684 
12,000 
4,,300 
1,600 
5,400 
14,000 
6,028 
9,642 
1,092 · 
4,704 
1,250 
1,825 
2,498 
978 
l - 12"x36" 3,090 
l - 500 gallon 950 
l - 2•ton unit with molassts adder 41 011 
2 • 10,000 pound 4,346 
l - 9" 16 holes 2,486 
l - ao-tona 1,290 
2 • main a~gers from storage to leg 2,374 
2 - augers to leg from dump pits 918 
20 - distribution augers 5,900 
1 - 40 1xl0' - move feed from mixer 3,600 
94 282 
8where feedlot type not indicated, components and items indicated 
are conunon to both techniques. 
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APPENDIX TABLE B.1 
ESTIMATED LIFE AND SALVAGE VALUE OF EQUIPMENT USED IN COMMERCIAL FEEDLOTS 
WITH NORMAL REPAIRSa 
Equipment or Feedlot 
Component 
Feeding pens 
Work pens excluding board fences 
Board fences in work pens 
Hay racks 
Gates 
Loading chute 
Scales 
Self feeders 
Concrete work 
Board feed bunks 
Water well 
Pump house 
Pumps 
Water line 
Waterers 
Squeeze chute 
Scratchers 
Sprayers 
Vet equipment 
Used trucks and tractors 
Feed boxes on trucks 
Estimated Salvage Value in Percent 
Life of New Cost 
Years Percent 
20 0 
20 0 
10 0 
20 5 
20 5 
10 0 
20 5 
20 5 
20 0 
10 0 
12 0 
20 0 
12 5 
20 0 
16 0 
20 5 
17 0 
1!5 5 
20 0 
5 5 
10 5 
APPENDIX TABLE B.1 (Continued) 
Equipment or Feedlot 
Component 
Pickup 
Manure loader 
Estimated 
Life 
Years 
10 
10 
Feed mill electrical equipment e~cept 
hoists, scale, and distributor 10 
Hoist, scale, and distributor 20 
Molasses tank and leg ladder 
to platform 20 
Feed mill building and feed 
storage ZO 
Office, scale house and 
equipment 20 
182 
Salvage Value in Pe'X'cent 
of New Coslj 
Percent 
I 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
0 
aThe estimated life and salvage values came from various references 
listed in the Selected Bibliography. 
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APPENDIX TABiE B.2 
ASSUMED MARKETING CHARGES CORRESPONDING TO 01(1,AHOMA CITY 
TERMINAL MAR!Qi;Ta 
Item 
Yardage· cattle and calves 
400 pounds or greater 
Feed and bedding 
Prairie hay 
Alfalf4 hay 
Corn 
Bedding 
Commission 
One head only 
First 15 head 
Each additio~al head 
Delivery charge 
Livestock and meat board checkoff 
. I 
Rate and Unit 
(dollars) 
1.00 per head 
1.95 per cwt. 
2. 35 per cwt. 
1.80 per cwt. 
1. 00 per bale 
1.40 per head 
1.25 per head 
1,15 pe,; q.ead 
.10 per head 
.SO per carload 
I 
aOklahoma City Public Stockyards ~ates as publisqed by Packers and 
Stockyards Division, V. s. Department Qf Agriculture. 
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APPENDIX TABLE B.3 
EST~TED PER HEAD TELEPHONE AND MEDiCAL CHARGES ASSOCIATED 
WlTH ALTERNAT:CVE NUMBERS OF CATTLE ON FEED 
Number of Cattle Telephone Cost Per Medica,l Charge 
On Feed Head Per Dax Per Heada 
(Number) ' (cents) (dollars) 
100 .35 1.50 
200 .25 1.50 
300 .20 1.50 
400 .185 1,50 
600 .16 1.50 
700 .15 1.50 
1,000 .13 1.40 
1J500 .11 1.35 
2,000 ,09 1.30 
3,000 .08 1,20 
s,ooo .06b 1.00 
1,000 • o5b 1.00 
10,000 • 04b 1.00 
15 000 .04b 1 00 
aA 70-cents charge per head for blackleg~edema vaccination, red-
nose vaccination, worming pill, combiotic injection, and spray is 
included. The remainder is accounted for by veterinary service. These 
charges are based on the 1961 survey of Oklahoma feedlots, 
bGordon A0 King, Economies£! Scale ,!!l Lars;e Commercial Feedlots 
(Berkeley, 1962), p. 24. · 
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APPENDIX TABL~ B.4 
FEEDLOT EQUIPMENT REPAIR RATES PER HOUR OF USE AS PERCE~TAGES OF 
NEW OR USED MACHINE COSTS 
Equipment Type 
and It!m 
Electrical equipment 
Rollers and mixers 
Augers, lifts, and drags 
Legs and hoists 
Gasoline equipment 
Side auger feed box 
Overhead auger feed box 
Manure loader 
Pickup 
Feed or dump truck 
Wheel or track tractor 
Repair Rate per Hour 
Of ·use as a Percent 
· Of New or Used 
Cost 
(Percent of New Cost) 
.01oa 
.01oa 
.0078 
.015b 
(Percent of Used Cost) 
b 
.020b 
.020 
I 
aReece Edward Brown, Jr., Economics .2.! Mechanization.!!! Feeding 
Am Cattle (Stillwatei-., 1962), pp. 64-&6. · 
bDale A. Knight, Annual Costs !2£. Beef Cattle Equipment (Manhattan, 
1958), p. 4. 
Feedlot 
Size 
300 
600 
1,000 
2,000 
s,ooo 
10,000 
15.000 
APPENDIX TABLE B.5 
LABOR REQUIREMENTS BY SPECIFIC OPERATIONS FOR MODEL FEEDLOTS OF VARYING SIZESa 
Operations with Labor Require-
ments Varying only with the 
Number of Head Fed per Year 
Receiving Loading Care of 
Cattlea · - Cattleb Sickc 
(man hours per head fed) 
.09 .03 .os 
.09 .. 03 .05 
-.09 .03 .05 
.10 .04 .05 
.11 .05 .05 
.12 .06 .OS 
.13 ... 07 .OS 
Operations with Labor Require- Operation with Labor Require-
ments Depending Upon the Number roents Depending Upon the Pounds 
of Head on Feed at one Time of Feed Fed 
Preparing 
Manure Checking of Feed Loading Unloading Unloading 
OQerationsd Cattlee Orders£ Fee-d to B.unks ·- to Feeders 
(man hours per head on feed) (man hours per pound fed) 
.11 .10 .10 .000092 .00001773 • -00004533 
.11 .10 .10 .00001064 .00001773 .• 00004533 
.11 .09 .09 .00001064 .00001773 .00004533 
.12 .09 .08 __. 00001064 • 00001773 .00004533 
.15 .09 .06 .00001064 .00001773 .00004533 
.15 .08 .05 .-00001064 .00001773 .00004533 
,.15 .08 .04 • 00001-064 • 00001773_ • 00004533 
.J-,1 
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APPENDIX TABLE B.5 (Continued) 
aReceiving involves removing cattle from trucks, administering pre-
ventative medication, sorting, and moving cattle to the feeding pens. 
bLoading involves driving cattle to the scales from feeding pens, 
sorting, weighing, and driving the cattle onto trucks for shipment to 
market. 
cCare of sick involves moving cattle from feeding pens to infirmary 
and administering treatment, then moving cattle back to feeding pens as 
the disease or injury is cured. 
~anure operations involves periodically mounding manure into piles 
within the pens and then removing this manure as time allows. 
einspecting cattle involves a worker visually checking the pens on 
a daily basis for signs of illness or injury. 
fPreparation of feed orders involves a worker visually checking 
bunks or self-feeders on a daily basis to determine the quantity of 
feed required. 
Source: Tarvin F. Webb, Improved Methods and Facilities for Commercial 
Feedlots (Washington, 1961), p. 23. 
James A. Seagraves, Bulk Handling Reduces Labor Costs (Raleigh, 
1958), p. 27. 
APPENDIX TABLE C.1 
TOTAL ANNUAL NONFEED VARIABLE COSTS WITH VARJ;ATION IN FEEDLOT SIZE, ,LEVEL OF UTILIZATION, FEEDING 
TECHNIQUE, AND LENGTH OF FEEDING PERIOD, ASSUMING 500 POUND HEIFERS AND CONTINUOUS FEEDINGa 
Feedlot 
Size 
300 
600 
1,000 
2,000 
- Use 
Level 
300 
200 
100 
600 
400 
200 
1,000 
700 
400 
2,000 
1,500 
700 
Bunks 
16,736 
10,311 
6,005 
30,946 
20,971 
10,278 
47,383 
33,847 
21,058 
96,098 
72,524 
36.209 
60 Dais 
Feeders Bunks 
16,801 12,765 
10,352 7,632 
6,025 4,638 
31,073 21,625 
21,051 15,693 
10,322 1. ,612 
47,595 34,573 
35,439 24,686 
21,138 16.,905 
97,977 69,808 
72,837 54,286 
36.355 25.625 
Length of Feeding Period 
90 Dais 120 Dai:s 150 Dais 
Feeders Bunks Feeders Bunks Feeders 
(dollars) 
12,83a 10,787 10,-860 9,721 9,802 
7,679 6,327 6,373 s,s28 s,584 
4,646 4,010 4,-036 3 ,-647 3,677 
23,209 17,705 17 _,846 16,884 17,047 
15,78-6 13,510 13.,158 11,556 11,657 
7 ,.659 6,509 6 ,-365 5,516 5,573 
34,800 38,185 28,432 24,369 24,632 
24,843 20,122 20,293 17,394 17.,603 
17.,066 10,983 · 13,248 9,475 n, 748 
70,269 57,344 57,841 47,451 50,444 
54,629 42_,6 73 44,489 37,035 37,424 
25.774 21.040 22=-211 18.366 18,.548 
I-' 
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APPENDIX TABLE C.l {Continued 
Feedlot 
Size 
5,ooo 
10,000 
15,000 
Length of Feeding Period 
Use 60 Dais 90 Dais 120 Dais 150 Dais 
Level Bunks Feeders Bunks Feeders Bunks Feeders Bunks Feeders 
{dollars) 
5,000 224_,657 225,714 169,150 170,306 130,974 133,662 111,586 115,013 
3,000 139,334 139,971 101,066 101,756 80,533 83,443 69,576 72,499 
1,500 72,968 73,281 52,519 52,961 43,039 43,407 37,387 37,762 
10,000 443,176 448,908 318,190 324,111 256,623 262,713 218,249 224,832 
7,000 311,844 314,762 223,605 227,383 180,971 184,137 154,190 158,183 
3,000 140,422 141,053 101,096 101,787 80,567 83,477 69,553 70,332 
15,000 665,284 672,066 476,624 483,275 381,086 389,855 324,858 333,831 
10,000 443,100 448,832 318,132 321,880 253,630 259,721 217,081 223,312 
5.000 223.802 224,865 160,476 168,071 128.754 132.165 109,688 112.440 
aThe cost of feeding only one batch per year is found by dividing the respective totals by the 
rate of turnover. 
J-' 
00 
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APPENDIX TABLE C.2 
TOTAL ANNUALNONFEED VARIABLE COSTS WITH VARIATIOH" IN FEEDLOT SIZE, LEVEL OF USE, FEEDING TECHNIQUE, 
ANDLENGTH·oF FEEDING PERIOD, ASSUMING 650 POUND HEIFERS AND CONTINUOUS FEEDINGa 
Feedlot 
Size 
300 
600 
1,000 
2,000 
Use 
Level 
300 
200 
100 
600 
400 
200 
1,000 
700 
400 
2,000 
1,500 
700 
Bunks 
17,420 
10.:1749 
6,234 
32,286 
21,865 
10,724 
49,633 
36,868 
21,950 
102,114 
75,953 
38,080 
60 Dais 
Feeders Bunks 
17,496 13,218 
10.,804 7,937 
6,260 4,792 
32,442 23,973 
21,966 16,2.89 
10,779 7,915 
52,062 36 ,on 
37,044 25,748 
22,050 17,596 
102,624 72,910 
76,327 55,882 
38,256 26,693 
Length of Feeding Period 
90 Days 120 Dais 150 Days 
Feeders Bunks Feeders Bunks Feeders 
(dollars) 
13;301 11,123 11,208 10,020 10,109 
7,984 6,525 6,580 5,718 5,779 
4,817 4,080 4,105 3,764 3,795 
24,136 19,818 19,984 17,334 17,612 
16,395 13,510 13,626 11,918 12,034 
7,970 6,509 6,564 5,703 s, 764 
36,345 29,,318 29,568 25,377 25,675 
27,382 20,893 21,091 18,484 18,693 
17,750 13,602 13,720 12,016 12,132 
73,445 59,655 60,221 51,758 50,817 
56,287 44,405 46,279 38,391 39,126 
28,327 21,873 22,069 19,052 18,717 
~ 
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APPENDIX TABLE C.2.(Continued) 
Feedlot 
Size 
5:,000 
10.,000 
15.'1000 
Use 
Level 
s,ooo 
3,000 
1,soo 
10,000 
7.,000 
3,000 
15,000 
10,000 
s.ooo 
Bunks 
235,877 
146,071 
76,336 
467,222 
329,249 
146;101 
701,019 
467,006 
235. 777 
60 Dais · 
Feeders Bunks 
239,319 169,261 
149,004 105,595 
76,714 54,618 
473,386 334,743 
333,200 236,354 
149,034 105,587 
708,585 499,076 
471,724 333,171 
239,225 167,736 
Length of Feeding Period 
90 Dais 120 Daxs 150 Daxs 
Feeders Bunks Feeders Bunks Feeders 
(dollars) 
172,974 136:;643 139,503 117,774 120,694 
107,853 83,893 86,909 701/757 75,258 
56,471 44,738 45,064 38,646 39,084 
341,067 268,549 274j958 229,611 236,167 
239,694 188,185 194,417 166,414 166.,093 
106,397 83 ,-883 86,899 72,207 75,262 
506,745 399,388 409,414 338,215 349,862 
339,495 267,028 273,472 227,467 234,020 
170s 725 134.377 137~959 115~516 119!158 
aThe cost of feeding only one batch per year is found by dividing the respective totals by the 
rate of turnover. 
I-' 
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APPENDIX TABLE C.3 
TOTAL ANNUAL NONFEED VARIABLE COSTS WITH VARIATION IN FEEDLOT SIZE, LEVEL OF USE, FEEDING 
TECHNIQUE,AND LENGTH OF FEEDING PERIOD, ASSUMING 700 POUND STEERS AND CONTINUOUS 
FEEDI NG a 
Length of Feeding Period 
Feedl ot 
Size 
Use 60 Dais 90 Dais 120 Dais 150 Dais 
Level Bunks Feeders Bunks Feeders Bunks Feeders Bunks Feeders 
(dollars) 
300 300 18,125 18,164 13,743 13,834 11,529 11,624 10,174 10,275 
200 11,228 11,250 8,282 8, 391 6,794 6,896 5,952 6,018 
100 6,462 6,479 4,966 4,997 4,308 4,281 3,675 3,715 
600 600 33,965 34,036 25,011 25,186 20,645 20,836 17,935 18,138 
400 22,978 23 , 025 16,985 17,105 14,059 14,186 12,387 12,520 
200 11,309 11,333 8,256 8, 317 6,784 6,852 5,994 5,964 
1,000 1, 000 55 , 629 57,750 37,822 40,306 30, 685 31,009 26,424 26,762 
700 38,483 38,680 26,993 28,612 21,872 23,546 18,876 20,566 
400 22 , 850 22,899 18,293 18,413 14,352 14,279 12,489 12,619 
2,000 2, 000 106,910 107,157 76,421 78,413 62,470 64,608 54,173 56,286 
1,500 79,294 81,892 58,524 58 , 984 48,041 48,527 41,659 42,181 
700 39.829 39.916 29.400 29 .616 22. 796 24.470 19,.128 20.823 
I-' 
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APPENDIX TABLE C.3 (Continued) 
Feedlot 
Size 
5,ooo 
10,000 
15,000 
Use 
Level 
5,000 
3,000 
1,500 
10,000 
1,000 
3,000 
15,000 
10,000 
5.000 
60 Dais 
Bunks Feeders 
247,674 250,456 
153,149 155,685 
79.,874 80,060 
493,061 497,892 
345,816 348,836 
153,118 155,655 
735,884 744,948 
492,845 497,684 
247 .620 250.370 
Bunks 
178,033 
110,741 
57,356 
354.,116 
248,369 
110,799 
528,520 
351,927 
177. 986 
Length of Feeding Period 
90 Dais 120 DaJ:'.:S 150 Dais 
Feeders Bunks Feeders Bunks Feeders 
(dollars) 
183,182 144,774 148,564 123,496 126,623 
113,104 90,103 92.,519 75,609 78,799 
59.,264 46,742 48,674 40,402 40~912 
360,790 284,214 291.,069 242,337 249,386 
254,143 199,745 205,625 170,714 176,565 
111,713 88,258 91.,217 75,627 78,816 
538,166 421,000 432,636 355,313 367,645 
358,602 282,056 288.,709 241,069 248,127 
181.687 144.081 147.150 121.442 122-.,311 
aThe cost of feeding only one batch per year is found by dividing the respective totals by the 
rate of turnover. 
..... 
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APPENDIX TABLE D.1 
TOTAL ANNUAL FEED COSTS WITH VARIATION; lN FEEDLOT--SIZE;, ,LEVEL OF USE, AND LENGTH OF FEEDING 
PERIOD FOR 500--POlJND HEIFERS;, CONTINUOUS FEEDING, AS COMPARED WITH 
ONE BATCH PER YEAR 
Length of Feeding Period 
60 Da:x:s 90 Dais 120 Dais - 150 Dax:s 
Feedlot Use Con- One Con- One Con- One Con.;; One 
Size Level tinuous Batch tinuous Batch tinuous Batch tinuous Batch 
(dollars) 
300 300 31,363 5,205 34,666 8,613 37,467 12,378 39, 721 16,416 
200 20,909 3.!>470 23,111 5.!>742 24,978 8,252 26,463 10,944 
100 10,455 1,735 11,555 2,871 12,489 4,126 13,203 5,472 
600 600 62., 729 10,410 69.,332 17,226 74,933 24,756 79,387 32,832 
400 41,818 6,940 46,221 11,484 49,955 16,504 52,925 21,888 
200 20,909 3,470 23,111 5,742 24,978 8,252 26,463 10,944 
1,000 1,000 104,544 17,350 115,553 28,710 124,889 41,260 132,367 54,720 
· 700 73,181 12,145 80,887 20,097 87,422 28,882 92,646 38,304 
400 41,818 6,940 46,221 11,484 49,955 16,504 52,925 21,888 
2,000 2,000 209,088 34.,700 231,106 57,420 249:; 777 si,520 264,734 109,440 
1,500 156,816 26,025 173,329 43,065 187,333 61,890 198,550 82,080 
700 73.181 12.145 80.887 20,097 87 .422 28.882 92.646 38.304 
I-" 
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APPENDIX TABLE D.l 
60 Dais 
Feedlot Use Con- One 
Size Level tinuous Batch 
5,000 5,ooo 522,720 86,750 
3,000 313,632 52,050 
1,500 156,816 26,025 
10,000 10,000 1,045,440 170,350 
7,000 731,808 121,450 
3,000 313,632 52,050 
15,000 15,000 1,568,160 260.9250 
10,000 1,045,440 170,350 
s.ooo 522. 720 86.750 
Length of Feeding Period 
9-0 Da:2;s 120 Da:2;s 
Con- One Con- One 
tinuous Batch- tinuous Batch 
(dollars) 
577,764 143,550 624,443 206,300 
364,658 86,130 374.11666 -123,780 
173,314 43,065 187,333 61,890 
1,155,528 287,100 1,248,885 412.9600 
808,870 200,970 874,220 288,820 
346,658 86,130 374,666 123,780 
1,733,292 430,650 1,873,328 618,900 
1,155,528 287,100 1,248,885 412,600 
577,764 143.550 624.443 206,300 
150 Dais 
Con- One 
tinuous Batch 
661,835 273,600 
397,101 164,160 
198,550 82,080 
1,323,670 547,200 
926,569 383,040 
397,101 164,160 
1,985,504 820,800 
1,323,670 547,200 
661.835 · 2.73.600 
..... 
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APPENDIX TABLE D.2 
TOTAL ANNUAL FEED COSTS WITH VARIATION IN FEEDLOT SIZE, LEVEL OF USE, AND LENGTH OF FEEDING 
PERIOD FOR 650 POUND HEIFERS, CONTINUOUS FEEDING, AS COMPARED WITH ONE 
BATCH PER YEAR 
Length of Feeding Period 
-60 Da:y:s -90 Da;y:s 120 Da;y:s 150 Dais 
Feeolot Use con.; - One·- Con.; One Con- One Con~ One 
Size Level tinuous Batch tinuous Batch· -tinuous Batch tinuous Batch 
(dollars) 
300 300 36,780 -6,093 39,596 9,828 41,850 13,839 43,842 18,105 
200 24.9520 4,.062 26,397 6,552 27,900 9,226 29,208 12,070 
100 12,260 2,031 13,199 3:,276 13,950 4,613 14:,573 6,035 
600 600 73,561 12,186 79,192 19,656 83,701 27,678 87,623 36,210 
400 49,041 8,124 52,795 13,104 55,800 18,452 58,416 24,140 
200 24,520 4,062 26,397 6,552 27,900 9,226 29,208 12,070 
1,000 1,000 122,602 20,310 131,987 32,760 139,501 46,130 146,100 60,350 
700 85,821 14,217 92,391 22,932 97,651 32,291 102,258 42,245 
400 49,041 8,124 52,795 13,104 55,800 18,452 58,416 24,140 
2,000 2,000 245,203 40,620 263,974 65,520 279,002 92,260 292.,200 120_, 700 
1,500 183,902 30,465 197,980 49,140 209,251 69,195 219,150 90,525 
700 85.821 14,217' 92,391 22.932 97.651 32.291 102.258 42.245 
~ 
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APPENDIX TABLE D.2 (Continued) 
60 Days 
Feedlot Use Con= One 
Size Level tinuous Batch 
5)1000 5~000 613J008 101;550 
3)1000 367,805 60)1930 
l.9500 183»902 30,465 
10;;000 10)1000 l:;,226,,016 203.9100 
7;;000 858 .,211 142)1170 
3;;000 36 7 )1805 602930 
15.9000 15.9000 l,9839)1024 304)1650 
10)1000 1Jl226 )1016 203,100 
5.ooo 613.008 101.550 
Length of Feeding Period 
90 Dais 120 Dais 
Con= One Con= One 
tinuous Batch· tinuous Batch 
(dollars) 
659,934 163!)800 697,505 230:,650 
395:9960 98.\\280 418;;503 138,390 
97)1980 49,140 209,251 69,195 
1:,319,868 327 .1'600 1,395,009 461,300 
923,908 229:;,320 976.9506 · 322;;910 
395;;960 98:;,280 418;1503 138,390 
1,979,802 491,400 2,092:,514 691)1950 
1,319,868 327 )1600 1,395,009 461,300 
659,934 163.800 697. 504 230,650 
150 Daxs 
Con- One 
tinuous Batch 
730;;501 301:,750 
438,301 181,050 
219:,150 90;;525 
1!)461:,002 603,500 
l.9022:, 702 422)1450 
438,301 181,050 
2:,191,504 905,250 
1:,461,002 603.9500 
730.501 301.750 
.... 
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APPENDIX TABLE Do3 
TOTAL ANNUAL FEED COSTS WITH VARIATION: IN FEEDLOT SIZE:, LEVEL OF USE:, AND LENGTH OF FEEDING 
PERIOD FOR 700 POUND STEERS:, CONTINUOUS FEEDIN~AS COMPARED WITH ONE BATCH 
PER YEAR 
Length of Feeding Period 
60 Days 90 Days 120 Dals 150 Dais 
Feedlot Use Con- One Con- One Con- One Con- One 
Size Level tinuous Batch tinuous Batch tinuous Batch tinuous Batch 
(dollars) 
300 300 40.9968 6 2 777 45 .9 013 ll,;,154 48 .9159 155900 50jl958 21;,012 
200 27,,312 4,,518 30;,009 7.1'436 32.9106 10$600 33:,948 147008 
100 13.9656 2J259 15jl004 3jl7l8 16jl053 SJ JOO 16:,938 7:,004 
600 600 81.9936 13.9554 90.902 7 22.9308 96:, 317 31jl800 101,,845 42J024 
400 54jl624 9;)036 60.9018 14jl872 64jl211 21.9200 67 jl896 28:,016 
200 27.,312 4,;518 30:,009 7:,436 32:,106 10j)600 33:,948 14,008 
lj)OOO lj)OOO 136,9561 22 ,s 590 150:,044 37:,180 160.1'528 53:,000 169,813 70:,040 
700 95.9592 15.9813 105,031 26:,026 112:,370 37:,100 118j855 49:,028 
400 54,624 9,036 60,018 14.'1872 64,211 21,200 6 7 .!>896 28,016 
2,,000 2.9000 273:,121 45»180 300,089 74,360 321,057 1062000 339,625 140,080 
1:,500 204.9841 33:,885 225,067 55:, 770 240,793 79,500 254,719 105,060 
700 95.592 15.813 105.031 26,026 112.370 37.100 118,855 49 .028 
F' 
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APPENDIX TABLE Do3 (Continued) 
60 Dais 
Feedlot Use Con.;, One 
Size Level tinuous Batch 
5»000 5JOOO 682,,803 1123950 
3;;000 4093682 6 7 5 770 
1,,500 204.9841 33.::,885 
10 3 000 10.i>OOO 1J!365;;606 225j)900 
73 000 955.;:924 158:;130 
3$000 4092682 67 ,J70 
15,11000 152000 2 ,o 048 5,409 338J650 
10,000 1,365,606 225!1900 
s.ooo 682~803 1128950 
Length of Feeding Period 
90 Dais 120 Da:zs 
Con~ One Con= One 
tinuous Batch tinuous Batch 
(dollars) 
750J222 185»900 8020643 265,,000 
450:;133 lll.l'540 481 :. 586 1599000 
225 jl06 7 55;1 770 240!/793 79J500 
15500,444 371.9800 1,9605 /l85 530,,000 
1JJ050J311 26032~0 1,1232700 3712000 
450,)>133 lll,954p 481.)'586 159,,000 
2.,250/1666 557.'1700 2:,407,928 795;)000 
l.!1500j444 371:,800 1,,605,,285 530,,000 
750,ll~22 185.900 802 ,&_43 265,000 
150 Da;ys 
Con- One 
tinuous Batch 
849j064 350J200 
509j438 2109120 
254.'l 719 1053060 
l.l'698Jl27 700J400 
l.l'18~~689 4902280 
5092438 210.'1120 
2,541,191 1,050,600 
1$698,9127 700,,400 
849.064 - 35JL200 
I-' 
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APPENDIX TABLE E,l 
TOTAL ANNUAL FEEDLOT PRODUCTION FOR CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS, WITH 
VARIATION IN LENGTH OF FEEDING PERIOD AND NUMBERS ON 
FEED» 500 POUND HEIFERSa 
On Length of Feeding Period 
Feed 60 Days 90 Days 120 Dais 150 Days 
Number ~Pounds of Gain= 
Head 
300 286,902 261,360 231,660 212,474 
200 191))268 174»240 1.54Jl440 141,550 
100 95 J634 87Jl20 77 .?220 70J626 
600 573..,804 522.1' 720 463 » 320 424,650 
400 282,i536 348»480 308,880 283»100 
200 191»268 174J240 154,440 141,550 
1,, 000 956,340 871»200 772,200 708,048 
700 669))438 609,j840 540,540 495,574 
400 382))536 3l~8 .9480 308,880 283,100 
2,000 l,912J680 1.'1742»400 l.'1544,400 1.1416, 096 
1,soo 1,434,510 1,306,1800 1,158J300 1,062,072 
700 669))438 609.9840 Sl~O, 540 495,574 
s,ooo 4,481)1700 4,356,000 3,861,000 3,540,240 
3,000 2,869,020 2))613,600 2,316,600 2,124,144 
1,500 1,434,510 1»306,800 1»158,300 1,062,072 
lOJOOO 9))563J400 8, 712))000 7,722,000 7,080,480 
1,000 6.9694,380 6,098J400 5,9405,400 4Jl956,336 
3,000 2J869))020 2 »613.~600 2,316,800 2,124,144 
15,000 14i345Jl00 13 J 068 ,9 000 11,583,000 10,620,720 
10,000 9J563,l,00 8 s 712»000 1,722 3 000 7,080,480 
5,000 4..J]l..., 700 4,~,000 3~000 3,540.240 
aProduc tion for one hatch only is obtained by dividing the total 
production for the continuous basis by the turnover rate. 
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APPENDIX TABLE E,2 
TOTAL ANNUAL FEEDLOT PRODUCTION FOR CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS, WITH 
VARIATION IN LENGTH OF FEEDING PERIOD AND NUMBERS ON 
FEED, 650 POUND BEIFERSa 
On Length of Feeding Period 
Feed 60 
I 
Dais 90 Dais 120 Days 150 Days 
Number -Pounds of Gain-
Head 
300 288,684 261,360 229,878 208,909 
200 192,456 174,240 153,252 139,175 
100 96,228 87,120 76,626 69,441 
600 577,368 522, 720 459,498 417,522 
400 384,912 348,480 306,504 278,350 
200 192,456 174,240 153,252 139,175 
1,000 962,280 871,200 766,260 696,168 
700 673,596 609,840 536,382 487,259 
400 384,912 348,480 306,504 278,350 
2,000 l,924,560 1,742,400 1,532,520 1,392,336 
1,500 1, 443,.420 1,306,800 1,149,390 1,044,252 
700 673,596 609,840 536,382 487,259 
5,000 4,811,400 4,356,000 3,831,300 3,480,840 
3,000 2,886,840 2,613,600 2,298,780 2,088,504 
1,500 1,443,420 1,306,800 1,149,390 1,044,252 
10,000 9,655,200 8,712,000 7,662,600 6,961,680 
1,000 6,735,960 6,098,400 5,363,820 4,873,176 
3,000 2,886,840 2,613,600 2,298,780 2,088,504 
15,000 14,434,200 13,068,000 11,493,900 10,442,520 
10,000 9,655,200 s, 712,000 7,662,600 6,961,680 
5,000 4,811,400 4 ,356,,000 3,831,300 3,480,840 
aProduction for one batch only is obtained by dividing the total 
production for the continuous basis by the tµrnover rate. 
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APPENDIX TABLE E,3 
TOTAL ANNUAL FEEDLOT PRODUCTION FOR CONTINUOUS OPERAT!ONS, WITH 
V~RIATioN iN LENGTH OF FEEDING PERIOD AND NUMBeRs 0~ 
· . '. Flj:ED, 700 POUN~ STEi;:Rs 8 
On 
Feed 
Number 
Head 
300 
200 
100 
600 
400 
200 
1,000 
700 
400 
2,000 
1,500 
700 
5,000 
3,000 
1,500 
10,000 
1,000 
3,000 
15,000 
10,000 
5,000 
60 Days 
304, 722 
203,148 
101,,574 
609,444 
406,296 
203,148 
l,O;J.5,740 
711,018 
406,296 
2,031,480 
1,523,610 
711, 0~8 
5,078,700 
3,047,220 
1,523,610 
10,157,400 
7,110,180 
3,047,220 
15,236,100 
10,;J.57,400 
5.078:100 
; 4 
- Poµn'd~ of Gain-. 
28l,556 
187,467 
93,852 
563, ll2 
375,408 
187,467 
938,520 
656,964 
375,408 
1,877,040 
1,407,780 
656,964 
4,692.,600 
2,81,5,560 
1,407)780 
9,385,200 
6,:;69,640 
2,815,560 
14,077,800 
9,385,200 
4,6,92 ,600 
254,8?6 
169,884 
84,942 
509,652 
339,768 
169,884 
849,420 
594,594 
339, 768 
1,6981840 
1,274,130 
596,673 
4,247,100 
2,548,260 
1,214,730 
8,494,200 
5~945,940 
2,548,260 
12,741,300 
8,494,200 
.~.247 ,100 
150 Days 
237,429 
1,58,175 
78,921 
474,525 
316,350 
158,175 
791,208 
553,779 
316,350 
1,582,416 
1,186,812 
553,779 
3,956,040 
2,373,624 
l,J,86,812 
7,912,080 
5,538,456 
2,373,624 
11,868,120 
7,912,080 
3,956,040 
aProduction for one batch only is ·oq~ained by dividing the total 
production for the continuous bas;i,s by the tiu:rnov~r rate. 
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APPENDIX TABLE F.2 
COS'J: OF FElIDl-NG 65-0 POUND -FEEDER HEIFERS FOR OWNERSHIP .AS CdMPAR£f) TO CUST!)M FEJ:;DlNG Wirn Al..TERNATJ;VE FEEDlNG 
,PERIODS AND SCALE, TWO. LEVELS OF UTILI.ZATION, AND AT TWO CIJSTOM '-RATES lN FENCELINE BUNK SYSTEMS"' . 
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APPENDIX -XABLE F.3 
COST OF FEEDING 700 POUND Sl'EERS FOR O'WNERSH!P AS COMP4REP TO CUSTOM FEEDING -WUH A'LT:EaNATlYE FEEDING 
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APPENDIX TABLE G.l 
COSTS, BREAKEVEW PRICE, 8 PRICE MARGIN REQUIRED,~ .AND COST PER POUND GAINc AT 20 CENTS FEEDER COST; 
AND CHANGE (b VALUE) WITH EACH ONE CENT CHANGE IN PER POUND FEEDER COST, 500 POUND 
HEIFERS, AND FENCELINE BUNK SYSTF..MS 
Feeder Cost Total Cost BEP PMR CPPG 
Lot Size and a b a b Other a b a b a b 
Situation Value··..: Value .. : Value ·. Value :..: e V 1 . . .. V 1 . -,v 1 V 1 · f V l Value Cost .. a ue .- .; .. a ue: ~-· a :ue , .- a . ·ue . .. a ue 
-Dollars- -Cents-
300 Head Lot 
One Lot-300 
60 Days 30,000 1,500 43,197 1,515 12,897 22.00 • 7717 2.00 ·- .2283 27 .60 .0314 
90 Days 30,000 1,500 47,239 1,522 16, 789 22 .09 · • 7120 2.09 · .2883 26 . 79 .0344 
120 Days 30,0QO 1,500 51,359 1,530 20,759 22. 75 .6778 2.75 -.3225 27 .65 .0389 
150 Days )0,000 1,500 55,891 1,538 25,141 23.58 .6487 3.58 - .3508 29.25 .0424 
Continuous-300 
60 Days 1ao,ooo . 9;000 232,856 9.,090 51,056 19. 77 • 771.7 - .23 - .2283 18.42 .0314 
90 Days 120,000 ~,ooo 172,891 .6',090 51,091 20.21 • 7120 .21 · .2883 20.24 .0344 
120 Days 90,000 4,,500 144,075 4,590 52,275 21.28 .6778 ·1.28 . . 3225 23.34 .0389 
150 Days 12,000 3,600 127,357 3,690 53,557 22.38 .6487 2.38 - .3517 26.05 .0424 
Continuous-100 
60 Days 60,000 3,000 :81,615 3,030 21,015 20. 79 • 7717 • 79 · • 2283 22 .60 .0314 
90 Days 49,000 . 2,000 :61,583 2,030 20,983 21.60 • 7120 1.60 · .2883 24 .77 .0344 
120 Days . 30,000 1,500 52,010 l !,530 21,410 23.04 .6778 3. 04 · • 3225 27 .21 . 0389 
150 Days 24.000 1,200 46,396 1,230 21,796 24.53 .6508 4.53 - .3492 31. 67 . 0424 
'N 
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a. 
APPENDIX TABLE G. l (Contin'ue-d) 
Feeder CosJ: Total Cesta BEP ~ CPPG 
Lot Size and -a -b a b Other a b a b a b 
Situation Value Value Value Value Coste Value Value Value ')Valuef Value Value 
-Dollars- -cents-
6-00 Head Lot 
One Lot-600 
60 Days 60,000 3,()00 83,496 3,030 22,8.96 21.27 • 7117 1.27 .2283 24.57 ,0314 
90 Days 60,000 3,000 91,024 . 3,,045 30,124 21.28 • 7117 1.28 .2883 23. 74 .0344 
120 Days 60,000 3,000 98,952 3,060 37,752 21. 92 • t,783 i.92 . 3217 25.22 .OS89 
150 Days 60,000 3,000 108, 303 3, 075 46,803 22.85 .6492 2.85 .3508 27.30 .0424 
Continuous-200 
60 Days 120,000 6,000 159,020 6,060 37,820 20.25 • 7717 .25 .2283 20.40 .0314 
90 Days 80,000 4,000 119,025 4,060 37,825 20.87 .• 7117 .87 .2883 22.40 .0344 
120 Days 60,000 3,000 99,804 3,060 38,604 22.11 .6783 2~ 11 .3217 25. 7-7 .-0389. 
150 Days 48,000 2,400 88,636 2 , 460 39,436 23.38 .6483 3.38 .3517 28 .71 .0424 
Continuous-600 
60 Days 36-0,·ooo 18~000 460, 706 18,180 97,106 19.56 • 7717 - .44 .2283 17 .S-5 .0314 
90 Days 240,000 12,000 339,399 12,180 95,799 19.84 • 7117 - .16 .2883 19.02 .0344 
120 Days 180,000 9,000 281,804 9,180 98,204 20.81 .6783 .81 . 3217 21 .9.7. .0389 
150 Days 144,000 7,200 249, 779 7,380 102,179 21. 9,7 .6492 1. 97 .3508 'l4 .91 .0424 
5,000 Head Lot 
One Lot-5,000 
60 Days soo,ooo 25,000 656,001 25,250 151,001 20.05 • 771 7 .05 .2283 1-9 .S.7 ,0314 
90 Days 500,000 25;000 719, 177 25, 375 211,677 20.18 • 7125 .1.8 .2875 20.13 . 0'.Yf4. 
120 Days 500,000 25,000 784, 816 25,500 274,816 20.86 .6775 .86 .3225 22 .13 ,0.'.139. 
150 Days 500,000 25,000 856,455 25,625 343,955 21.68 .6492 1.68 ,3508 24!16. .0424 ~ 0 
...., 
APP~NPIX TABLE G.l (Contin4il,d} 
Feeder Cost .. Total 6ost8 ·1 BEP PMB. CPPG 
Lot Size and a : b a b Other a b a . b f a b 
Situation Value · .. Value ~ Value ':. Value CCoste Value Value Value _ Value .Value .Value 
-Q91lars- -Cents-
'Continupu~-$,000 
40 Days 3,000,000 l?,0, 000 3,771,721 151,sgp 741,727 19.21 • 7717 -·. 79 .2283 16.14 .0314 
90 Days 21 QOQ,QOO 100,000 2,783,010 10~1 5QQ 7~.3,010 19~52 . 7117 -.48 .2883 17.98 .0344 
120 pays l,500~0QO 75,000 2,297,533 7~ ~~00 767,533 20.36 ,.6783 . • 36 .3217 20.66 . 0389 
156 pays 1,200, ooQ ~Q,000 2,019,166 61,~0Q 7&~,166 21.30 . 6492 1.30 .3508 23.14 .0424 
r~ Continµ~:nH~.., 1,500 
60 Days 900,000 45,,,ooo 1,J.6l.,Pl 4~,450 ~5i,131 19. 72 • 7717 -.28 ~2283 18.20 .0314 
~Q p~ys 606,000 30JOOO ~6P~]20 : :)0~4~0 25~,-720 20.13 • 7125 .13 .2875 19.95 .0344 
120 D~ys 450~000 22,~oo ]17,Q49 '. 22950 ~58,Q49 21.18 .6783 1.18 .3217 23.06 .0389 
150 Days 360,(}00 18 ,ooo 6.33, 703 ia!450 2~4, 703 22.28 .6492 2.28 .3508 ~5.7.7. .0424 
1,000 Head Lo.~ 
Continu91,1~ 
66 p3ys 600,000 30,000 76Q,~OO 30,300 J54,~00 19.36 • 7717 -.64 .2283 16. 76 .0314 
90 Days 400,000 20.,000 560,~63 io,3og l~4,863 19.67 • 7-120 -. ~3 ,.28~Q l~.46 .0344 
120 Day@ 300,000 15.;0PQ 46~,907 15,300 l59,007 20~60 .67-78 r6~ ,32~1 21.37 .0389 
150 DtJys 240,000 12.,000 40~,~i~ 12,300 163,39~ 21.59 . 6487 1.59 .3513 23.92 . 0424 
2,000 Head Lqt 
Continuous 
60 Days l,20Q,OOO 60, 000 l,51Q,077 60,600 306,077 l~.33 • 7717 -.67 .2283 16 .63 .0314 
90 Days 800,000 4Q,OOO 1,118,534 4Q,600 306,534 19.62 • 7120 - • 3~ .2880 18.46. .0344 
120 .l)aye 600 000 30,000 9i1, 133 30,600 315,133 20.54 .6778 .54 .3222 21.18 .0189 . , 
150 Daya 480.000 24.-600 813.644 24.600 321.644 ·21;:46 .6487 1:46 .3513 23.56 .0424 ~ 
I. 0 
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APPENDIX TABLE G. l (Continued) 
Feeder Cost Total Cos tu---- ~-- ~-
Lot Size and a b a b Other a 
Situation Value · Value; Value Value . Coste_ Value 
.,:_if'allars-
5,000 Head Lot 
Continuous 
60 Days 3;000,000.- 150)000 : },-771,127 l~l.,5-00 ' 741,727 19~21 
90 Days 2,000,000- 100,000 .. ?;78},010 101,500 753,010 19~52 
120 Days · l,500,000 75,000 -? ,29};-533 76,500 767,533 20~36 
150 Days 1,200,000 60JOOO -- f, .Ol?~lq6 61· .s.po . , .. 78$, 166-- 21. 30 
10,000 Head Lot 
Continuous 
60 Days 6·,ooo,OOO 
90 Days · 4,ooo,ooo 
120 Days 3,000,000 
150 IUlys 2,400,000 
15, 000 . He-sti; Lo-t 
Con tin:uous '. 
300,000 ~1,s27; s60 303~000 1)467j56o 19.17 
200,000 ~- ?~33~~306 20),000 1,-476,306 19:42 
150,000 , ,,ss9,os6 1s3~000 1,520)056 20;29 
120,000 · 4,02}~703 123,000 1;563,703 21.22 
BEP PMR 
b a b 
Value Value Valuef 
-Cents-
. 7717 -.79 .2283 
• 7117 - .48 .2883 
.6 783 • 36 .3217 
.6492 l. 30 · .3508 
• 7717 -~83 .2283 
• 7120 - .58 · .2880 
.6778 .29 .3222 
.6487 1.22 .3513 
6·o Days 9,000,000 450,000 11,2.88.,815 454,500 2',198~815 19~17-' .7717 -.83 .2283 
90 Days 6,000,000 300,000 8,l00,753 304,500 2,210,753 19~41 .7120 -.59 .2280 
120 Days 4,500,000 225;000 6;;863;191 229,500 2,273,191 20~27 .6778 .27 .3222 
.150 Days 3,600,000 180,000 6.029,993 184 1 500 2,339.993 21.20 .6487 1,20 ,3513 
CPPG 
a b 
. Value ·:value 
16 .14 • 03:14 
17 . 98 · .0344 
20~66 
23 .14 
15. 97 
15 .34 
20.46 
22 .93 
15 ,96· 
17 .61. 
2.0.40 
2.2 .8.8 
.0389 
.0424 
,0314 
.0344 
.-038 9 
.0424 
.0314 
.0344 
.038 9 
.0424 
aThe breakeven price ia defined as the slaughter price required to exactly· cover ~he total cost 
of feeding:. · · · · 
hrhe price m11-rgin required is tp~ feeder cattl~ price minus the slaughter price necessary to cover 
all costs. · 
ccost per pound of gain is the total cost of feeding, excluding the purchase price of feeder animals 
but including inte~est on the purchase of feeder animals, divided by the pound gained during the feeding 
process . 
dTotal cost includes interest on feeders, feeder cost, and other cost. 
eother cost includes feed cost, fixed cost, and nonfed variable costs. 
frhe b value for price margin required (PMR) is negative in every case , 
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APPENDIX TABLE -G.2 
I 
COSTS, BREAKEVEN ~RICE,a PRICE MARGINS REQUIREn,b AND COST PER POUND GAINc AT 20 CENTS FEEDER OOST ; 
AND CHANGE (b VALUl!:)' WITH EACH ONE CENT CHANGE PER POUND FEEDER -COST, 700 POUND StEERS, 
AND FENCELINE BUNK SYSTEMS 
Feeder Cost Total Costd BEP PMll CPPG 
Lot Size and a b a b Other a b ~ b a b 
Situation Value Value Value Value Coste Value vei.ue Value Valui Value Value 
-Dt>ll-ars- -Cell ts-
300 Head Lot 
One Lot- 300 
60 o,ys . 42,000 2,100 56,942 2,121 14, .522 22.01 .~199 2.01 .1801 29.42 . 0401 
90 Days 42,000 2,100 61,870 2,132 19,240 22.23 • 7659 2.23 .2341 25 .. 08 . 0434 
120 Days 42,0QO 2,100 67.,168 2,142 24,328 22.~4 , 7'.315 2.94 .2685 29.63 . 0080 
150 Days -42, 000 2,100 72~835 2,153 29,785 23. 74 .. 7016 3.74 .i984 31.18 . 0515 
Continuous-JOO 
60 Daya 252,000 ll,600 315,589 12,726 61,069 20.33 .. 8199 .33 .1801 20.87 . 0401 
90 Daya 168,000 8,400 232,259 8,526 61,739 2-0.-86 • 7659 .86 .2341 22 .82 . 0434 
120 Days 126,000 6,lOO 191,72.5 6,426 63,205 21.82 • 731.5 1.82 .2685 25.79 . 0480 
150 Daya 1oo~·a,oo S -040 168,323 5,166 65,003 22.8S • 7016 2 .. 85 .2986 28.44 . 0515 ., 
Contitiuous-100 _ ·
6·0 Days 84.,000 4,200 109,187 4,242 24,347 21.10 .8199 1.10 .1801 24.80 . 0401 
. ' 
90 Days 56,000 2,800 81,375 2,842 24,535 21.93 • 7659 1.93 .2341 27,04 . 0434 
I 
120 Daya 4Z,OOO 2,100 67,94~ 2,142 25,103 23.20 .7315 3.20 .2685 30.54 . 0080 
150 Days 33,600 1,680 60;031 1,722 25,591 24.52 • 7033 4,52 .2967 33.49 . osa.5 
.N 
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APPENDIX TABLE C.2 (Continued) 
Feeder Cost Total Costii BEP PMR CPPG 
Lot Size and a b a . . ·b Other a b , a b f a b 
Situation Value Value Value- Value Coste Value Value Value Value Value Value 
-Dollars- ·~ -Cents-
600 Head Lot 
One Lot-600 
60 Days 84,000 4.,2-00 111,025 4,242 26,185 21.46 .• 8199 1.46 .1801 26 .61 • 0{()1_ 
90 Days 84,000 4,200 120,643 4,263 35 ,"383 21 .68 • 7659 1.68 .2341 25 . 14 • 043-4 
120 Days 84,000 4_,200 131,055 4,284 45,375 22.38 .7315 2.38 .26.85 27.70 ,0480 
150 Days 84,000 4,2-00 142,184 4,305 56,084 23.17 • 7016 3.11 .2984 29 . 43 .0515 
Cootinuous-200 
60 Days 168,000 8,f:t-00 214,281 8,484 44,601 20. 71 .8199 • 71 .. 1801 22. 78 . 0401 
90 Days 112,000 5,600 158,596 5_,684 44,916 21.37 . 7659 1.37 .2341 24 . 86 .04,34 
120 Days 84,000 4,200 131,577 4,284 45,897 22,47 • 7315 2.47 .2685 28 . 59 .0480 
150 Days 67,200 3,360 116,005 3,444 47,125 23.64 • 7019 3.64 .2981 30.-86 • 051 5 
Continuous-600 
60 Days 504,000 25,200 626,415 25,452 117,375 20 .18 .8199 .18 .1801 20.09 • Oli 14 
90 Days 336,000 16,~00 459,565 17,052 118,525 20.64 • 7659 .64 .2341 21.94 .Oli 34 
120 Days 252,000 12,400 378,559 12,852 121,519 21.55 • 7315 1.55 .2685 24.83 .0?f80 
150 Days 201,600 10,080 201,600 10,332 125,073 22;53 • 7-019 2.53 . 2981 27 .(i.2 .0515 
5,000 Head Lot 
One Lot-5,000 
60 Days 700,000 35,900 885, ·050 35,350 178,050 20.53 .8199 .. 53 .1801 21.86 .0401 
90 Days 100,000 35,000 963,493 35,525 252,993 20. 77 • 7659 • 77 .2341 22.46 • Oli34 
120 Days 700,000 35, goo 1,048:, n.1 35, 70.0 334,771 21.49 . 7315 1.49 .2685 24.64 . 0480 
150 Days 700a000 35 a 000 ·1113.9.~ 306 35a875 421 a806 22.28 • 7016 2.28 .2981 26.65 . 0515 
N 
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APPENDIX TABLE G.2 (Continued) 
Feeder Cost Total Cost .,., BEP PMR CPPG 
' -Lot Size and a b a b of her a b a b a b 
Situation . ·.value ,Va-lue .Value Value . Coste Value Value Value Value Value Value 
-Dollars- -Cents-
Continuous-5 ,000 
60 Days 4,200,000 210,000 s,iso,~98 212,100 908,498 19 .. 91 .8199 -.09 .1801 18 .72. , 0401 
90 Days 31 360,000 168,000 3,765,051 170,100 923,051 20.29 .. 7659 .29 .. 2341 20 .57 ,0434 
120 Days 2,100,000 105,000 3,093,125 107,100 951,125 21.24 • 7315 1.24 .2685 23 ~38 .. 0080 
l~O Days 1,680,000 84 ,000 2,703,706 86,100 981,706 22.03 ,7016 2.-03 .. 2984 25 .88 • 0515 
Continuous-1 ,500 
60 Days 1,260,000 63,000 l_,574, 763 63,630 302,163 20.29 .8199 .29 .1801 20 .66 .0401 
90 -Days 840,000 42,000 1,157,504 42,630 304,904 20_.ao • 7659 .80 .2341 22 .55 .0434 
120 Days 630,000 31,500 .955,290 32,130 312,690 21.75 , 7315 1.75 .2685 25 .52 • 00-80 
150 Days 504,000 25,200 838,507 25,830 321,907 22 .. 78 .. 7016 2. 78 .. 2-984 28 . 19 .0515 
1,000 Head Lot 
Continuous 
60 Days 840.,000 42,000 1,039,687 42,420 191,287 20.10 .8199 .10 .1801 19 .66 .0401 
90 Days 560,000 28,000 758,723 28,420 190,323 20.45 .. 7659 .~s .2341 21. il.7 .0434 
120 Days 420,000 21,000 623,870 21,420 195,47-0 21.30 .7315 1.30 ,2685 24 . 00 .0480 
150 Days 336,000 16,800 545,974 17,220 201,574 22.24 .7016 2.24 .2984 26.54 .05l5 
2,000 Head Lot 
Continuous 
60 Days 1,680,000 84,000 2,071,1.70 84,840 374,370 20.02 .8199 .02 .1801 19.26 .0401 
90 Days 1,120,000 56,000 1,514,369 56,840 377,569 20.41 • 7659 .41 .2341 21. 01 .0434 
120 Days 840,000 42,000 1,244,986 42,840 388,186 21.26 .7315 1.26 .2685 23 .84 .0480 
150 Days 6721000 331600 11089.417 341440 4001617 22.19 • 7016 2.19 .2984 26.38 .0515 
t,,) 
~ 
N 
APPENDIX TABLE C.2 (Con t in ued) 
Lot Size and 
Situation 
10,000 Head Lot 
Continuous 
Feeder Cos t 
a b 
Value Value 
Tot:al Cost« 
a b 
- Value Value 
-Dollars 
Other 
Coste 
: 60 Days 8,400,000 420,000 10,288,851 424,200 1,804,851 
90 Days ·5,60Q,00p 280,000 ,7,518,344 28~,200 1,834,344 
120 Days 4,200,000 210,000 6,171,283 214,200 1,887,283 
150 Days 3,3~.Q,000 168ioov 5,393,048 p2_,200 1,.949_,048 
15,000 Head Lot ' 
Continuous 
60 Daysl2,600_, 000 630,000 15,426,524 636,300 2.,700,524 
90 Days 8,400,000 420,000 11,271,817 426, 300 2,745,817 
120 Days 6,300,000 315,000 9,248,559 321,300 2,822"559 
150 Days 5.040,000 252,000 -8,078,337 258,300 2.912,337 
BEP 
a b 
Value Value 
19.89 
20.26 
21.07 
21.97 
19.88 
20 .25 
21.05 
21..94 
.8199 
.1659 
.7315 
.7016 
.. 8199 
.1659 
• 7315 
.7016 
PMR CPPG 
a b f a b 
Value Value Value Value 
-Cents-
.11 
.26 
1.07 
1.97 
.12 
.• 25 
1.-05 
1.94 
.1801 :i.8 ,GO 
• 2341 2.0 ,44 
.2685 23 .21 
.2984 25 .7-0· 
.1801 l8 .55 
.2341 20.40 
.2685 23.14 
.2984 25.6.0 
• 040i_ 
.0434 
• 0.4$0 
. 0515. 
.0401 
.0434 
• O'i80 
• 0515. 
aThe breakeven price is ~fined as the slaughter price 
of feeding. 
required to . exactly cover the total cost 
bThe price margin required is the feeder cattle price minus the slaughter price nec~ssary to cover 
all costs. 
cCost per pound of gain is the total cost of feeding, excluding the purchase pri~e of feeder animals 
but including i~terest on the purchase of feeder animals., divided by the pound gained during the feeding 
process. ~ 
dTotal cost includes interest on feeders, feeder cost, and other cost. 
eother cost includes feed cost, fixed cost, and nonfed variable costs. 
fThe b value for price margin required (PMR) is negative in every case. 
:N I;::. 
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APPENDIX TABLE H. 1 
TOTAL COST, TOTAL REVENUE, AND PROFIT AT 20 CENTS FEEDER COST AND TWO SLAUGHTER PRICES; AND 
CHARGE ·wITH EACH ONE CENT CHANGE PER POUND OF FEEDER COST AND SLAUGHTER PRICE, 500 
POUND HEIFERS IN CONTINUOUSLY OPERATING FENCELINE BUNK SYSTEMS AT FULL 
UTILIZATION 
Feedlot Size i'..:,TR and Profit with One 
and Length Total Cost Total Revenue Profit Cent Change in Sales 
of Feeding Sales Feeder Price Slaughter Price Slaughter Price or F-eeder Price 
Period Volume zot 20l 30¢ 20¢ 30¢ Sales Feeder a 
Pounds -Dollars-
300 
60 Days 1,177,902 232,856 235,580 353,370 2,724 12-0,514 11,779 
. ~' 090 
90 Days 855,360 172,891 171,072 256 J608 -1,819 83, 717 8,553 6,090 
120 Days 677,160 144,075 135-,432 203.~148 -8,6l1-3 59:,073 6,771 l+, 590 
150 Days 568,974 1279357 113,794 170,692 13,562 43,335 5,689 3,690 
600 
60 Days 2,355,804 460,706 471_,160 706,741 10,454 246,035 23,558 18:,180 
90 Days 1,710,720 339,399 342, 14-4 513,216 2,745 173Ji817 17,107 12,180 
120 Days 1,354,320 281,804 270,864 406,296 -10, 94-0 124,492 13,543 9,180 
150 Days 1.,137,150 249,779 227,430 341,145 -22,349 91"' 366 11,371 7,380 
1,000 
4-17, 602 60 Days 3,926,340 760J300 785,268 1,17-7,902 24,968 39,263 30,300 
90 Days 2,851,200 560,863 570;,240 855,360 9,377 294,497 28,512 20,300 
120 Days 2,257,200 465,007 451,440 677,160 -13, 56 7 212,153 22,572 15,300 
150 Days 1,896,048 409,393 37-9,209 568,814 -30, 183 159,421 18,960 12,300 
2,000 
60 Days 7,852,680 1,518,077 1,570,536 2,355,804- 52,459 837,727 78,526 60,600 
90 Days 5, 702 ,4-00 1,118,534 1,140,480 1,710,720 21,946 592,186 57,024 40,600 
120 Days 4,514,400 927,133 902,880 1,354,320 -24,253 l,2 7,187 45,144 30,600 
150 Days 3 i 792,096 813,644 758,419 li137!629 -55~224 3231985 37~920 24.600 
N 
~ 
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APPENDIX TABLE R.1 (Continued) 
Feedlot Size 
and Length 
of Feeding 
P~riod Volume 
5_;,000 
60 Days 
90 Days 
120 Days 
150 Days 
10,000 
60 Days 
90 Days 
120 Days 
150 Days 
15,000 
Pounds 
19,631,700 
14,256,000 
11,286,000 
9 _,480_,240 
39_,263,400 
28,512,000 
22,572,000 
18,960,480 
Total Cost 
Feeder Price 
20i 
3,771,727 
2' 783.,010 
2,297,533 
2,019, 16-6 
7,527,560 
5,536,306 
4_.?580,056 
4,023,703 
Total Revenue Profit 
Slaughter Price Slaughter Price 
.c:,TR and Profit with One 
Cent Change in Sales 
or Feeder Price 
s•les ¥eeder8 201 30¢ 20¢ 30t 
3:;926,341) 
2,851,200 
2,257,200 
1,8-96, 048 
-Dollars-
5,889,510 154j613 
4_.?276,8-00 68,190 
3,385,800 --40,333 
2,844,072 -!23,118 
7,852,68-0 11,779,020 325_,120, 
s,102,400 S,553,600 166,094 
4_,514,400 6, 771.,600 -65,656 
3_,792.,096 5,688,144 -231,607 
2,117,783 
1,493,790 
1,088,267 
824-, 906 
4,251,460 
3,017,294 
2,191,544 
l_,644,441 
196, 31J 
142,560 
112,860 
94_,802 
392,634 
285,120 
225,720 
189 ,oo4 
151' 500 
_, , 
101,500 
76,500 
61,500 
303,000 
203,000 
153,000 
123,-000 
60 Days 58,895,100 11,288,815 11,779,020 17,668,530 490,205 6,379,715 588,951 454,500 
90 Days 42,768,000 8,300,753 8,300,753 12,830,400 252,847 4,529,647 427--,680 304,500 
120 Days 33,858,000 6,8-63,191 61 771,600 10,157,400 -9L.,591 3,294,209 338,58-0 229,500 
15-0 Days 28,440,720 6,029,993 5.688,144 8 2 532.216 -341,849 2,502,223 284,407 184,500 
aThis is equivalent to the change in total cost for each situation shown in Appendix G. 
N 
~ 
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APPENDIX TABLE H.2 
TOTAL COST, TOTAL REVENUE, AND PROFIT AT 20 CENTS FEEDER COST AND TWO SLAUGHTER PRICES ; AND 
.. CHARGE ~ITH EACH ONE CENT CHANGE PER POUND OF FEEDER COST AND SLAUGHTER PRICE, 700 
, .. POUND STEERS D.{ ,CONTINUOUSLY OPERATING FENCELINE BUNK SYSTEMS AT 
. . ' . 'FULL UTILIZATION 
Feedlot Size -~ and Profit with One 
4nd Length Total Cost Total Revenue Profit Cent Change in Sales 
of Feeding Sa\es Feeder Price Slaughter Price Slaughter Price or Feeder Price 
Period Volume .2i·,;' 20i 30i · 20i 30i Sales Feedera 
Pounds -Dollars-
300 
60 Days 1,552,122 .341,041 310,424 465,637 -30,617 124,596 15,521 12,726 
90 Days 1,113,156 249}111 222,631 333,947 -26,680 84,636 11.,131 8,526 
120 Days 878,526 204,577 . 175,705 263,558 -28,872 58,981 8,785 6,426 
150 Da~, 736,~29 178,655 147,306 220,959 -31,349 42,304 7,365 5,~?6 
600 
~p Days 3,104,244 677,319 620,'849 931,273 -56,470 253,954 31,042 25,452 
90 Days 2,~66,312 493,669 445,262 667,894 -48 ,-407 174,225 22,263 17,052 
120 Days 1,757,052 404,263 351,410 527,116 -52,853 122,953 17,570 12,~!>2 
150 Days 1,472,025 352,377 294,4Q5 441,608 -57;972 89,t131 14, 7~p 10,3~2 
1,000 
60 Days 5,173,740 1,124,527 1,034,748 1,552,122 -89, 779 427,595 51,737 42,420 
90 Days 3,710,520 815,563 742,104 1,113,156 - 73,459 297,593 37,105 28,420 
120 Days 2,928,420 666,710 585,684 878,526 -81,026 211,816 29,282 21,420 
150 Days 2,454,408 580,414 ·490,882 736 J 322 -89,532 155,908 24,544 17,220 
2,000 
60 Days 10,347,480 2,240,850 2,069,496 3,104,244 -171, 354 863,394 103,474 84,840 
90 Days ' 7,421,049 1,62-!3,049 1,484,208 2,226;312 "-143,841 598,263 74,210 56,840 
120 Days 5,856,840 1,-330,666 1,171,368 1,757,052 -159,298 426,386 585,684 42,840 
150 Days 4.908.816 1,-158 .·2 97 981,763 1,472,645 -176,534 314,348 490,882 • 34,440 
t:?. 
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APPEN,DIX TABLE H.2 (Continued} 
;, ' I 
Feedlot Size 
and Length 
of Fee~ing 
Period 
5,000 
60 'Days 
90 Days 
120 Days 
150 Days 
10,000 
60 ' Days 
90 Days 
120 l)ays 
150 Dayf! 
15,000 
Sales 
Volume 
Pounds -
25,868,700 
18,552,600 
14,642,100 
12,272,040 
51,737,400 
37,105,200 
29,284,200 
24,544,0~0 
Total Cost Total Revenue Profit 
6TR and Profit with One 
Cent Change in Sales 
or Feeder Price Feeder 'Price Slaughter Price Slaughter Price 
2zt 201. ·3ot 2ot 3ot 
5,574,698 
4,049,251 
3,307,325 
2,875,906 
5,173,740 
3,710,520 
2,928,420 
2,454,408 
n, 131,.2.51 · · 10 ;347, 480 
8,086,774 7,421,040 
6,599,683 5,856,840 
5,737,448 4,908,816 
7,760,610 
5,565,780 
4,392,630 
3,681,612 
15,521,220 
11,131,560 
8,785,260 
7,363,224 
-Dollars-
-400,958 
-338,731 
-378,905 
-421,498 
-489, 771 
-665,704 
- 742,843 
_-828 ,632 
2,185 _, 912 
1,516,529 
1,085,305 
805-, 706 
4,383,969 
3,044,816 
2,185,577 
1,625,776 
Sales Feeder8 
258,687 
185,526 
146,421 
122,720 
517,374 
371,052 
292,842 
245,440 
212,100 
142,100 
107,100 
86,100 
424,200 
284,200 
214,200 
172,200 
60 ~ays 77,606,100 16,699,124 l?,521,220 23,281,830 -~177,904 6,582,706 776,061 636,300 
90 Day.s 55,657,_~00 12,124,417 ll,131,560 16,697,340 ·-.992,857 4,572,923 556,578 426,300 
120 Day~ 43,926,100 9,891_,159 8,891,159 13,177,890 -1,105,-899 3,286,731 439,263 321,300 
150 Days 36,816,120 8,594,937 7,363,224 11,044,836 -b231,713 2,449.899 368,161 258,300 
aThis is equivalent to the change in total cost for each situation shown in Appendix G. 
:b,) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I.1 
TOTAL ,cosT, TOTAL REVENUE : AND PROFIT FOR 500 POUND HEIFERS FED CONTINUOUSLY IN FENCELINE BUNK 
SYSTEMS,AT ALTERNATIVE SCALES AND USE LEVELS,AND WITH FEEDER AND SLAUGHTER CATTLE PRICES 
APPROXIMATING 1960 OKLAHOMA CONDITIONS 
Feeder Total Revenue and Profit at b 
Total Cost Interest Total Cost Two Slaughter Prices Per Cwt 
Other $19.80 on Total Per Head Total Revenue Profit 
Situation Costa Per .Cwt Feeders Cost Sold §22 I 90. §24 1 30 . §22.90 . §24~30 
- Dollars -
300 Head Lot 
One Lot-300 
60 Days 12,897 29,700 297 42,894 144 151 
--
7 
90 Days 16,789 29,700 446 46,935 158 165 
--
7 
120 Days 20 ,759 29,700 5-94 51 , 053 172 174 185 2 13 
15() Days 25,141 29,700 743 55,584 187 183 194 -4 7 
Continuou~ly-300 
60 Days 51,056 178,200 1,782 231,038 130 151 -- 21 
90 Days 51,091 118,800 1,782 171,673 145 165 -- 20 
120 Days 52,275 89,100 1,782 143,157 161 174 185 13 24 
150 Days 53,557 71,280 1,782 126,619 178 183 194 5 16 
Continuously-100 
60 Days 21,015 59,400 594 81,009 136 151 -- 15 
90 Days 20,983 39,600 594 61,177 154 165 -- 11 
120 Days 21,410 29,700 594 51,704 174 174 185 0 11 
150 Days 21,796 23, 760 594 46,150 195 183 194 -12 -1 
600 Head Lot 
One Lot-600 
60 Days 22,896 59,400 594 82 , 800 140 151 -- 11 
90 Days 30,124 59,400 891 90 ,415 152 165 -- 13 -- .N ~ 
120 Days 37,752 59,400 1,188 98 ,340 166 174 185 8 19 00 
150 Days 46.803 59.400 1.485 1071688 18]._ _ 18_1 194 2 13 
APPENDIX TABLE I. l (Continued) 
Feeder 
Total Cost Interest 
Other ,$19 .80 on 
Situation a Per Cwt Feeders Cost 
Continu-0usly-600 
60 Days 97,106 356,400 3,564 
90 Days 95,799 237,600 3 _, 564 
120 Days 98,204 178)200 3,564 
150 Days 102,179 142.)1500 3,564 
Continuously=200 
60 Days 37,820 118,800 1,188 
90 Days 37,825 : 79_,200 1,188 
120 Days 38,604 59,4-00 1,188 
150 Days 39,436 '47,520 1,188 
5,000 Head Lot 
One Lot- 5,000 
60 Days 151,-001 495)000 4,950 
90 Days 211,677 495,'000 7,425 
12-0 Days 274,816 495,000 9,900 
150 Days 343,955 495;000 12,375 
Continuoilsly::-5,000 
60 Days 741,727 2,970,000 29,700 
90 Days 753,010 1, 980_,000 29,700 
120 Days 767,533 1,485,000 29,700 
150 Days .~ ~~i?~, 166 1,188,000 29,7-00 
Total Cost 
Total Per Head 
Cost Sold 
-Dollars 
457,070 128 
336,963 142 
279,968 157 
248,303 174 
157,808 133 
ll8 ,213 149 
99,192 167 
88_,144 186 
650,951 132 
714, 1-02 144 
779,716 158 
851,330 172 
3,741,427 126 
2,762,710 140 
2,282,233 15l1 
2i006,866 16-9 
Total Revenue and Profit at b 
Two Slaughter Prices Per Cwt 
Total Revenue Profit 
222~90 $24-. 30 $22.90 224.30 
151 
-- 23 
165 
--
23 
174 185 17 28 
183 194 9 20 
151 
--
18 
165 
--
16 
114 L85 7 18 
183 194 -3 8 
151 
--
19 
165 
--
21 
174 185 16 27 
183 194 11 22 
151 
--
25 
165 
--
25 
174 185 20 31 
183 194 14 25 
tv 
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APPENDIX TABLE I.l (Continued) 
Total Cost Total 
Other 
a Cost 
Feeder 
Cost 
$19.80 
Per Cwt 
Interest 
on 
Feeders 
Total Per Head 
Situation Cost Sold 
- Dollars -
Continuously-1,500 
60 Days 252,131 891,000 8,910 11 152,041 
90 Days 251,720 594,000 8,910 854,630 
120 Days 258,049 445 1 500 8,910 712,459 
150 Days 264,703 356,400 8.910 630,013 
129 
144 
160 
177 
Total Revenue and Profit at.b 
Two Slaughter Prices Per Cwt 
Total Revenue Profit 
$22. 90 $24.30 $22 .90 __QZ_lt.,,30 
151 
165 
174 
183 
185 
194 
22 
21 
14 
6 
25 
17 
aTotal other costs include feed, nonfeed variable cost excluding death loss:; and fixetl cost. 
bThese prices represent the average 1960 "Good" and ''Choice11 slaugbter prices at the Oklahoma 
City Public Stockyards as reported by USDA Market News Service. 
N 
N 
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APPENDIX TABLE I.2 
TOTAL COSTJ TOTAL REVENUE, AND PROFIT FOR 700 POUND STEERS FED CONTINUOUSLY IN FENCELINE BUNK 
SYSTEMS AT ALTERNATIVE SCALES AND USE LEVELS AND WITH FEEDER AND SLAUGHTER CATTLE PRICES 
APPROXIMATING 1960 ~KLAHOMA CONDITIONS 
Feeder Total Revenue and Profit at 
Total Cost Interest Total Cost Two Slaughter Frie.es Per Cwtb 
Other $23~00 on Total Per Head Total Revenue -Profit 
Si tua t.i Oil _Costa. _ Per Cwt Feeders _ Cost Sold 223~20 224.60 ~23~20 .. 224.60 
- Dollars -
300 Head Lot 
One Lot.-300 
60 Days . 14,522 48,300 483 6},305 213 202 
--
-11 
90 Days 19,240 48,3-00 725 68,265 230 217 -- -13 
120 Days 24,328 48,300 966 73_,594 248 229 243 -19 -5 
150.Days 29,785 48,300 1,208 79,293 267 240 254 -27 -13 
Continuou!>ly-300 
60 Days 61,069 289,800 2,898 353,767 199 202 -- 3 
90 Days 61,739 193,200 2.,898 257,837 217 217 -- 0 
120 Days 63.,205 144,900 2,898 211.,003 237 229 243 -8 6 
150 Days 65,003 115,920 2.,898 183,821 258 240 254 -18 -4 
Continuousiy-100 
60 Days 24,347 96,600 966 121,913 205 202 
--
-3 
90 Days 24,535 64,400 966 89,901 227 217 -- -10 
120 Days 25,103 48,300 966 74,369 2S0 229 243 -21 -7 
150 Days 25,591 38,640 966 65,197 275 240 254 -35 -21 
600 Head Lot 
One Lot-600 
60 Days 26,185 96.,600 966 123,751 208 202 ---- -6 
90 Days 35,383 %,600 1,449 133,432 225 217 -- -8 
120 Days 45,375 96,600 1,932 143,907 242 229 243 -13 1 
150 Days 56.084 96.600 2.415 155,099 261 240 254 -21 -7 
N 
N 
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APPENDIX TABLE 142 (Continued) 
Feeder .Total Revenue and Prof-it at 
Total Cost Interest Total Cost Two Slaughter Pric-es Per Cwtb 
other $23.00 on Total Per Head Total Revenue Profit 
S·ituation Costa Per Cm: ... Fee<'l.ers Cost Sold ,223 ... 20 ~24,.60 ,223.20 ~24160 
- Dollar-s -
Continuously-600 
60 Days 117,375 579,600 S,796 702,771 197 202 
--
5 
90 Days 118,525 386,400 5,796 510,721 215 211 
--
2 
120 Days 212,519 289,8-00 5.,7% 417,115 234 229 243 -5 -9 
150 Days 125,073 231,840 5., 796 · 362_, 709 255 240 254 -15 -1 
Continuously-200 
60 Days :'44j6·01 193,200 1,932 239,733 202 2-92 
--
0 
90 Days 44,916 128.,800 l_,932 175,.648 222 217 -- -5 
120 Days 45,897 96,600 1,932 144,429 243 22'9 243 -14 -0 
150 Days 47,125 77,280 1,932 _126 ,337 266 240 254 -26 -12 
5, 00.0 Head Lot 
One Lot-5, 000 
60 Days 178.,050 805,000 8,050 991,100 200 202 
--
2 
90 Days 252,993 805 ,-000 12,075 1,010,068 216 217 ·-- l 
120 Days 334,771 805,000 16,100 1,155,871 234 229 243 -5 9 
150 Days 421.,806 805,000 2-0,125 1,246,931 252 240 254 -12 2 
Continuously-5, 000 
60 Days 908,498 4,830,000 48,300 5,786,798 195 202 -- 7 
90 Days 923,051 3,220,000 48,300 4,191,351 212 217 
--
5 
120 Days 951,125 2,415,000 48,300 3,414,425 230 229 243 -1 13 
150 Days 981,706 1.932.000 48,300 2,962~006 249 240 254 -9 5 
N 
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APPENDIX TABLE I.2 (Continued) 
Situation 
Continuously-1,500 
Total 
Other 
-Costa 
Feeder 
Cost 
$23.00 
Per Cwt 
Interest Total Cost 
, on Total Per Head 
Feeders Cost Sold 
- Dollars -
60 Days 302,163 1,449,000 14_,490 · 1,765,653 198 
90 Days 304,904 966,000 14,490 1,285,394 216 
120 Days 312,690 724,500 14,490 1,051,680 236 
150 Days 321.907 579,600 14,490 91:S.,997 257 
aTotal other costs include feed, nonfeed variable cost excluding 
Total Revenue an.d Pr-o:Ei.t at 
Two Slaughter Prices Per Cwtb 
Total Revenue Profit 
$23420 $24.60 $23.20 $24.60 
202 
--
4 
217 -- 1 
229 243 -7 7 
240 254 -17 -3 
death loss., and fixed cost. 
bThese prices represent the average 1960 "Goo.d.'~ and "Choice" slaughter prices at the Oklahoma 
City Public Stockyards as reported by USDA Market News Service. 
.N 
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APPENDIX TABLE I.3 
TOTAL COST, TOTAL REVENUE, AND PROFIT FOR 500 POUND HEIFERS FED CONTINUOUSLY IN FENCELINE BUNK 
SYSTEMS AT ALTERNATIVE SCALES AND USE LEVELS AND WITH FEEDER AND SLAUGHTER CATTLE PRICES 
APPROXIMATING JANUARY THROUGH JUNE 1963 -OKLAHOMA CONDITIONS 
Feeder To-tal Revenue and Profit at b 
Total Cost "Interest Total Cost Two Slaughter Pri-ces .Per Cwt 
Other $23.00 on Total Per Head Total Revenue Profit 
Situati.on :Cost1: _ Per Cwt_· . .. F~e_gers Cost Sold ~21 • .00 £22.2s·· ~~1H)0; ·.222.&2-s 
- Dollars -
300 Head Lot 
One Lot-300 
60 Days 12,987 34,500 345 47,742 161 139 
--
-22 
--
· 90 Days 16,789 34.,500 518 51,807 174 151 
--
-2.3 
--
120 Days 20,759 34,500 690 55,949 l88 16'0 169 -28 -19 
150 Days 25,141 34,500 863 60,5-04 204 168 178 -36 -26 
Con ti.nuousl y-300 
60 Days 51,-056 201,000 2.,010 260,126 146 139 
--
-7 
90 Days 51,091 1313 ,ooo 2,010 191,161 161 151 --- -10 
120 Days 52_,2 75 .:103,500 2_;-070 151,845 117 160 169 -17 -8 
150 Days 53.,557 82,800 1,07-D 138,427 194 168 178 -26 -16 
Continuously-100 
60 Days 21,015 69,000 690 90,705 153 139 
--
-14 
90 Days 20,98.3 .· 46 ,ooo 690 67,673 171 151 -- -20 
120 Days 21,410 34,500 690 56,600 1~1 160 169 -31 -22 
150 Days 21.796 27 .600 690 50.086 211 168 178 -43 -33 
aTotal other costs include feed,nonfeed variable cost excluding death ·1oss, and fixed cost. 
bThese prices represent the average 1960 "Good" and t 1Choice" slaughter prices at the Oklahoma 
City Public Stockyards as reported by USDA Market News Service. 
N 
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APPENDIX TABLE I.4 
TOTAL COST, TOTAL REVENUE, AND PROFIT FOR 700 POUND STEERS FED CONTINUOUSLY IN FENCELINE BUNK 
SYSTEMS AT ALTERNATIVE SCALES AND USE LEVELS AND WITH FEEDER AND SLAUGHTER CATTLE PRICES 
APPROXIMATING JANUARY THROUGH J UNE 1963 -OKLAHOMA CONDITIONS 
Feeder T-0tal Revenue and Profit at b 
Total Cost Interest Total Cost Two Slaughter Prices Per Cwt 
Other $24.33 on Total Per Head Total Revenue Profit 
Situation Costa Per Cwt Feeders Cost Sold $21125 $22.75 $21125 $2L75 
- Dollars -
300 Head Lot 
One Lot-300 
60 Days 14,522 51,093 511 66,,126 223 185 -- -38 
90 Days 19,240 51,093 766 71,099 239 199 -- -40 
120 Days 24,328 51,093 1.,022 76,443 257 210 224 -47 -33 
150 Days 29,785 51,093 1,27] 82,155 277 220 235 -57 -42 
Continuously-300 
60 Days 61,069 306,558 3,066 370,693 208 185 -·-- -23 
90 Days 61,739 204,372 3,066 269,177 227 199 -- -28 
120 Days 63,205 153 ,2 7-9 J,066 219,550 246 210 224 -36 -.22 
150 Days 65,003 12.2-, 623 3,066 190,692 268 220 235 -48 -33 
Continuously-100 
.. -~O D~i~ 24,347 102,186 1,022 127,555 215 185 -- -30 
90 Days 24,535 68,124 1,022 93,681 237 199 -- -38 
120 Days 25,103 51,093 1,022 77,218 260 210 224 -50 -36 
150 Days 25,591 40,874 1,022 67,487 285 220 235 -65 -50 
arotal other costs include feed, nonfeed variable cost excluding death loss, and fixed cost. 
bThese prices represent the average 1960 "Good" and "Choice" slaughter prices at the Oklahoma 
City Public Stockyards as reported by USDA Market News Se-rvice. '. N :~ 
·0i 
APPENDIX TABLE J.l 
TOTAL OTHER COST; BREAKEVEN PRICE, AND COST PER POUND OF GAIN AT TWO-ALTERNA'fIVE GRAIN SORGHUM 
PRICES; AND CHANGES IN BREAKEVEN PRICES AND COST PER POUND OF -GAIN ASSOCIATED WITH 
INCREASING PRICE OF GRAIN SORGHUM BY TEN C-EN'l'Sa 
Beale 
6-0 Days 
90 Days 
1-20 Days 
150 Days 
· -60 Days 
-:90 Days 
120 Days 
Total Feeder .Ora.in Sorghum at $1.80/cwt Grain Sorghum lit $1.50/cwt .6)3EP l}.CPPG 
Cost at 20/ Total Other Total Other With 10¢- With 10¢ 
'E'er ·Pound· . -Cost BEP :.CPPG Cost BEP CPPG A in 111Uo -A ili:milo 
- BoJ:1.ars ,-,. ·· Cents .;_pf!r Pound -Dollars- _ ,:·Cents per Pound.;. 
181,800 51,056 
121.,800 51,-091 
91 8:00 
' . 
52,.275 
73,800 53.,557 
254,520 61,069 
17:0,520 · 61,139 
128 -520 
' .. 
63,2-05 
· 500 Pound Heifers 
19~77 19.02 
20.21 20.11 
21.28 23.8-0 
"22.38 26.c.49 
48,312 
47., 717 
·48,453 
49,321 
700 Pound Steer-s 
20.33 . 21.77 56,881 
20.86 23.52. 56., 797 
21.-82 26.45 57.,716 
19.53 l1.3l\ ·.08 
19.82 18:.69 .13 
20~71 21 ... 33 ~ 19 
21.64 23.6-0 . .25 
20.06 19.47 .09 
20 .. 42 20. 79 .15 
21 .. 20 23.22 .21 
.55 
. ,, 67 
+S2 
• 96 
.77 
.91 
1.08 
150 Days 103. 32-0 65,003 22;85 2'9 .'04 59 ~ 072 22.05 25.40 .27 1.21 
aAssuming a 300 head fenceline bunk feeding system, continuous feeding, and full utillzation. 
•R; 
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APPENDIX 'IABLE K.l 
TOTAL AND PER POUND COST AND REVENUE WITH FEEDER CATTLE PRICE.i SLAUGHTER CATTLE PRICE, AND 
GRAIN SORGHUM PRICE AT REPORTED AVERAGE MONTHLY PRICE FROM 1960-1963,a 500 POUND 
HEIFERS, 90 DAY FEEDING PERIOD, 2,000 PJ1AD BUNK FEEDLOT AND 
Sale 
Date 
1960 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar.. 
Apr. 
May 
June 
July 
Au_g. 
Sept __ 
Oct. 
Nov .. 
Dec. 
1961 
Jan. 
Feb•. 
Mar. 
Apr. 
May 
June 
'total 
Feede5 Feeder 
i;ost Cost 
Cents Pet· 
Pound 
23.49 
21.38 
20.50 
19.00 
19.81 
21.58 
22.18 
20.95 
19.90 
19.44 
18.50 
18.50 
18.31 
18 .. 94 
20.18 
20_.12 
20. 72 
20. 74 
953,694 
868.,028 
-832, 300 
771,400 
804,2-86 
876,148 
900,508 
850,570 
807,940 
789.,264 
751.,100 
751,100 
743,386 
768,964 
819,308 
816,872 
841,232 
842,044 
Total 
Other 
Coste 
- Dollars -
.28-?., 79-0 
288,777 
290,229 
29--0,956 
292,489 
290,229 
288,777 
289,503 
· 283,531 
276,831 
275_,378 
275,378 
276_,831 
279,818 
285,063 
287,243 
286,516 
289,503 
CONTINUOUS FEEDING 
Total Feeder Other 
Cnst Cost Cost 
Total<l Per Pound Per Pound Per Pound 
Cost Sold Sold Sold 
- Cents Per Pound -
1,239,484 21. 74 16. 72 5.01 
1,156,805 2-0_.2'9 15.22 5 • .06 
l--.9122 ,52"9 19_.69 14 .. 60 5.09 
1,062, 35-6 18 .. 63 13 .• 53 5.10 
1,0--96., 77'5 19.23 14.10 5.13 
1,166,377 20.45 15.36 5.-09 
1,189,2-85 20_.86 15., 79 -S.06 
1,140,073 19.99 14.92 5.-08 
1,091_,471 19.14 14_.17 4.-97 
1,066, -095 18.70 13.84 4.85 
1., 026 _,478 18.00 l3.17 4-.83 
1,026..,478 18.00 13.17 4.83 
1,020,211 17 .-89 13.04 4.85 
1,048,782 18.39 13.48 4!91 
1,104,371 19.37 14.37 5.00 
1,104,115 19_.36 14.33 5.04 
1,127,748 19.78 14.75 5.02 
Sale Price 
Heife.r 
Good 
6-0-0--800 
22.li-9 
22.90 
23 .• 98 
24.3:8 
23.88 
23.75 
23.12 
22.38 
21. 74 
21.69 
22,,25 
22.55 
23.09 
23_.12 
22.84 
22.55 
21.08 
1.131,547 19.84 14,,77 5 • 08 . _ _ --2 0. 6 2 
N 
'N 
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APPENDIX TABLE K.1 (Continued} 
T-otal Total 
Sale Feede6 -Feeder Other C Date Cost -Cost Cost 
Cents Per - Dollars -
Pound 
1961 
July 20 .. 80 844,480 293,943 
Aug. Z0.35 826,210 302,821 
Sept. 19.;99 Sll,594 303,628 
Oct. 19.99 811_.!i94 298,381 
Nov. 20.51 832,706 297,65-6 
Dec. 20.12 816,872 298,381 
1962 
Jan. 19.86 -806 ,31-6 299,107 
Fe-b,. 19. 76 802-,256 299_,915 
Mar. 20.30 824,lSG 300_,-641 
Apr. 21 .. 98 892,388 301,367 
May 22.36 907 ,~16 305,080 
June 22.02 894,012 3-05 ,807 
July 22.40 909_,440 306_,534 
Aug. 21.55 874,930 3-07,341 
Sept. 22.15 899,290 305 ,08-0 
Oct" 21.82 885,892 302,094 
Nov. 22.14 -898,884 299,915 
Dec. 22 .. -40 909.440 300.641 
Total 
Cost 
Totald Per Pound 
Sold Co-st 
1,138,423 19.96 
1,129,031 19.80 
1,ns,222 J.9 .. 56 
1,109,975 19 .. 47 
1,130,362 19.82 
1,115,253 19.56 
1,105,423 19.39 
1,102,111 19.33 
1,124,821 19.73 
1 _, 193,755 20.93 
1,212,896 21.27 
1,199,819 21.04 
1,215,974 2L32 
1,182,271 20 .. 73 
1,204,370 21.12 
1,187,986 20 .. 83 
1,198"' 799 21.02 
1.21-0.0Bl _ii-.22 
Feeder Other 
Cost Cost 
Per Pound Pe-r Pound 
Sold Sol-d 
- Gen ts Per Pound -
14.81 5.15 
14.49 5.31 
14.23 5.32 
14.23 5 .. 23 
14.60 5.22 
14.33 5.23 
14,.14 5.25 
14 .. 07 5.26 
14.45 S .. 27 
15.65 5__.28 
15.92 5. 3-S 
15.68 5.36 
15-!'95 5.38 
15.34 5.39 
15.77 5 .. 35 
15"54 5.30 
15,, 76 5.26 
15. 95~-- 5.27 
Sale Price 
Reifer 
Good 
600-800 
2-0. 77 
21.94 
22.00 
21 .. 89 
22.6S 
23 .. ll 
23.-05 
23.12 
22-eo74 
23.69 
22.95 
22 .. 95 
23.25 
23.73 
25~-04 
25.25 
25.25 
25.21 
N 
N 
·00 
AFPENDIX TABLE K. l (Continued) 
Total Feeder Ot.her Sale Price 
Total Total Cost Cost Cost Reifer 
Sale Fee-der Feeder Other Totald Per Pound Per Pound Per Pound Good 
Costb Cost ·c Sold· Date Cost Cost Sold Sold 600-800 
Cents Per - Dollars - - Cents Per Pound -
__fg_und 
1963 
Jan. 25.37 1,030,022 301,367. 1,331,389 23.35 J,.8.06 5.28 23_,, 95. 
Feb ... 22.50 913,500 302,094 1,215,594 21.32 16 .02 5.30 22.12 
Mar. 25.25 1,025, 15i) 304,354 1,329,504 23 .-31 17 _. 98 5.34 20.50 
Apr~ 23.0-0 933,800 305,807 t,239,607 21. 74 16.38 5.36 21.25 
May 22_. 25 903, '350 306,534 1-,209 ,884 21..22 15.84 5.38 21.00 
June 22._.00 ··-·~·-·· 893_,,200 306.534 1.199.134 21:.04 15.66 5.33 ___ il_.25 
aFeed prices are as reported by Statistical Reporting Service and cattle prices by USDA"".AMS 
Market News Service. 
bThe feeder price represents the price paid by the feedlot opera·tor when .the animal was pur-
chased rather tban the feeder price at the selling date-. Total feeder eost includes, an interest 
charge. 
cTot.al other cost includes feed, nonfeed variable cost except death loss, and fixed cost. 
d Sum of tot.al other ~ost and feeder cost. 
~ 
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APPENDIX TABLE K.2 
TOTAL AND PER POUND COST AND REVENUE WITH FEEDER CATTLE PRICE_, SLAUGHTER CATTLE PRICE, AND 
GRAIN SORGHUM PRICE AT REPORTED AVERAGE MONTHLY PRICE FROM 1960-1963/ 500 -POUND 
HEI1i'ERS, 150 DAY FEEDING PERIOD.., 2,000 · HEAD "BUNK FEEDLOT AND 
CONTINUOUS FEEDING 
Total · F-eeder Other 
To_tal Total. Cost Cost -Cost ·sale Price 
Sale F°eeder Feeder Other Totald Per Pound eer Pound ~er Pound Heifers Heifers 
Costb Cost - C -Sold -Sold - .. Sold Good Choice Date · Cost -cost 
Cents Per - Dollars - - Cents Per Pound~ -Dollars-
~und 
1960 
Jan. 25,.65 630,990 299,295 930.,285 24 .. 53 16.64 7.89 23.72 24 .. 50 
Feb. 24.33 598,518 301,204 899,722 23. 73 15. 78 7 .. 94 22.10. 2-4 .. 71 
Mar. 23.49 577,854 304,969 882,823 23.28 15.24 8.04 22.49 25-..96 
Apr ... 21.38 525,948 306,876 832,824 21_. -96 13.87 8.09 22.90 26.51 
May 20.50 504,300 307,806 8U,106 21.42 13.30 ~.12 23~98 2-6 .12 
_June 19.00 467,400 309,713 777,113 20.49 12 •. 33 8 .1.7 24.38 25.76 
July 19.81 487,326 306,876 794,202 ·20.94 12.85 8.09 23.88 25.12 
Aug.., 21.58 530,868 304,969 835,837 22.04 14.00 8.04 2J.75 24.33 
Sept. 22.lB 545,628 305,947 8S1,.S7S 22.46 14. 3-g 8.07 23-..12 23-.6-8 
Oct. 20.95 515.,370 298, 36-6 813,736 21.46 13.59 7.87 22_. 38 23.44 
Nov. 19.90 489,540 289,858 779,398 20.55 12.,91 7 .-64 21.74 23.87 
Dec. 19.44 478,224 287,950 766.,174 20.20 12.61 7.59 21.69 24.30 
1961 
Jan. 18_..50 455,100 Z87 _, 950 743,050 19.59 12.-00 7.59 22.25 2-5.03 
Feb. 18.50 455,100 289,858 744,958 19.65 12.00 J.64 22.55 24.86 
Mar. 18.31 450,426 293,623 744,049 19.62 ll.88 7.74 23.09 24.69 
Apr. 18.94 465,924 300,274 766,198 20.21 12.29 7.92 23.12 24.55 
May 20.18 496.,428 303,111 799,539 21.08 13.09 7.99 22.84 22.83 N w 
June 20.12 494.952 302 ,.132 797~084 21.02 13.05 7'3.97 2_2~55 22.62 0 
APPENDIX TABLE K.2 (Continued) 
T-otal Feeder Other 
Total Tot-al -Cost: Cost Cost Sale Price 
Sale Feeder Feeder Other Total Per Pound Per P-0und Per Pound Heifers Heifers 
Date Costb Cost Coste Costd Sold Sold Sold Good - Choice 
Cents Per - Dollars - - Cents Per Pound - -Dollars-
Pou;u-d 
1961 
July 20. 72 509,712 305,947 815,659 21.51 13.44 8.07 21.08 22.,42 
Aug. 20. 74 510,204 311,620 821,824 21.67 13.45 8.22 20.62 23.23 
Sept. 20.,80 511,680 322,966 834,646 22.01 13.49 8_.52 20. 77 23.50 
-Oct. 20.35 500-,610 323,895 824,505 21.74 13.20 8.54 21.94 23.39 
Nov-. 19.99 491,754 317-,294 809,048 21.34 12.97 8.37 22.00 24.00 
Dec. 19.99 491,754 316,364 808,118 21.31 12.97 8_. 34 21.89 24.62 
1962 
Jan. 20.51 504,546 317,294 821,840 21.67 13.,31 8.37 22.68 24.70 
Feb. 20.12 494-,952 318,223 813,175 21.44 13.05 8.39 23.11 24.50 
Mar. 19.86 488,556 319,201 807,757 21.30 12.88 8.42 23.05 24.48 
Apr. 19. 76 486-,096 320, 13-0 806,226 21.26 12.82 8.44 23 .. 12 25.12 
May 20.30 499,380 321,059 820.,439 21.64 13.17 8.47 22. 74 24.48 
June 21.98 540,708 325,803 866,511 22.85 14.26 8.59 23.69 24.22 
July 22.36 550y056 326,731 876,787 23.12 14.51 8.62 22.95 24.54 
Aug_. 22.02 541,692 327,709 869,401 22.93 14.2:S 8.64 22.95 25..,29 
Sept. 22.40 551,040' 328,639 879,679 23.20 14.53 8.67 23.25 2-6-. 76 
Oct. 21.55 530,130 325,803 855, 93'3 22.57 13.98 8.59 23.73 26.88 
Nov. 21.82 536,772 322,037 858 ,S09 22.65 14.16 8.-49 25.04 26.84 
Dec. 2f._., 14 544,644 319.201 863,845 22.78 14.36 8.42 25.25 26.88 
N 
L,J 
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APPENDIX TABLE K.2 {Continued) 
Sale 
Date 
1963 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Apr. 
May 
June 
Feeder 
Costb 
Gents Per 
Pound 
22.4-0 
25.37 
22.50 
25.25 
23.00 
22 ._25 
Total 
Feeder 
Cost 
551)040 
624,102 
553,500 
621,150 
565,800 
547.350 
Total 
Other 
Coste 
- Dollars -
-320, 130 
321,059 
322,037 
324,873 
326,731 
3273709 
Totald 
Cost 
871_,170 
945.,161 
875,537 
946,023 
892.,531 
8759059 
Total 
Cost 
Feeder 
Cost 
Other 
Cost 
Per Pound _Fer Pound Per Pound 
Sold Sold Sold 
- Cents Per Pound -
22_. 97 14.53 8.44 
24.92 16.46 8.47 
23.09 14.60 8.49 
24.95 16-.38 8_. 57 
23.54 ll! .• 92 8 .. 62 
23.-08 14.43 8.64 
Sale Price 
Heifers Heifers 
Good Choice 
-Dollars-
23.95 25.55 
22.12 23.75 
20.50 22.12 
21.25 21-. 00 
21-. 00 22.25 
21.25 22.25 
aFeed prices are as reported by Stati-stical Reporting Service and cattle prices by USDA-AMS 
Market News Service. 
bThe feeder price represents the price paid by the feedlot operator when the animal was pur-
chased rather than the feeder price at the selling date. Total feeder cost includes an interest 
charge. 
cTotal other cost includes feed, nonfeed variable cost except death loss, and fixed cost. 
d Sum of total other cost and feeder cost. 
N 
I.,.) 
N 
APPENDIX TABLE K.3 
TOTAL AND PER POUND COST AND REVENUE ,WITH FEEDER CATTLE PRICE, SLAUGHTER CATTLE PRICEJ AND 
GRAIN SORGHUM PRICE AT REPORTED AVERAGE MONTHLY PRICE FROM 1960-1963,a 700 POUND 
STEERS 9 150 DAY FEEDING PERIOD, 2,000 HEAD BUNK r'EEDLOT AND 
' CONTINUOUS FEEDING 
Total Feeder Otber 
Total Total Cost Cost Cost Sale Price 
Sale Feeder Feeder Other Total Per Pound Per Pound Per Pound Steers 
Date Costb Cost Coste Costd Sold Sold Sold Choice·· 
Cents Per - Dollars - . - Cents Per Pound - -Dollars-
___fQund 
1960 
Jan. 26.36 907,838 365,748 1,273,586 25.94 18.49 7.45 25.67 
Feb. 26.09 898,540 368,438 1,266,978 25.81 18.30 7.51 25.25 
Mar~ 24.54 845)158 373_j867 1..,219,025 24.83 17.22 7.62 24.96 
Apr. 22.69 781$444 376,556 1,158,000 23.59 15.92 7 .6 7 24.18 
May 22.40 771,456 377 » 926 1,149,382 23.41 15. 72 7.70 23.59 
June 23.99 826,216 380,615 1,206,831 24.59 16 .83 7.75 24.07 
July 24.69 850,324 376 J,556 1,226,880 24.99 17.32 7 .6 7 24. 76 
Aug. 25.10 864,444 373,867 1,238,311 25.23 17.61 7.62 25.46 
Sept. 24.89 857.?212 375.,187 1,232,399 25.11 17 ... 46 7.64 25.20 
Oct. 23.50 809,340 364,428 1,173,768 23.91 16.49 7.42 25.00 
Nov. 22.85 786,954 352,252 1,139,206 23.21 16.03 7.18 24.60 
Dec. 22.69 781,444 349,561 1,131,005 23.04 15.92 7.12 22.64 
1961 
Jan. 21.69 747:;004 349,561 1,096,565 22.34 15..,22 7.12 22.58 
Feb. 20.75 714!1630 352,252 1,066,882 21.. 73 14.56 7.18 22.26 
Mar. 20.94 721Jl74 357;,680 1,078,854 21.98 14.69 7.29 23.30 
Apr. 22.26 766)1634 367,118 1,133,752 23.10 15_. 62 7.48 23.68 
May 22.92 7893365 371,177 1,160,542 23.64 16.08 7.56 23 .. 55 
June 23 ~__124, 186 369 .808 1~163~94 23! 71 16 .18 7.53 _ 24.30 
N 
w 
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APPENDIX TABLE K.3 (Continued) 
Total Total 
Sale Feeder Feeder Other 
Date Costb Cost Coste 
Cents Per - Dollars -
_fQund 
1961 
July 23.40 805,896 375,187 
Aug. 23 .. 16 797,630 383:,306 
Sept. 23.99 826,216 399,493 
Oct. 23.00 792J 120 400,862 
Nov. 22.86 787,298 391.,423 
Dec.., 22.48 774 ,:,211 390.1'055 
1962 
Jan. 23.27 801,419 39lp423 
Feb. 22.98 791,431 392,744 
Mar. 22.50 774j 900 394,114 
Apr. 22.92 789,365 395,434 
May 23.36 804,518 396,803 
June 23.25 800,730 403,552 
July 24.48 843,091 404,921 
Aug. 24.14 831,382 406,241 
Sept. 24.86 856,178 407,612 
Oct. 24.15 831,726 403,552 
Nov. 24.82 854,801 398,173 
Dec..._~·~- 25.45 876,498 394.114 
Total ~eed.er Other 
Cost Cost Cost 
T-0tal Per Pound Per Pound Per Pound 
Costd Sold Sold Sold 
- Gents Per Pound -
1,181,083 24.06 16.42 7.64 
l.?180,936 24 .. 06 16 .25 7.81 
1,225,709 24.97 16.83 8.14 
1,192,982 24.30 16.14 8.17 
1,178,721 ~4.01 16.04 7.97 
1,164,266 23 .. 72 15. 77 7.95 
1,192,842 24.30 16.33 7.97 
1,184jl75 24.12 16.12 8.00 
1.,169,014 23.81 15.79 8.03 
1,184,799 24.14 16.08 8.06 
1,201,321 24.47 16.39 8.08 
1,204,282 24.53 16.31 8.22 
1,248,012 25.42 17.18 8.25 
1.,237 ,623 25.21 16.94 8.28 
1,263,790 25.75 17.44 8 .. 30 
1,235,278 25.16 16.94 8.22 
1,252,974 25 .. 53 17.41 8.11 
1.270.612 25.88 17.86 8.03 
Sale Price 
Steers 
· Choice· 
-Dollars-
24. 72 
25.10 
25.25 
25.50 
25 .. 71 
25.18 
24.75 
25.19 
26.01 
27.66 
28.02 
28.16 
28.09 
26.02 
27 .69 
28.00 
28.17 
~13 
N 
w 
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APPENDIX TABLE K.3 (Continued) 
T-0-tal ,Feeder Otber 
Total Total Cost Cost Cost Sale Price 
Sale Feedefi Feeder Other Total Per Pound Per Pound Per Pound Steers 
Date Cost Cost Coste Costd Sold Sold Sold Choice 
Cents Per - Dollars - - Cents Per Pound - -Dollars-
Pound 
1963 
Jan. 24.98 860,311 395,434 1,255,745 25.,58 17.53 8.06 26.43 
Feb. 24.49 843,436 396,803 1,240,239 25.27 17.18 8.08 24.50 
Mar. 24.75 852,390 398,173 1,250,563 25.48 17.36 8.11 22.88 
Apr. 25.06 863,066 402,182 1,265,248 25. 78 17.58 8.19 23.46 
May 25.19 867,544 404,921 1,272,465 25.92 17.67 8.25 22.75 
June 24.33 837.925 406.241 1.244.166 25 .. 35 17.07 8.28 22.62 
aFeed prices are as reported by Statistical Reporting Service and cattle prices by USDA-AMS 
Market News Service. 
bThe feeder price represents the price paid by the feedlot operator when the animal was pur~ 
chased rather than the feeder price at the selling date. Total feeder cost includes an interest 
charge~ 
cTotal other cost includes feed, nonfeed variable cost except death loss, and fixed cost. 
d Sum of total other cost and feeder cost. 
N 
·w 
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Completed the requirements for the Doctor of Philosophy Degree 
in August, 1963. 
· Professional Experience: Served as enumerator for USDA-ERS during 
the sunnner of 1957. Employed as Research Assistant in the 
Department of Agricultural EconomicsJ Oregon State University, 
Corvallis, Oregon, from September» 1958 to June, 1960. Em-
ployed as Research Assistant in the Department of Agricultural 
Economics, Oklahoma State University from September, 1960 to 
March, 1963. Employed as Assistant Professor in the Department 
of Agricultural EconomicsJ North Dakota State University, 
Fargo, North Dakota from March, 1963 to present. 
